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f:x f.2BRIS 
THE 1924 
AURORA 
��ePUBLISHED BY THE 
STUDENTS Of 1HE MICHIGAN 
STATE NORMAL COLLEGE 
x::x::x:: DEDICATION il_il_il_ 
To WORK, the ba si s of all 
progress, the AURORA of 192.4 
i s  dedicated;  t o  the kind 
of -WORK whose doing and 
whose products are g ood for 
l1umankind; to the teacher's 
WORK, wl1icl1 seeks to make 
m en and w o m en who will 
measure their WORK in terms 
of universal huma11 welfare 
and wl10 will therefore p er­
form their ta sks with the 
greater heart and l1appier zest. 
THrs BOOK tells the story of "The New 
Pandora's Box," a story in which Pandora 
opens a forbidden box and releases upon 
man his greatest blessing-Work. The 
results of her disobedient act are mani­
fold with us today; our Campus, Studies, 
Organizations, and College Life exen1-
plify her beneficent gift and its fine chas­
tening of our baser metals. As you read 
through this AuRORA of 192.4 will you 
not occasionally think of that beautiful 
Pandora, endowed by all the gods, whose 
old-tin1e curiosity has n1ade it possible 
for all to know the sweet pains of a finer 
and finer humanisn1? She is the first great 
author of the richest memories that you 
·vvill cherish through life, memories that 
the A UR ORA of r 9 2.4 will help you to 
keep ever fresh and bright. 
Alma Mater., full 
of glory., 
Loved of ev-'ry 
loyal son., 
We are proud to 
tell the story 
Of the work that 
thou hast done. 
Rising grand 
above the Huron-' 
Like a shining 
beacon light-' 
Gleaming far 
across the nation., 
vVave thy color S., 
green and white. 
Alma Mater., 
kindly mother., 
Sons and daughters 
honor thee., 
Joining hands 
with one another., 
Roll the song 
from sea to sea. 
" 
Oh what joyous 
mem-' r_y ft Us us 
When they fall 
upon our sight., 
For no other emblem ....... -..­
thrills usJ 
Like thy colorsJ 
green and white. 
A..lma Mater., in 
the future 
When we all are 
far away., 
We-' ll recall the 
kindly nurture 
We received from 
day to day., 
And the loyal souls 
that led us 
Ever to the strong 
and right. 
And we'll cherish 
as a treasure 
Thy loved colors., 
green and white. 
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FA IE BEAL 
Acting Dean of Women 
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CLEMENS p. STEIMLE 
Registrar 
\V1LLIAM H. SHERZER, Ph: D. 
Professor of Natural Science 
B. S., M. S., Ph. D., University of Michigan 
NATURAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT 
The atural Science Department stands on the platform that there is 
nothing more beautiful or more to be desired then Truth, and on this 
foundation it has built a scientific training for nearly three hundred 
specializing students. This year's group will join with past graduates in 
looking back with gratitude to the teachers who opened their eyes to the 
"great wide beautiful wonderful world." 
There have been few changes in the personnel of the Department; old 
friends are best. Professor Sherzer took up the infant department in 
1892., guiding and nurturing it through years of gratifying growth to a 
maturity fitting the child of his brain and heart; Miss Phelps came in 1898 
to teach Zoology, her interest in human beings shifted her field later to 
physiology; Miss Goddard's name has been consistently identified with 
the world of plants since 1900; Mr. Edwards began being invaluable in 
1908, and has never ceased to be on call to help anyone do anything; Mr. 
Hover in 1919 took the agricultural work out from under the wing of the 
botany classes, and has made it a vital growing entity on the campus; 
in 192.0 the physiology laboratories were privileged to share the time of 
Miss Supe, Training School urse; the next year Professor Hankinson took 
the Zoology work laid down by Dr. Bertram G. mith, vitalizing it with 
the spirit of the fields; and in the same year came Mr. Henstock to be the 
presiding genius of the greenhouse and gardens. Even the architectural 
lines of the Science Hall seem to the students who love it symbolic of the 
spirit of its teachings; sturdy yet sweet, conservative yet far-visioned. 
Page Twenty-five 
JESSIE PHELP , M. E. 
Associate Professor of Phy.-io:ogy 
B. S., M. S., University of Mi.:hi,;a:1 
Page Twcnts-six 
MARY A. GODDARD, B. S. 
Associate Professor oj Botany 
B. S., University of Michigan 
J. MJLTOK HOVER, A. B .• B. s. 
Associate Professor of Agriettltttre 
A. B., Michigan Stace orrnal College 
B. S., University of Chicago 
'::'HOMAS L. HANKINSO , B. s. 
Associ.,,,te Professor of Zoology 
B. S., Michigan Agricultural College 
Graduate Student, Cornell Uni versiry 
CAROLINA A. SuPE, A. B. R. E. RooocK, A. B. 
Assistant in Physiology 
A. B., University of Michigan 
R. ., Battle Creek Sanitarium Hospinl and 
Training School 
Instructor in Science and At,riett!tttre A. B., Ohio University, Athens, Ohio 
Graduate Student, Ohio Scare Uni,·ersicy 
Page Twenty-seven 
FREDERICK ALEXANDER, A. B. 
Professor of Music and Director of Conservatory of Music 
A. B., University of Michigan 
THE CONSERVATORY OF Musrc 
The most distinguished recital of the year for the Conservatory was 
a piano recital inAeolian Hall, ew York City, given March 4th, by our 
gifted young artist, James Breakey. The recital was a record-breaker 
for Ypsilanti since it was tbe first New York recital ever given by a 
faculty member of the Normal College Conservatory. Mr. Breakey was 
ably assisted by Walter Leary, baritone, who for one year taught here. 
The recital was therefore an all-Ypsilanti pro gram. 
Of our alumni the most successful in a conspicuous professional career 
is Harold Rieder, solo organist at the Tivioli Movie Theatre in Newark, 
ew Jersey; a really superb position for a gifted organist. 
Among our one-time students, Miss Phoebe Jefferson has attained 
the fame of a two concerto concert at Queen's Hall, London, with the 
orchestra under direction of Sir Henry Wood. 
Our justly celebrated choir of two hundred mixed voices, under direc­
tion of Professor Frederick Alexander, sang the aUa cappella Christmas 
music in four cities: Jackson, Ann Arbor, Ypsilanti, and Detroit. The 
last appearance was in Orchestra Hall as soloists for the Symphony 
Orchestra, drawing the record-breaking audience in the series of Sunday 
matinees. 
Such varied and great public appearances increase our pride in the 
ormal Conservacory of Music. 
Page Twent3•-ciglit 
CARL LrNDEGRE 
Assistant Professor of Music 
Pupil of Herbert Witherspoon, New York 
MRS. ANNIS DEXTER GRAY 
Voice 
JAMLS BREAKEY, A. B. 
Piano 
Pupil of Herbert Witherspoon, N�w York A. B.,'_Michigan Stare orrnal College and University 
of Michigan 
Pupil of Josef Lhevinne 
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JEANNETTE (OFFRON 
Instmctor in Music 
Srndent, University of Michigan 
EDw ARD MosHER 
Instmctor in Music 
Graduate, Michigan Scace Normal College 
Page Thirt�· 
ELLATI-IEDA SPOFFORD 
Instmctor in Music 
Graduate, Michigan State Normal College 
LILLIAN A. ASHBY, B. Pn. 
Instructor in Music 
RussELL GEE 
Instructor in Music 
Institute of Musical Art, New Y:irk 
Pupil of T. Tertius Noble 
B. Pd., Michigan State Normal College 
AGNES \V ARDROPER 
Instructor in Piano 
G:aduate of Conservarory of Ypsilanti 
npil of Georgia Richardson Baskerville; and Wager 
Swayne, Paris 
Page Tlzirty-011e 
GRACE EMEMR y 
Tnstmctor in Piano 
C r,dm.ce of Michigan Scace Normal College 
Conservatory 
Pupil of Wager Swayne 
FLORE CE LYON, A. B. 
Assistant Professor of Modern La,nv,age 
A. B., Indiana University: Student i, ::a.a 
de Verano Para Excran jeros, Madrid, Spa Jl 
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.:OHANNA ALPERMANN, A. M. 
A,-scciate Professor of Modern Language 
L B., Michigan Scace Normal College 
A. M., Columbia University 
RICHARD CLYDE FORD, Ph. D. 
Professor of Modern Lan,uages 
Ph. B., Ph. M., Albion College 
Ph. D., University of Mrnich 
MODERN LANGUAGE DEPART::¼ENT 
In 1859 Professor J. M. B. Sill, acting principal of the Michigan Scace 
onnal School, which was then seven years old, reported chat the 
department of French and German was doing its work "thoroughly and 
well." This was exceedingly complimentary for a department, the courses 
of which were not considered an integral part of the curriculum, and 
thought valuable only for women. 
So thoroughly and well has the department carrie on during the 
sixty-five years of its existence that today it has become a vital force in 
the academic work of the Normal College. Ac the present time it has a 
pleasant home in the Administration Building with large classrooms, a 
library, a seminary room, and a private office. The classrooms are well 
equipped with pictures, maps, and other illustrative material. The library 
contains about 1,500 volumes of the best works in the various modern 
literatures. Here are also foreign language newspapers and magazines. 
The department offers regular four year college courses, s::rninary courses, 
special courses in the literatures of France, Spain, Central Europe, and 
Russia; and a teacher-training course. Lectures by members of the staff 
add to the general interest of the work, and sometimes a play, or a tea, or a 
special program comes to relieve the monotony of a fixed routine. 
In 1905 a gift of the Honorable Peter White of Marquette, now de­
ceased, made it possible for the department to award $2.5 annually to some 
student who does specially distinguished work in French. The latest 
award from the fund was in 192.3 to Miss Ruth Cactermole. 
Page Thirty-three 
J. STUART LATHERS, A. M. 
Professor of Speech 
B. L., A. M., University of Michigan 
SPEECH DEPARTMENT 
To converse well, to read well aloud or silently, to address a public as­
sembly well and lead it to the speaker's view, to portray human nature 
through the dramatist's art in acting, these are the aims of the Department 
of Speech. These and the greater aim which underlies them all-to give 
strength and poise of character to the student. Character reveals itself in 
speech and governs all truly effective discourse, while speech in turn reacts 
upon character and a mastery over words aids in mastery of thought. This 
is the philosophy of the Department of Speech. 
Page Thirty-fo1tr 
FR3DERICK B. McKAY, A. M. 
Professor of Speech 
Gradu1te of Michigan State Normal College 
A. B., A. M., University_of Michigan 
MARION STOWE, A. ·-· 
Instructor of Speech 
A. M., Uni,·ersity of Michig�, 
In� H1 TZ McKAY, A. M. 
Assi.rta:nt Professor of Speech 
A. B., University of Chicago 
.'\. M., Columbia University 
Page Thirty-five 
Instead of writing a description of courses in English, I am asking the 
AuRORA to publish a short poem written by Mr. Harry D. Thompson ,  a 
former Normal College student, who writes that he caught the spirit and 
love of poetry in his college class-room. 
THEY Sou DED TAPS * 
Th�y sounded taps, young soldier of the free ,  
And heaped Memorial flowers above your breast 
In France across the north Atlantic sea 
Where you are lying peacefully at rest. 
Yott fell on soil in bondage to your foe; 
Foe paid to you last honors of the brave; 
But there today the Yankee bugles blow, 
French tears, French flowers rain upon yo11r grave. 
They finished of  your task right welt, my lad; 
They sco11rged the wolves in panic from that soil: 
Methinks you know and that your soul is glad 
To see French peasant at his peacef1tl toil. 
We'd laughed at all yo11r pranks and boyish wit 
And scarce could think you t,roum to man 's estate; 
The shot that bro1tght yo1t down a nation hit; 
O'er all the land hearts leaped with r,rief and hate. 
'Tis for 011rselves, not yo11, we mourn today, 
You scion of 011r choicest and our best. 
Such lives as yours we' re ill resigned to pay 
To rid the world of Hohenzollern pest. 
But you-'twas thus, brave heart, you 'd choose to go; 
If come death m11st, yo1t' cl have him ride a clo11d; 
And when you went, 'twas gaily-that I know, 
As well befits the gallant and the proud. 
Above your breast the Yankee bugles blow; 
French hands are twinin,g wreaths across the sea; 
And somewhere yo11r brave heart is joyed to know 
That alt about your grave French soil is free .  
HARRY D .  THOMPSO 
*Written in honor of Quentin Roosevelt, and published in The New York Times,Ju1y 1 5 ,  1 91.0. 
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FLORUS A. BARBOUR, A. M. 
Professor of English 
A. B., University of Michignn 
A. M. (Honorary), University of Michigan 
ALMA BLOUNT, PH. D .  
Associate hofessor of  English 
B .  S ., A. B., Wheaton College 
Ph. D., Cornell 
ESTELLE DowN1 G, A .  M .  
Associate Professor of Rhetoric 
A. B., University of Michigan 
A. M., University of California 
P a ge T hirty-sev e n  
ESTABROOK RANKIN, }_. M. 
Assistant Professor of S;iglish 
A. B., University of California 
A. M . ,  Columbia Univcr:ity 
ELIZABETH CAREY, A .  M. MAR TIN ALFRED LARSON, PH.  D .  
Assistant bofessor of  English 
A. B.,  A. M., University of Minnesota 
Page Th i r t y-e igh t  
Assistant Professor of English 
A. B.,  Kalamazoo College 
M. A., University of Michigan 
Ph. D., University of Michigan 
ABIGAIL PEARCE, A .  M. 
Associate Professor of English 
Ph. D., A. 1., Uni,·ersity of Michigan 
MRS. JULIA R .  REED 
Instmctor in English 
B. L., Ohio Wesleyan 
A. M., Alfred UniYersity 
Graduate Student, Wellesley, Boston Uni\'ersity and 
University of California 
FLORE CE ECKERT, A. M. 
Assistant Professor of English A. B., Northwestern University 
A. M., University of Chicago 
P a ge T h ir t y-n ine 
LIDA CLARK, A. B. 
Associate Professor of Fine Arts 
Graduate Michigan State Normal al lege and Chicago Art Institute 
Scudent Art Academy, Paris; A. B., Michigan State ormal College; 
Student of Du Mond, Carleson, Church, Frier 
FINE ARTS DEPARTMENT 
The Fine Arts Department occupies the u pper floor of the Admin­
istration Bui ld ing. There are seven classrooms, including one for black­
board drawing, a lecture room equipi:;ed with a s tereopticon and a large 
assortment of slides and photographs of architecture and painting, a 
scudencs ' rest room, offices, s tock room, arc gallery, and l ibrary . The 
l ibrary, in addi tion to the period icals and books on art, has the valuable 
E .  A. trong collection of books,  photographs ,  and etch ings, contributed 
through the generosity of the Misses Lil lie and Frances Strong. 
Exhibitions of paintings and posters, texti les, artistic photography, 
etch ing, block prints,  etc . ,  are held in  the art gallery during each year. 
These exhibits serve a double purpose, namely, to interest t he com­
munity in  art, and also to give the scudents of the college good s tandards 
and a broader knowledge of the scope of artistic efforts. The gal lery is  
also used for exh ibi tions of scudent ' s  work . 
There are twenty-five courses offered in the department .  These courses 
include beside  those required of all s tudents in the Kindergarten-Primary, 
Intermediate, and Home Economics departments, work on Stage Arc, 
culpture ,  Outdoor Sketching and Commercial Arc, planned to prepare 
teachers of commercial art for high schools . The specializing s cudents . 
a lso h ave the privi lege of observing and teaching art i n  the Training 
School . 
P a g e  For t y  
ELINOR M. STRAFER, B. 
Assistant Professor of Art 
Scuden:, Cincnnati Art School New York National 
Academy; 
B. � - .  Teache-s· College, Columbia University 
j EWELL CAMPBELL 
lnstmctol" in Fine and Industrial Aru 
Graduate of Michigan State onnal ColJeg: 
MARY E .  HATTON, B. S .  
Instructor in  Industrial Arts 
Graduate Michigan State Normal College 
B. S., Teachers' College, Columbia University 
Page Fo rty-on e  
ALICE I . BOARDMAN 
Assistant Professor of Industrial Arts 
Graduate, Mount Holyoke College and Lloyd Training School , Boston 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS DEPARTMENT 
Courses based on a study of Industrial Arcs aim to create a desire, 
and to develop the requisite skill, to change the natural materials, as they 
come to us, into form which shall be both !leasing and useful. The necessary research, leading to a knowledge o the sources of materials, 
and che history and ultimate use of produces, should establish a clearer 
understanding of the connection between the arts and industries. The 
logical ouccome of such courses of study should be the ability to select 
vocations intelligently, to. appreciate che best products of the industries, 
and in general, to furnish elements of knowledge which might be of use 
in interpreting the complex cond itions of the present time. 
P a g e  F o r t y - t w o  
BENJAMIN L. D'OoGE, Ph. D.  
Professor of  Latin 
A. B., A. M., University of Michigan 
Ph. D., University of Bonn 
LATI N D E PA R T M E N T  
The Lat in  Department has held a prominent place in the Normal College 
since its organization, and the scope of its work has increased with the 
extension of the college curriculum .  At present its courses include not 
only the four years of Lat in  of high school grade, but an addit ional four 
years of collegiate rank. Besides academic and professional courses in 
Larin, the Department also gives courses in Roman Private Life, Roman 
Political Institutions, Roman Topography, Mythology, Greek Art, and 
the Greek Drama. 
There is ample equipment for carrying on the work, as there is a large 
l ibrary of books on classical subjects, a fine collection of several hundred 
lantern slides and pictures, and much ancient material brought from Italy. 
A new l ine of work, bur recently begun ,  promises important develop­
ment in the fo cure. That is the loaning to Lat in  teachers in che schools of 
the scare of slides, pictures and such ocher material as they may desire to 
use. The Department is  planning to establish here by degrees what might 
be termed a Service Bureau for the Lat i n  teachers of Michigan. 
The reputat ion of the Lat in Department is so well established that its 
graduates are i n  great demand. Students specializ ing in Latin are sure of 
good positions, because the demand for Latin teachers chat have been 
rrainea here is always far greater than the supply. 
P a g e  F o r t y - t h r e e  
• 
ORLANDO 0. NORRIS, A .  3 . ,  A .  M.  
Associate Professor of Latin 
A. B., Michigan Scace Norn:al College 
A. M., University of Chc::ago 
CLARA JANET ALLISON, A .  M. 
Assistant Professor of Latin 
A. B., University of Michigan 
A. M., Columbia University 
THEODORE LINDQUIST, Ph. D. 
P a g e  F o r t 31-f o n r 
Professor of Mathematics 
A. B., Lombard College 
M. S., orchwescern University 
Ph D., University of Chicago 
ELMER A. LYMAN, A. B.,  LL. D. 
Professor of Mathematics 
A. B. , University of Michigan 
Graduate Student, University of Michigan 
LL. D., Berea College, Berea, Kentucky 
MATHEMATICS DEPARTMENT 
Dr. E .  A .  Lyman became the head of the Mathematics Department in 
1 898 .  Under the regime inaugurated a t  the time o f  the establ ishment of 
the Central ormal in 1 899, Dr. Lyman was made Principal of the Michi­
gan State Normal . For three years he performed the duties of this office 
in addit ion to those of the mathematical department .  The opportunities 
under his efficient leadership have been greatly increased and the demand 
for advanced work by students is evidence of the growth of the depart­
ment . More s tudents seek to do departmental teaching than can be 
accommodated . As soon as the demand in the field of teaching required 
them, new courses were offered under the d irection of Dr. Lyman.  The 
l ibrary facili ties in the l ine of pedagogy of elernen tary mathematics 
h ave been remarkably fine, thus offering the advanced student unusual 
advantages.  Dr. Lyman is  the author of noted texts which have a wide 
circulation and the worth of which are generally recognized . 
Thus , from the very modest beginning of a single teacher offering 
four courses in 1 8 5 3 ,  the department of mathematics ha developed until  
today five regular teachers are employed and thirty-two academic and 
professional courses are offered , twenty-two of which are counted as 
college subjects . 
Pa g e  F o r t 3• - f i v e  
ADA A .  ORTO ' P.la.. M. 
AST,(}ciate Professor of M_a,,hema·ics 
Ph. B., Ph. M.,  Albion C ollege 
JA E L. MATTESO ' A . M .  
Associate Professor o f  Mathemati:s 
A. B . ,  Michigan State ormal Colle� 
A. M., Cornell University 
Pag e F o r t y -s i x  
JoH F. BAR HILL, A .  M. 
Associate Professor of Mathematics 
A. B., University of Kansas 
A. M., Columbia Uni,·ersicy 
MARK JEFFERSON, A.  M .  
Professor o f  Geography 
A. B., A. M., Harvard University 
DEPARTMEN T OF GEOGRAPHY 
1 848 - 1 866 - 1 8 97 
You cannot pick your father. Fathers cannot always pick their sons. 
Your father had to take you a good deal as you happened. Your intel­
lectual father, however, you are free to pick. 
The head of the school of geography at Yp ilanti picked William Morris 
Davis as his geographic father in 1 97, when he recognized Davis' extra­
ordinary powers of observation, analysis and reasoning applied to the 
forms of the Earth 's  surface. Happily, this involved Professor Davis in 
no responsibility. Just as a physical father cannot always transmit his 
powers to his son, a self-elected intellectual son need not expect to attain 
the powers of the parent he desires, but he may hope to grow in the ad­
mired direction. 
or need one bother Father in selecting remoter forbears. For scientific 
grandparent we select Jean Louis Rodolphe Agassiz.  When he settled in 
America in 1 848 he brought inspiration to a whole generation of American 
aturalists to pay more and more attention to ature herself and give less 
slavish attention to words of print. There was opportunity of descent, for 
Davis came to Harvard in 1 866 and entered classes where Agassiz and his 
teachings dominated. That influence we elect for grandparental. 
That is as far as space allows me to carry our elective ancestry. 
Pa g e  Fo rty-seven 
ELLA M .  WILSO , A I 
Associate Professor of G ·r;1,rc-t1>.:.1 
A. B. , Michigan Scace onnal Colle,[� 
A. M . ,  University of Mid,�ff 
E .  J. ARNOT, B. A .  
Instructor in Political Science 
B. A., University of Indiana 
Graduate Student, Yale, Chicago and Michigan 
Universities 
P ag e  F o r t y -e igh t 
I' UL E .  HUBBELL, A. B. ,  A. M. 
A.rsociate Professor of History 
A. B. , Richmond College 
'\.. M. , Lake Forest University 
'v: . •  \., 3. A., University of Oxford, Englanc 
CARL E .  PRAY, A. M. 
Professor {)f History 
B. L., Ol ivet College 
A. M., University of Wi consin 
HISTORY DEPARTMENT 
· "The noblest study of mankind is man. ' ·  History devotes itself to 
the cask of tracing the development -of human progress, to the ferreting 
out of the influences that h ave formed social organizations, h uman 
ideals, and racial conceptions. In this t here is much of interest and 
great profit for him who wishes co understand the forces ch at mold 
and influence society today. Patrick Henry once said , "I have no means 
of judging the future but by the past ; I am guided by the lamp of ex­
perience. " The experience of the individual is too limited in time and 
too circumscribed by circumstances to admit of rendering sufficient 
guidance for either the conduct of the individual or of the race or nation. 
History, properly studied , should assist in judging present courses of action 
for the individual and society by showing how past decisions h ave been wrong and led to evil, or h ave been right and led to good . 
The History Department of this college offers a great variety of courses 
incended to lead the student co a consciousness of the vast store of h istorical 
lore from which may be gleaned an understanding of some of the forces 
that h ave operated in the past to make society what it is and which will 
assist the student to orient himself in the world of the past and present. 
P age Fo r t y-ni n e  
BERTHA G.  BUELL, A.  M. 
Associate Professor of Histor)' 
B. L . ,  Uni,·ersicy of Michigan 
A. M.,  Radcliffe College 
MARY B .  PUTNAM, PH. M. , :t,: L Po. 
Associate Professor of Political Science 
Ph. B . ,  University of Michigrn 
M. Pd. ,  University of Chicag:i 
P a g e  F i f t y  
S. E. FAGERSTROM, A. M .  
Instructor in  Histo1y and Economics 
Graduate of Augustana College 
A. M. ,  Universin· of Chicago 
CHARLES o. HOYT, P H .  D. 
Professor of Education, History and Philosophy of Education 
A. B . ,  Albion College; 
Ph. D., Univer,iry of Jena, Germany 
DEPARTMEN T OF EDUCATION 
A Teachers' College fulfills ics funccion insofar as ic cums ouc a body of 
efficienc teachers who have someching to ceach and who know how to do 
ic. The very heart and life of a teachers' coll ege i s  a professional school 
and through the professional training efforts does ic justify its existence. 
Th i s  fact places upon the Education Department at one and the same 
t ime an unusual emphasi and also a tremendou re ponsibility. If the 
graduates of the Normal College are i neffi cient ,  if they fail habi tually, 
only one department can be held strictl y  accountable, the professional 
department with all of its branches. 
In the face of these facts, che Education Deparcmenc has been striving 
patiently and conservatively to perfect its efforts, avoiding the habit of 
adopting immarnre plans and untried procedures. The basic fact under­
lying the planning of the Deparnnent is the fact of the specific nature of 
effective training. Teachers can not be trained in general, they must be 
trained for definite tasks. There is no device by which general tra in ing 
can be imposed upon people, fining them for teaching in any and all  po­
sitions in che school system. Early in her train ing work, each prospective 
teacher must discover for whac type of teaching she is best fitted, and after 
that she must pursue a consistent course of train ing, preparing her for the 
posi tion of her choice. 
P age F i ft y -one 
HARLES M .  ELLIOTT, A .  M .  
Associate Professor of Special Education 
A. B . ,  Michigan Seate onnal Col lege 
/\.. M . ,  Columbia :Jniversicy 
HORACE z. WILBUR, A. M .  
bofessor of Education and Philosophy 
Director of Extension College 
A. B . ,  Michigan Stare Normal College 
A. B., A. M., University of Miclugan 
P ag e  F i f t y-tw o 
MARVIN SuM ER PrTTMA , P H .  D. 
Professor of Rural Education 
A. M., University of Oregon 
Ph. D., Columbia Universitv 
SAJ.1:o:EL B. LAIRD , A. M .  
Professor �-: Education and Psyclnlot,:,' 
A. B., !::. M., University of l\Iichi�an 
THEO W. H. lRroN, A. M. 
Associate Professor of  Education and P .rychcl:;r,y 
A. B., B. S., Univer�ity of Miswuci 
A. M:, Columbia University 
I.aTHAN A. HARVEY, PH. D. 
Profe,·sor of Education, Tests and 
Measurements 
A. M., P:,. D. ,  Illinois Wesleyan University 
P a g e  Fif ty-th i· ee 
=--!ENRY C. LOTT, A. M. 
Pro.fes.·:ir �J Education, Ethics and J;,;;ial 
Education 
A. M. , Columbia University 
GRACE M. SKINNER, B. A . ,  A. 1. 
Assistant Professor of fu'ttc.3tiwt 
Graduate National Kindergarten P:11wtr} oJege, 
Chicago, lllinois 
B A., B. S . .  Columbia Unj·,er-ity 
Graduate Work in Wisconsin University,  Uoi"'crsity 
of Chicago 
A .  M., Columbia Unive-Eit}' 
P a g e  F i f  t y - f o 11 1· 
1-I:ER:mRT T. OLANDER, A. f. 
.ll..ssi�ant Professor of Education 
h. B.,  Augusrana College 
A. � - ,  University of Wisconsin 
Graduate Work, Iowa Scare University, Iowa Scare 
Teacher's College 
0RLJE CLEM, PH . D. 
Associate Professor of Ed1tcatio·1 
A. B. , Graduate Scudenc, University of l nois 
A M., Ph. D., and Research Scholar, C unbia 
UniYersity 
w. s. HOPPES, B. S. 
Assistant Professor of Educc,tion 
B. S. , UniYersity of Oc::gon 
Graduate Work, University d Mi::higan 
GvY R. EWBERRY, M.  AccTs. 
Directu of Penmanship in Normal College, 
Cl·ary College and Training School 
Palm::-r 3chool of Penmanship, Chicago and Joest 
School, Chicago 
Pa g e  Fif t y-f i v e  
DIMON H. ROBERTS, A. M. 
S11perintendent of Training School 
A. B., A. M ., Amherst College 
TRAINING DEPARTMENT 
The Training Department, the largest unit of the college, has shown 
marked expansion during the last ten years in order to meet the needs of 
our increased enrollment. 
When campus buildings, offering opportunities for students to be 
trained in work from the kindergarten through the high school, became 
inadequate, several grades in the Woodruff building, one of the city 's  
elementary schools, were opened to students in training. Additional 
grades were later made available in the city until today the entire ·wood­
ruff building, six grades in the Central School, and three in the Prospect 
are units in the Training Department. 
As a part of the training department of the college the rural depart­
ment, under the able d irection of Dr. M. S. Pittman, has opened four 
rural schools for students who wish to study the problems of the one­
room school. A model consolidated school which will be used as a 
fourth unit of the training department is now being built six miles south 
of Ypsilanti . This school will include all grades from the kindergarten 
through the senior high school and thus offer to about two hundred 
students each term training in that type of school which will soon 
replace many of the unprogressive one-room rural schools. 
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'Z.ARGARET E .  WrsE, M .  P n .  
�.-aining Teacher, First Grade 
M P J .  (l-_0norary), Michigan Scace Normal Coll!.�e 
ELIZABETH McCRrCKETT 
Training Teacher, Third Grate 
Graduate, Michigan State Normal Colle&e 1r.l Kraus­
Ballez Kindergarten Training Sc CX>-
C. GERTRUDE PHELPS, B. s. 
Trai1'-.ng Teacher, Fourth Grade 
B. S., Te::.c J- ers' CoIJege, Columbia University 
P a g e  F i f t y-seve11 
E !-_I.JCHE TowNE, A.. 1 .  
T·a'!:JZ?:1':g Teacher, Specit.l E_oom 
A. B • ' M. ,  University of vlichigan 
CLYDE E. FOSTER 
S1tpervisor of Music 
Graduate, Hole School of Music and Ameri•: ita 
Inscicuce of onnal Methods, Bosco, 
P a g e Ji i f t )' -e i g h t 
J. 3-.:-RNS FULLER, A. M. 
Pri':'tcipal of High School 
A. B., Mi:higan Seate Normal College 
A.  �VL, Universi ty of Michigan 
! NO.Ra BEAL, A. M. 
Trai11i11g Tetr.htr of  English in  H,g�• Schco! 
mid Assistan: Aincipal of the Hzg,; Schr:o/. 
A. _vf . ,  B. S . ,  Columbia Univer1icy 
JE NIE DARLING , A. B. LoRENA P. DowL, N ,  A. M. 
Instructor of " French and Spanish m I:ig!J 
School, Assistant Critic 
A. B., Michigan Seate NocmaJ College 
Graduate Student, Alliance Francoise, Paris 
TraiRi.:1.g Teac&,r of English in High School 
A. M ,  University of Michigan 
P a g e  F i f t :y - n i n e 
CH LOE M .  Tonn, B. Pn. 
Trt..inin6 T!acher in Physical Education 3. Pd., _ichigan race ormal College 
V ELL B. CHAMBERLIN' B. s. . MELBA SHORTRIDGE 
Training Teacher in History and SGcid Scte.JU 
in High School 
Instmctor in Mathematics in High Schooi 
Graduate, Michigan Scace ormal College 
B. S., Colgate University 
Graduate Student, Columbia Univcrsit1, Jnive:s. c;  
of  Michigan 
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FAITH E. Kmnoo 
Assistant Professor of Home Economics 
B. A. , Iowa Teachers' College Graduate Srudenr, University of Ch icago 
HOME ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT 
The Home Economics Department of the Michigan State ormal College 
represents one of the oldest institutions of the world ; the home. With 
respect for that t ime-honored institution, the department strives to keep 
alive the spirit  that early permeated the atmosphere of the American home 
where mutual love and responsibility bound i ts members together. 
The graduates from this department receive the Bachelor of Science 
degree, a Life Certificate, and are qualified to teach in Smith-Hughes' 
schools. The girls who have gone from here have held responsible posi­
tions in the school or business world or have entered partnerships in the 
business of establishing homes where they may contribute their culture 
and wisdom to the development of the young citizenry. 
The members of the department may feel j ustly proud of the ideals 
for which they stand. Fortunate is the girl who has the opportunity 
to remain here four years, and most fortunate is the wise man who seeks 
as his bride one of the young women who has equipped herself to conduct 
the home they are to establ ish. 
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FLOR3, CE L. LYTLE, B .  s . 
Assistant ?rofessor of Home Econom;cs 
B. S., Carnegie Technical Inscicuce 
SARA T. M U RRAY,  B .  s . 
Assistant Professor of  Home Economics 
B. S., arnegie Technical Tnscicuc:: 
f' a g C S i X I .\' - / '<<' 0 
Rur- A. \VoRTMAN, A. 1. 
Assista·�-- Professor of Home Economics 
:B. S., Iowa Scace College 
.6. M., Columbia Unfrersicy 
Gradu ..:e Work, Uni\'er�ic.,· of Arizona 
FA IE BEAL, M. A. 
Assistant Professor of Home Economics 
B. S., Michigan Agricultural Cc J Jege 
M. A., Columbia Univers ty 
BER ICE M. RAYCRAFT 
Assistant in Physical Educa:ion 
Student, Detroit Junior College 
Graduate, Michigan State Normal College 
:N::Rs . V ELL B .  CHAMBERL1 
Assistant" Instmctor in Physical Education 
Gradu 1te, Michigan State Normal College 
Student, Columbia University, Michigan State 
ormal College 
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WILBUR P. BowE , M. S. 
Professor of Physical Education 
B. ., M. S . ,  University of Michig,in 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT 
The motto of this department is " Health, Recreation and Sportsman­
ship. " 
To promote the health of the students we test physical condition, 
help those who have physical defects to have them removed or corrected, 
teach habits of living that lead to health, and provide bodily activities 
that develope neuro-muscular ability. 
To promote recreation among students we aim to provide activities that 
are wholesome and invigorating rather than merely pleasing. In the long 
run, active outdoor play, l ike tennis and hockey, is more fun for girls than 
Mah Jongg and the movies. Teacher and mothers need vigor and en­
durance as no one else does. 
To promote ;portsmanship we arrange games and contests in which 
fairness is carefully provided for. Athletic sports, well organized and 
judged, afford the best laboratory training in sportsmanship and citizen­
ship. 
o training for life is complete without experience in achieving success 
and recovering from defeat against all kinds of opposition. This, athletics 
give, as nothing else does. Don't be a mollycoddle ! Ger into the game ! 
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JosEPH H.  McCuLLOCR , B .  P .  E .  
Associate Professor of Physical Education 
B. P. E., International Y. M. C. A. College, 
Springfield, M�ss. 
LLOYD w. OLDS, A. B. 
Assistant Professor of Physical Education 
A. B.,  Michigan Stace Normal College 
Gymnastics, University of Michigan 
PAUL B .  SAMSON, M. P. E. 
Professor of Physical Education 
M. P. E., Internacional Y. M. C. A. College, Springfield, Mass. 
Graduate, Iowa Stace Teachers' College 
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GLE ADI E SNOW, B. S . ,  :\II .  
JAMES M .  BROWN, B .  S .  
B. S . ,  Colgate Universi 1y 
Graduate Work, Harvard Un versity 
MABEL P. BACON, A. B .  
Associate Professor of Physical Ed2ration 
B. S . ,  Kalamazoo College 
Associate Professor of Physical Education 
A. B . ,  Michigan State ormal Colle�e 
Stud:nt, Teachers ' College, Columbia University 
Etudent, Harvad and Children's Hospital, Boston 
M. D . ,  University of Michi11;an 
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IRE 'E CLARK, B .  F:c .  
Instructor in Physicat E:l.1.caticn 
Graduate, Michigan State Norma •:olleg: :uid 
Chautauqua School of Physical E ducat 0 1  
Graduate Student, Columl:ia Ur iversi:y 
ALICE ASSZ, B. S. 
Assistant Professor of Physical Educatil111 
B. S., University of Wisconsin 
Graduate, La Crosse Normal 
RuTH BouGHNER, B. S.  
AsJ..iJ.rant in Physical Education 
B. :; . ,  Michigan State onnal College 
P a g e  S i :i: t 31 - s e v e 11  
Ru::H MARVI , B. S. 
Assistant in Physical Ed.,.,cation 
Graduate, Vescern Scace Normal Colleg: 
Student, Grand Rapids Juninr ColJege, 
Un versi cy of Wisconsin 
B. S., Midiigan Scace Normal College 
RuTH RoBI SON MARIA ALICE BARD 
Assistant in Physical Education 
Graduate, Michigan Scace ora1.1I College 
Student, Columbia University 
As .. utant in Physical Education 
Gradun�, Chicago Normal School of Physical 
Education 
cudent, Alma College and Harvard University 
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BERT W. PEET, M. s. 
Professor of Chemistry 
B. S . ,  Michigan Agricultural College 
M. S. , University of Michigan 
CHEMISTRY DEPARTMEN T 
The Chemistry Department offers one year of high school chemistry and 
four years' work of collegiate rank.  The laborat0ries are well stocked 
with apparatus and chemicals for carrying on the work. 
Many students preparing tO study engineering, medicine, and dentistry 
take their fir t year of col lege chemistry here since ful l  credit is given for 
all the courses in our best uni versities. The chemistry fee is very small 
and the student has many privileges in the laboratory not given in our big 
·universities. 
The chemical l ibrary is unusually well supplied with the best books 
published on the branches of chemistry taught, and the students usually 
take advantage of this opportunity to read. 
Food Chemistry is a strong feature of the Chemistry Department and the 
laborat0ries are well equipped for carrying on the work. 
Many interesting exhibits of chemical industries and samples of minerals 
are on display in an exh ibition case. 
One of the olde t clubs on the Campus is the Chemistry Club. Inter­
esting t0pics on theoretical and industrial chemistry and new discoveries 
in science are presented. At the end of the college year the members visit 
some chemical indu tries in Detroit or Toledo. 
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PERRY S. BRUNDAGE, B .  S .  
Assistant Professor of Chemistry 
B. Pd ., Michigan Scace Normal College B. S . ,  University of Michigan 
Graduate Student University of Michigan 
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HARRY L S 1 1TH , A. M .  
Assistant Professor of Physics 
A. M. ,  University of Michigan 
FREDERJCK R. GORTON, Ph. D. 
Professor of Physics and Astronomy B. S., A. M. , Universiry of Michigan Ph. D., Un iversity of Berlin 
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSI CS AND ASTRONOMY 
Science Hal l, the home of the departments of natural and physical 
sciences, was erected in 1 903. In chat year the equipment for physics was 
moved from rooms 30 and 3 1  of the old building co the present location. 
Here are co be found much more suitable working space foi students, better 
foundations for instruments, eleccric-generacors, etc. , and more adequate 
scorage and protection for apparatus. The classrooms also give great ly 
i mproved opportunities for lecture and demonstration work with the 
broad cables electrical ly equipped , darken ing facilities, and lantern pro­
jections. 
The astronomical equipment offers numerous ad van cages for training in 
making the various mea urements of  lati tude, longi tude, and time. The 
1 8  foot dome wil l  presently house a fine 1 0  inch telescope which wil l  offer 
unusual opportunities for the Col lege students. \Vhen chis instrument is 
installed it is planned to have open nights for students and visi tors in order 
chat al l may ecure some knowledge of interesting features of the heavens. 
The courses offered by the department extend from h igh school physics 
through three years of college work. Through the organi zation of the 
Col lege Physics Teachers of Michigan, it is possible to lo e practical ly no 
cred i t  i n  physics in transferring from one col lege to another. This is of 
great convenience inasmuch as many in lacer years decide to pursue 
professional courses in engineering, demi cry, and medicine. 
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GENEVIEVE M. \VA LION' A. M. 
ELSIE V. ANDREWS, A. B. 
Reference Librarian 
A. B., Michigan State orrnal G l:g:: 
p G g C S C 'i' C II t J' - / W 0 
Head Libran.an 
A. M . .  St. Mary 's College 
FANNIE C. BuRTON, M. Pn. 
Social Director 
M. Pd. (Hon.) Michigan Scace Normal College 
.Student, Chautauqua, Harvard, Columbia School of 
Oratory, University of Utah, and Chalif School of 
Aesthetic Dancing 
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THE STUDEN T COUNCIL 
The tudenc Counci l i s  an organization composed of  students chosen 
from each class and from the various organizations on the campus co 
represent them in the administration of the College. The Council was 
organized about ten years ago, and since that t ime it has been ready co 
recognize the benefit which can be derived in establishing close co-opera­
tion between faculty and undergraduate. 
The Council has two outstanding aims, one of which i s  co act as a 
medium of communication between the student body and the ormal 
College Counci l .  It endeavors co find  the thought and sentiment of the 
student body regarding college matters an l to bring co the onnal 
Council such suggestions and recommendations as may seem best co the 
Student Counci l .  The Counci l also endeavors to preserve the useful 
tradi tions and customs of the college and to establish such new ones as 
promise co be for the welfare of the student body. 
After each organization had elected its officers Jase ovember the 
Student Counci l organized with the following officers : 
HoJJART MAC EDWARDS. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  President 
RICHARD \VATERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Vice-President 
MARY HUMPHREY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Secretary 
HOMER \VEST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  Treasttrer 
Ocher members of the Counci l are : 
ENIOR -Henry Loper, Thelma Dickinson · 
JuNIORs-Kenneth Meade, Escher Perkins,  Elmer Corey, Ivah 
Ostrander 
OPHOMORES-Paul Ward , Ai leen Armstrong, Gerald ine Ford , 
Gertrude Lamontaine, Ivadel Moore 
FRE HME -Raymond Harvey, Marion Blue, Mary Mosher, Arthur 
Howard 
Y. W. C. A .-Carrie Wa hburne, Hilda Schweir 
Y. M .  C. A .-Edmund Jones,  W. Jay Dittman 
WoMEN 's LEAGUE-Mary Humphrey 
MEN 's U 'lON-Howard \Vescott, Axel Peterson 
ORMAL NEws-Herman Beck 
This year, February 6, the Counci l had charge of the Assembly at which 
time a sec of resolutions dealing with compulsory attendance at Assembl y ,  
proper decorum while at Assembly, and  the  allowance of  two cues per 
term were adopted . The main purpose of chis was co advance the self­
government plan among our twenty-three hundred students .  
P a g e  S e .,• c n l y - f o u r  
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SE IOR CLASS 
These broadcasting notes are not so b{(d, 
As what they might imply, 
As we have charged this little set, 
The thing we cottld not b1ty.1 
And should you note some sli
1;_
ht defect, 
Upon these waves of verse (?) 
Please don't forget to recollect 
We've broadcasted stuf  that's n•orse. 
This is the largest Senior Class in the history of the 1 ormal broad­
casting from cation 1-9-2-4, Room II ,  3 p. m. on daces in order. 
0 TOBER 9, Big Rally of '23 Juniors co be transformed into Seniors. 
Results of the rally-Herman Beck broadcasting-President, Hobart 
Mac Edwards; Vice-President, Howard We:scocc; Secrttary, Wanda Craw­
ford; Treasurer, Harley Wooden; Council Representatives, Thelma Dick­
inson and Henry Loper; Athletic Manager, Wilber Worley, Seniors co 
wear toques, white with three green bands and tassel. 
OCTOBER 30--lncroduced tO officer of the '24 "Aurora." Pictures co be in 
cap and gown. Committee appointed for Senior fall party. Senior dues 
$1.00. President called on members for two-minute speeches. Re ulcs­
"The Arrogance of the Green Freshies," a plea for advice by Al Popp. 
OCTOBER 30 co NovEMBER 6-Tickecs, decorations, refreshments, etc. 
ovEMBER 7-Echel Waterman broad casein o-Prof. Pray co be the 
Senior Adviser. Loud applause with no interference. Two pages were 
ordered for the" Aurora." Another speech-Pergamenc-good park, poor 
static-all head phones came off. 
ovEMBER 16-Sjo P. M.-90 0 of Seniors all broadcasting at once 
from the \Vest Gym.-Fischer's music-grand march-feature dance­
refreshmen ts. 
OVEMBER 16 TO 20-E veryonecom plimen ting Seniors, succeessful party. 
ovEMBER 20--Back co room III, usual time-shore talk by Dr. Hoye 
in regard co the Indianapolis Convention. Unanimous consent co send 
four delegates. The treasurer gave hi report. Over 100.00 in the 
treasury. A presentation of assembly resolutions by President McKenny. 
Open discussion by class. General opinion they should be passed. 
OVEMBER 20 TO 26-Much snow-Thanksgiving spirit prevailing­
Blue books-Laundry going home via parcel post-Appetites growing 
every hour. 
ovEMBER 26-Many "good-byes"-grand rush for three-thirty in­
terurban-all radio appararns set away until after the Thanksgiving recess. 
DECEMBER 6 TO 13-Excemporaneous speeches. Broadcasting ac their 
leisure-3 P. M.-"\Vic and Humor of the Juniors" (educational) Ruch 
Marvin. 3 :02 P. M. - "What Our Town Pump Has Meant co Wilton" 
(prohibition) Lillian Herc. 3 :09 P. M.-"The Modern Use of che Back 
Porch" (inspirational) Henry Loper. 
DECEMBER 13 TO 18-Too mvch space between ground wires and aerial 
for any broadcasting. Merely wishing the 19th would come. o scacic, 
no park, no interference, no nothing! 
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DECEMBER 19-grrrr----whiz ! ! !-Merry Chriscma and Happy----ssss?? 
-year. Good-bye 'til '24. 
STATION 1-9-2-4. President Edwards broadcasting-Following Seniors, 
who graduated last December, located: Ethel Waterman, Pasadena, Cal.; 
Leslie Dreibilbis, ew England, North Dakota; Anna Broecker, Ferndale, 
Michigan; Ruch Schultz, Battle Creek, Michigan. 
J A UARY 12-Following Seniors elected to honorary fracernicies: 
Kappa Delta Pi: Ethel Wacerman, Ruth Marvin, Ruch Schulcz, Fern 
Hotton, Russel Gee, Thelma Dickinson, Herman Beck, Anna Broecker, 
and Hobart Mac Edwards. 
Sigma Delta Psi: Wilber Worley and Harry Clark. 
Stoic: Albert Popp. 
JANUARY 31-First regular meeting of che New Year-Incroduccion of 
all members who were not with us lase year. Senior "get-together" sug­
gested-poor stacic-few connections-no results. \Valter Roch to order 
all pins and rings for Seniors. 
FEBRUARY 2-Ground Hog day-six weeks more of winter! 
FEBRUARY 14-Grand rush in order to broadcasc Valentine messages­
reported resulcs--sssswwwi----ssd----gr-'''" ! ! Sweet---------·''' -hearttttct ! ! ! 
Many leap-year engagements for this night. 
FEBRUARY 26-Jones broadcasting the resulcs of che Indianapolis con­
vention. Martha Rosencreter making speech in regard to Alumni building 
on campus-what can the Seniors do? Professor Pray extends the invita­
tion of the Season for all Seniors to meet at his home on March 6. Much 
excitement-committees appointed-loud applause. 
MARCH 1 to 6-Anticipation of che realization at Professor Fray's. 
Social Commictee: Jennie Vis, Albert Popp, and Laura Ferris. 
MARCH 6, 8 P. M.-At Professor Pray's.-Fifty-six Seniors broadcasting 
-stunts, theatricals, impersonacions, famous characters (George Wash­
ington, Alexander Hamilton, Betsy Ross)-Mahlala, the Hindoo seer, and 
scary book characters. Apples, popcorn, and chewing gum. IO P. M. 
"Good-night, Professor Pray, we're sorry to leave you now!!" 
MARCH 10-A number of Seniors standing in front of Station-chose 
"listening in" heard the following-Mr. Knowles: "Would you like co 
give me a dance at the Junior Annual, Miss Welch?" Winifred: (in a 
demure voice) "Oh, Charles, I'd love two." 
MARCH 17-Starcling announcements from "Aurora" Scaff-all Senior 
material, including pictures must be in by the 2oth.-A notice from the 
Radio company to ship back all apparatus for failure to pay-All radio ap­
paratus carefully guarded until March 25th. 
MARCH 25-Successfully guarded-President Edwards broadcasting­
Thanks Seniors for loyal support during the past two years-hands over 
the keys of management co "Bill" Wescott, che Vice-Presidenc. Spring 
Convocacion Thursday. The following Seniors graduate: Henry Loper, 
Frank Churchill, Cora Dennis, Arthur Pergament, Doris Chamberlain, and 
Ho bare Mac Edwards. Movement on foot to order another outfit to be 
used un tilJ une. Treasury empty as a result of paying for these pages! 
Seniors of 1924 signing off regular duty by "Aurora" order March 25. 
Goo I-bye, Underclassmen, we'll meet you in the wide, wide, world. 
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W1LDER C. WoRLEY-Ajto11, Oklahoma 
Arm of Honor-"N" Club 
Physical Education Club 
Track Team '21.-Cross Country '2.2. 
Physical Education, Pre-Medic. 
ALBERT PoPP-Provemont 
Aurora Board 
Catholic Students' Club 
Scoic 
Sciences and Modern 
Language 
FERN HOTTON-Detroit 
Kappa Delea Pi 
Home Economics Club 
Home Economics 
LILLIAN McCoRM1cK-Huro11, Ohio 
Eastern Scar Club 
Y. W. C. A. 
Science 
ETHEL K1NKEA0-Ypsilc111ti 
Kappa Delta Pi 
Speech Club 
Speech and English 
HERMAN F. BEcK-Sebewai11g 
Alpha Tau Delea-Stoic 
Kappa Delta Pi-Edicor of 
Normal ews 
Chemistry 
EsTHER M. HoLMES-C1ysta/ Falls 
History 
HARLEY Wo0DEN-Ha11o11er 
Kappa Phi Alpha 
Mathematic Club 
Men's Union 
Treas. Senior Class 
Physics aod Mach. 
MARTEN L. RoBERTSON-Blissfieltl 
Debating Team-Wesleyan Guild 
Direccor of Extension 
Language and Education 
MARION H. STEWART-Port Huro11 
St. Clair Co. Club 
Y. W. C. A. 
Modern Language and English 
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MAYME rMs-D,Tour 
Euclid ian Club 
Mathematics 
LLOYD HeNR ¥-Atkins 
c. Clair County 
Club 
Aurora Board '2-1 
Education and 
Hiscory 
CoRA M. D£NN1s-Sa11d11sky 
Y. \\I. C. A. 
Hiscon· Club 
HiscOr)' and Science 
FLORENCE GoooR1c11-/-J illsdale 
PIH-sical Education Club 
Ph�·sical Education 
BERTHA STuRTEVAt-.rr-Ranuua 
Y. \\-. C. A. 
Hiscory and Mathematics 
AGNES \
V
ooowARD-Porl H11ro11 
Horne Economics Club 
Home Economics 
HARRIETTE. RANDOLP11-Ypsila11ti 
Euclidian 
Mathematics 
How ARD \VesCOTT-Ha1101•er 
1':appa Phi Alpha, 
Scud en t Counci I 
In terfra terni ty ounci I 
Physical Education 
MARADIA B. CLARK-TVhitehalt 
Speech Club 
Soda Ji tas Latina 
Language and Education 
EDwrN V AUG HN-Rrading 
Chernistrv .lub 
Euclidiari' Club 
Mathematics and 
Science 
BETH L. LITLE-Albion 
Home Economics Club 
0. E. S.-Y. W. C. A. 
Home Economics 
V YR ENE BEM1s-Tempern11ce 
Kappa Delta Pi 
Science 
PHYLLIS CuPFono-Ypsilnnti 
Harmonious Mystics 
Aurora Board 
Home Economics 
PERCY R. PRAY-Detroit 
Arm of Honor-
V arsi cy Club 
Foot Ball '21, '22., 
'23-Captain 
Physical Education 
THELMA K. DICKINSON harlotte 
Kappa Delea Pi-Aurora Board 
Home Economics Club-Minerva 
Lie. Soc. 
Home Economics 
HonART MAc EowARDs-Detroit 
Kappa Delea Pi-Alpha Tau 
Delta 
Pres. Student Council 
Education and Mathematics 
Rurn E. Sc,-,uLTz-Ypsiltmti 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
Kappa Delta Pi 
Hiscory and English 
LED L. Ku.rr-Detroit 
Kappa Phi Alpha 
Physical Edu. Club 
Physical Education 
LAURA I. GRAY-Croswell 
acural Science Club 
Thumb Club 
English and Education 
LAURA E. FERR1s-Scottvil/e 
Hiscory Club 
Y. W. C. A. 
Hiscory 
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Arnx D. ZEHNER-St. Jo,ep/, 
Alpha Tau Delea 
Catholic Students' Club 
Science 
JosEPIIINE ROGERs-Po11ti,,c 
Phvsical Ed. Club 
Po;1ciac Club 
ampfire, Varsicr Swim­
ming Team 
Physical Education 
A. LLOYD joNES-Vrmo11 
Chi Delea 
Political Science 
JE NIB LAwRENCE-Ster!i11g 
Ferris Inscicuce Club 
Y. W. C. A. 
English 
M1R1AM MooRMAN-Ypsi!a11ti 
Delea Phi, Kappa Delea Pi 
Home Economics Club 
Home Economics 
DARWIN E. W AGONER-fViryne 
Arm of Honor, Physical Ed. 
Club 
Business Manager Aurora '2.4 
Physical Education 
MARTHA RoSENTRET1JR-Ypsi!a11ti 
Library Scaff 
Kappa Delta Pi 
LORNA MAcKELLA1t-Ypsi/a11ti 
History Club, Y. W. C. A. 
Stoic 
History and Mathematics 
OuEN VEDDER-Willis 
Chi Delea 
History and Science 
SARAH LAMn-Shephml 
History Club 
History and Modern 
Language 
FERRIS FosrnR-Ypsila11ti 
Chemistrv Club 
Assistant' in Chemistry Dept. 
Physical Science 
ALDERT W1ESE-Fair Havw 
Chi Delta 
Y. M. C. A. 
History 
WANDA C1<AWFORD-S1mfield 
Alpha Sigma Tau, Aurora Board 
Minerva Literary Society 
English 
H. ETHEL \VATERMAN­
Sottth Pasadena, Cal. 
Kappa Delta Pi, Stoic 
Household Arts 
MARY V1sscHER-Ho/la11d 
Home Economics Club 
Home Economics 
RoLLAND St1ACKS0N-011away 
Alpha Tau Delta, Pi Kappa 
Delta 
Oratorical Association 
Stoic 
Speech and Engl.ish 
WALTER ADRJON-Gra,ul Rapids 
Arm of Honor 
Football ' 16-'2.2.-'2.3 
Assistant in Phvsical Education 
Physical Educa�ion 
HOWARD A. KERN- Yp.rilanti 
Arm of Honor, Varsity Club 
Varisty Tennis 
'2. 1 -'2.2.-'2.3-'2.4 
Physical Education 
JonN RonERT CmLos-Vem1011tville 
A lpha Tau Delta 
Chemistry Club 
Science 
RuTH H. MARV1N-Gra11d Rapids 
Alpha Sigma Alpha 
Kappa Delta Pi 
Physical Education 
P a g e E i g h i y-s i x  
A .  H .  PERGAMENT-Chir,1go 
H istory and Engl ish 
IRENE PRUDEN-Ypsil,11111 
Home Economics Club 
Home Economics 
LILLIAN HETT-TVilton, f¥isco11sin 
Encl idian Club 
Education and Mathematics 
JENNI E V1s-Zeel1111d 
Ferris Institu te 
lub 
Y .  \\I .  C. A. 
English and 
Education 
HENRY J .  LoreR-H1111ovu 
Kappa Phi A lpha 
Student Counci l  
Indianapo l i s  Convention 
Education and Mathematics 
W1N1 F1lBD W eLc11-Be11r Lake 
Alpha Sigma A l pha  
Kappa Delta Pi 
Home Economic Club 
Home Economics 
HARRY CLARK-Britton 
Kappa Ph i  A lpha, Varsity Club 
Track '22, '23,  '24 
Physical Education Club 
Physical Education 
GERALDINE BllODe-Bay Ci(J 
Delea Sigma Epsilon 
Home Economics Club 
Home Economics 
MELVIN E.  H ATHAWAY-Ypsi/a11ti 
Chemistry and Physics 
QRPHA L. BuNN-Willia1mto11 
Science and H istory 
R A Y  FnITz-Akron 
Men's Union 
Mathematics and c,ence 
EMIL \V. PETERSO, -,\Jrmi,i11g 
Physical Education Club 
Physical Education 
E. DONNA LrNDEN-Cli11to11 
Commercial Teachers' Club 
0. E. S. 
ommercial 
0LLEN M. VEDDEn-lVillis 
Chi Delta 
H iscory and Science 
.J. DEAN FuNK-Norll•tdk, Ohio 
Education 
MELVIN N. EnrcKSON-IVhit,hall 
Phi Delea Pi 
Football '1.1 
Physical Education and Mathematics 
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JUNIORS 
The class of nineteen hundred twenty-five, one hundred thirty strong, 
organized it elf October 9th, 1923, and elected Kenneth Meade, president; 
Escher Perkins, vice-president; Mary Humphrey, secretary; and Margaret 
Young, treasurer. I vah Ostrander and Elmer Corey were chosen represen­
tatives for the Student Council. Ralph Carpenter was elected athletic 
manager; Allan Witherspoon, sergeant-at-arms; and Albert Lumley, yell­
mascer. 
Ar the second class meeting three important steps were taken. First, 
Dr. Gorton was chosen faculty adviser. Then investigations were 
started preparatory to plans for the Junior Annual party. Miss Ivah 
Ostrander, chairman of the Junior Annual committee, named her sub­
committees and plans for the party were well under way quire early in the 
year. Finally, the Juniors, as well as the ocher three classes, decided to 
have official toques, white with two green stripes and a green tassel. 
Four Juniors, Floyd Lieb, Kenneth Meade, Carlotta Corpron, and 
Ann Tobin, went as delegates co the Indianapolis Convention. 
The Juniors, together with che eniors, as a Degree team, won the 
interclass football championship in the fall. Lacer in the season che 
upper classmen scored an easy victory in indoor crack. 
Junior class members who have been honored by election to the various 
honorary fraternities on che cam pus are: 
KAPPA DELTA Pr ST01c Pr KAPPA DELTA 
Kenneth Meade 
Carlotta orpron 
Mary Humphrey 
Axel Peterson 
Tryphena Humphrey 
Escher Perkins 
1'a9e Ni11t!ly 
Floyd Lieb 
Kenneth Meade 
Escher Perkins 
Ruch Cactermole 
Helen Lathers 
Lorna acKeller 
Mary Humphrey 
Tryphena Humphrey 
Eloise Ewell 
Mary Humphrey 
Harvey Klemmer 
JU IOR CLASS OFFICERS 
. . . .  President KENNETH MEADE. 
ESTHER PERKINS. 
MARY HUMPHREY. 
MARGARET YOUNG .. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Vice-President 
. . .  Secretary 
. . .  Treasurer 
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L1LLIAN LARDrn-0/d Mission 
Alpha Sigma Tau 
Home Economics Club-Catholic 
Club 
Home Economics 
RuTH SuBRWOOD-Ypsila11ti 
Harmonious Mystics 
Home Economics 
ELMER SnTT-Ypsil,mti 
Chi Delea 
Physical Education lub 
Physical Education 
EuNETA OLDAKER-Ypsilanti 
Physical Education Club 
Physical Education 
HENRY JOHNSON-Manistee 
Speech Club 
Euclidian Club 
Ma thematics and Speech 
!VAH E 0STRANDBR-S011th8mcl, fod. 
Y. W.C. A. 
Home Economics Club 
Home Economics 
FLOYD G. CRA1G-Ha.rti11gs 
Track 
Physical Education 
ORSON BrnD-TVayne 
Chi Delea 
Science 
PLYNN MATTHEWS-Hastings 
Arm of Honor 
Foot-Ball '23 
Physical Education 
GLADYS JoRs-Detroit 
Theta Sigma 
Epsilon 
Trailblazer 
Rural Leadership 
TRYPHENA HuMPIIREY-Thompso11ville 
Kappa Delea Pi-Scoic Garden Project Club-Y. W. C. A. 
Science 
GYLA M. BuTLER-Bwto11 Harbor 
Y. W. C. A. 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
Ki ndergarcen Primary 
F. B. W1LLIAMSON-Ypsila11ti 
Kappa Phi Alpha 
Fooc-ba11 '21, Basket-ball '22, '23, ·q 
Science and Modern Language 
EsnrnR M. PERKINS-Lake Odesst1 
coic-Y. \V. C. A. 
Hiscory Club 
Sodalicas Lacina 
RuTH E. ATTBRMOLE-Ypsi!a11ti 
Y. \V . C. A.-Scoic 
Hiscory Club-Campfire 
Latin and French 
ARLENE CLARK-Ypsilq11ti 
Campfire 
Mathematics and Science 
GRACE N,rnor..s-Stockbridge 
Hiscory Club 
Hiscory 
MADEL C. LAMDBRT-Col11111biaville 
Lapeer Co. Club 
Hiscory Club 
Hiscory and Natural Science 
FRANCES DuRANC&-Charlevoix 
acural Science 
MuRIEL E. BoveE-Adria11 
Phy. Ed. Club 
Girl Scouts 
Physical Ed uca cion 
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MARY HuMPHREY-Thompsom•illr 
Kappa Delea Pi 
Alpha Sigma Alpha 
General 
HELEN E. LATIIERs-Ypsilrmti 
Theta Lambda igma 
Scoic 
Portia Licerarv ociecv 
Latin and Fre;1ch 
MADEL M. CHA'1DERLAI -Jock.ro11 
Trailblazers 
Rural Education 
EIL D. MATIIEISON-Jedc/o 
Sc Clair Counc1• Club 
Hiscory Cl<1b__: Et1clidian 
oc., Mach., Science, 
and H iscori· 
Lou1sE FR1Tz-Akro11 
Hiscory and English 
GLADYS PR1NG-Ypsiln11ti 
Delta Phi 
Home Economics Club 
Home Economics 
THELMA E SHAJ?PMASTER-·Brouson 
Home Economics Club-Y. \V. C. A. 
O.·E. S. Club 
Home Economics 
HELEN WoLVERTON-Huron, Ohio 
Phys. Ed. Club-Y. W. C. A. 
Girl coucs 
Physical Education 
MARIE DuPREY-Vn11 [.Vert, Ohio 
Home Economics Club 
Y. \V . C. A. 
Home Economics 
lsADELLA J. GuLLJVEn-Ruse 
Trailblazers 
Garden Project Club 
Rural Supen·ision 
CARLOTTA CoRPRON-Ypsil,mti 
Alpha Sigma Alpha, Kappa Delta Pi 
Pres. Arcs Club, Porcia Literary 
ociecy 
Fine Arcs 
WHITNEY HAMES--Clawson 
Trailblazers, Fellow 
Club 
Rural Leadership 
Rural Education 
REGINA HEILER-jack.son 
Catholic Scudencs' Club, Y. \V. C. A. 
Larin Club, Girl Scouts 
La tin and Engl isb 
MILDRED HERRICK-Sollth Lyo11s 
History Club 
Sodalicas Lacina 
History and Latin 
JANICE AusTIN-Salin, 
Alpha Sigma Tau 
Piano 
MARIAM Kosnc1-1EK-Lm1si11g 
Home Economics Club 
Eastern Scar 
Home Economics 
GAR ETTA M. HuFF-Essexvill, 
Normal Arc Club 
Arc Editor Aurora 
Fine Arcs 
FLOYD LEin-Ypsi!,mti 
Chemistry Club, 
Y. M.C. A. 
Stoics, Mathematics 
Club 
Science and Mathe­
matics 
LILLIE ROHMAN-Roya! Oak 
Trailblazers 
Y. \V. C. A. 
Rural Education 
ELVA ALDRICH-Ni/es 
Garden Pro jeer 
Club 
Science 
� ·i."! \ l ,:?(,.�•.A<'.i.,, 
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ARTHUR D. WALKER-Cass City 
Phi Delea Pi 
Thumb Co . Club 
Physical Education 
ALBERT E. LuMLEY-Utica 
Chi Delea 
Sigma Delea Psi 
Physical Education 
CLIFFORD H. LoosE-Coldwater 
Phi Delea Pi-'" "Club 
Track '2.2., '2.3, '2.4-Phys. E,I. Club 
Physical Education 
KENNETH A. MEADE- Tashville 
Alpha Tau Delca-Scoic 
Kappa Delea Pi 
Science and Mathematics 
EDWARD MosnER-Centerville 
Phi Delea Pi 
Normal Choir-Orchestra Direccor 
Music 
RALPH E. CARPENTER-Way11e 
Arm of Honor-Varsity 
lub 
Track '2.2., '2.3, ·2 .4 .  
Phy. Ed . lub 
Physical Education 
ANN M. Ton1N-Muskegon 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
Speech Club 
Speech and English 
MARGARET GLADDEN-Lc1 1si11g 
Home Economics Club 
Y. \V. C. A. 
Home Economics 
MARYE. Conn-Escanaba 
Theta Lambda Sigma 
Home Economics Club-U. P. Club 
Home Economics 
ELOISE EwEu-Ypsila11ri 
Minerva Literary 
Society 
Pi Kappa Delea 
Speech and English 
DoN.,LDA MORRISON-Detroit 
Alpha Sigma Alpha, Aurora Board 
Home Economics Club, Y. \V. C. A. 
Home Economics 
BERNICE RA YCRAIT-Detroit 
Normal Choir 
Physical Education Club 
Physical Education 
EnRAL MARJORIE DEAN-Freesoil 
Assistant in Agriculture 
Natural Science Club 
Norm,,! Choir, Garden Project Club 
Natural Science 
RonERT PEEL-A1111 Arbor 
Arm of Honor, Sigma 
Delta Psi 
Physical Education 
Club 
Physical Education 
HELE:>J CANFIELD-Detroit 
Theta Sigma Upsilon 
Home Economics 
W. H. InwIN-Ypsila11ti 
Physical Science 
ALLA:>J W1n1ERSPOON-Bc/le11i//e 
Hiscory 
HAR\'EY J. Kr.EMMER-St. Clai,· 
Phi Delea Pi, Pi Kappa Delta 
Sr. Clair County Club 
Language 
MARGUERITE ]AQUA-Grc111d Rapids 
Delea Sigma Epsilon 
Music 
Runr A. TAYLOR-Lansing 
Alpha Sigma Tau 
Home Economics 
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LAWRENCE DuNNING- Howdl 
Kappa Phi Alpha 
Physical Education Club 
Physical Education 
HELEN YOuELrs-Swart:;: Creek 
Garden Project Club 
Y. \V C. A. 
atural Science Club 
Mathematics and Science 
COLONEL E. GILLESPIE-Ann Arbor 
Arm of Honor, Sigma Delea Psi 
Physical Ed. Club, Varsity Club 
Physical Education 
EDYS E. OwEN- E(lsf T,11,•as 
Theta Lambda Sigma 
Degree 
MARJORIE H. EDMUNDS- Grand Rapids 
Home Economics Club 
Home Economics 
DAISY MAuE-Chief 
Grammar Grade 
GERTRUDE FORESTER-Escanaba 
Delea Sigma Epsilon Home Economics Club 
Home Economics 
MARIE M. LAINo- K,msasCit; , Kans. 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
College Orchestra 
Kindergarten Primary 
FRANK \VEEDER- Hastings 
Arm of Honor, Varsity Club 
Football ·1.3 
Basketball '24 
Physical Education 
HORATIO LENNINGTON-Ypsilanti 
Kappa Phi Alpha 
Pre-Medic 
M A RION BLAND-Detll"born 
Sigma Nu Phi 
Swimming Team '2.3, '2.4 
Physical Education 
RoneRT TttoMPSON-D,mn ill, 
Chi Delea 
Science 
LOLA BELLE AvERY-i\1ason 
Theta Chi 
English and History 
M A RJORIE PoTTER-Whttehall 
Theta Sigma Upsilon 
Fine Arcs 
CLARE BouGHEY-Travers, City 
Sigma u Phi 
Catholic Scudencs' Club 
English and French 
ROLLAND PERRINE-Ypsi!,111ti 
Kappa Phi Al pr.a 
Physical Education 
BERYL CoR NELL-H.1rbor Springr 
Trailblazer 
Rural 
VERVAIN D,viNe--Camdm 
Kindergarten Primar:· 
A L M A  FuNTOFF-Sa11d Lake 
History Club 
History and English 
LoursE KoHN-Highla11d Park 
Physical Education Club 
Physical Education 
t,. 
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ELSIE BELLE HARDY-A1111 ,4rbor 
Grammar 
MABEL E. PETER>ON-Omka11111 
Ferris I nstitute Cluh 
Intermediate 
ERNEST T. ENGEL-Adr1a11 
Kappa Phi A lpha 
Ph"sical Education Club, Basketball 
Manager '24 
Physical Education 
MALCOL\f D1cK1E- Po111iac 
Arm of Honor 
Owl Club, Pontiac Club 
Foothall ' 2 1 ,  '2.2, '2.3 
Basketball '22, '23 
Basebal l '22, '2, 
Physical Education 
"CoLONEL T11E CLowN"-A1111 Arbor 
A ll-College Clown 
College Circus 
Physical Education 
25 
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JUN IOR AN N UAL, 1 9 2.4 
The Junior Annual , esrab l i shed l ase year by  the Class of 1 92.4, was held 
in the \Vest Gymnasi urn, February 2.3 , with one h undred and th i rty couples 
present .  
l'vf os ic  b y  Wh i tm ire ' s  Orchestra, beaut i fu l  decorations, and novel favors 
were but a few of the characteri st ic features that  made for the success of 
the party .  An ouc-of-cown dancer also added co the attractions .  
The Grand March was led by t he president of the Class of 1 92.5 and h is 
wife,  Mr.  and Mrs . Kenneth Meade, of Nashv i l l e .  Favors of reel rosebuds 
were g iven the men,  and da in ty wrist bouquets pleased the girls .  Refresh­
ments were served cl uring the course of the eveni ng ,  and by spec ia l  per­
mi ssion the party was extended un t i l  12. o 'clock, afford i ng the Jun iors and 
their friends another ha lf hour of en joyment .  
The chaperones for the occasion were M iss Fann i e  Bea l ,  Acting Dean of 
Women,  Mrs. Fann ie  Cheever Burcon , Direccor of Socia l  Activ i t ies ,  and 
the Jun ior Cl ass Patron and his wife,  Dr.  and Mrs .  F .  R.  Gorton .  
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HISTORY OF THE SOPHOMORE CLASS 
On September 25th, 1923, there thronged into the classrooms of the 
Michigan Scace Normal College 1078 specimens of Sophomoric youth; 
an inspiration to the Freshmen and a challenge to all upper classmen. 
\\Tith an enthusiasm, beautiful to see, they have gathered together on the 
average of once in two weeks for the opportunity of imbibing class spiri c 
and of wncing their names upon little yellow, pink, or blue slips of paper. 
Of course, these are not the only benefits derived. The meetings gave che 
President an opportunity to practice Parliamentary Law. Then for the 
intellectual delectation of the class, programs of varied interest were 
provided. Sometimes the program consisted of a talk by our patron, 
Prof. McKay, a talk on "Prisons and Their Effects upon Youth," reports 
on the Student Volunteer Convention at Indianapolis, or a versatile 
program of music and readings. 
The social activities have been equally energetic. le is said that a class 
is just as strong as its individual members, so would it not be logical co 
say that a class is as socially active as its individual members? Reasoning 
on chis basis statistics show that the Sophomore Class has had an average 
of 1897 dates per week, most of which were confined to week ends and 
reported co the matrons. And then! On March 14, the climax was 
reached in a Sophomore Party at the Masonic Temple. Speaking 
figuratively it was a dream come true. Speaking practically ic was a 
howling success, (you should have heard the saxaphones). 
And so, in work and fun, the year has passed uncil at its close we can 
say: 
Hi gh-browed ability, 
Mental Agility, 
These are the facts of our class. 
Canny sagacity, 
Bull dog tenacity, 
Alf of them helped us to pass. 
Showy verbosity, 
Gilded pomposity, 
These are the things we disdain. 
Wisdom has come to us, 
All else looks bum M its, 
Here on ottr Sophomore plane. 
Nineteen and twenty-five 
Will find 11s still alive 
In the world with honors galore. 
Well may you bow to us, 
Kneel and katow to 11s 
P a g a O 11 e H 11 11 d r c d F o 11 r 
Soon yott will see 11s no more. 
Though most of 1ts are leaving 
you, 
Sadly bereaving yott, 
Don't think we'll ever forget, 
One thing is clear to us, 
Ypsi is dear to us: 
Our days here we'll never regret. 
Poorly I versify 
I'll make it worse if I 
Don't mt it out before long. 
Btt  what I meant to do 
Was to present to you 
SOPHOMORES.' So endeth my song. 
-FLORENCE BAYLER, Secretary 
SOPHOMORE CLASS OFFICERS 
PAUL \VARD ......... . . . President 
AILEEN ARMSTRONG ............. . . . . . . . . .  Vice-President 
FLORENCE BAYLER .. 
MURIEL HARRIS ........................ . 
. Secretary 
. Treasurer 
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AuCE Ctt11PPELL-Grau Lake 
Kindergarten and Primary Club 
Kindergarten and Primary 
MARY McLEon-Highla11d Park 
Grammar Grade 
ERMA CLARK-Flint 
Intermediate 
Sus11N MARSDEN-Batt/, Cr,,k 
Grammar Grade 
MELDA SHORTRrno-Che,a11i11g 
Buel idian Club 
High School Mathematics 
MARJORIE H11wK1Ns-Jack,011 
Hisrory Club 
Hisrory and English 
XEMA RuTH SKEELS-Aim Arbor 
Kindergarten and Primary Club 
Kindergarten and Primary 
Lou,sE RENSDERGER-Cop,111i,h 
Catholic Srudenrs Club 
Kindergarten and Primary 
Club 
Kindergarten and Primary 
M11nY ELLEN SMn11-CooperviLle 
Kindergarten and Primary Club 
Kindergarten and Primary 
ELSIE T.,noR-Pickfml 
Kappa Gamma Phi 
Intermediate 
JosJE SM1TH-Ypsi!t111ti 
Arc Craft Club 
Industrial Arc 
FREEMAN DENTAL-i\1011roe 
Chi Delea 
Commercial Teachers' 
Club 
Commercial 
ESTHER DELANEY-Li11dm 
Catholic Students' Club 
Intermediate 
MARVEL GAwTHRO Evart 
Euclidian Club 
Mathematics and 
Hiscory 
LEAH CoMMON-Mt. Clemms 
Kindergarten and Primary Club 
Kindergarten and Primary 
GLADYS FuNDT-Spri11gjield, Ohio 
Portia Literary Society 
Kindergarten and Primary 
ALTHEA HATHAWAY-Byron 
Grammar Grade 
PAULINE M. HowAnn-/011ia 
Hiscory and English 
RuTH Ko1<Len-Pete1·sburg 
Physical Education 
MARTHA S._ CHANEY-Rapid City Fine Arts 
P11yc One /!1111dred Seven 
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MAUDE You o-Gra11d Rapids 
Commercial Teachers' Club 
Commercial Teacher 
VERA I. PATT-Scmbom, N. Y. 
Commercial Teachers' Club 
Commercial 
HELEN l'vfooRREAn-Mi/an 
English and Hiscory 
Mn.DRED MEREDITR-Ypsi!a11ti 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
Fine Arcs 
LEONA MANN-A1111 Arbor 
Y. W.C.A. 
Lutheran League 
Intermediate 
MARION ScoTT-Vi:mderbi!t 
Kindergarten and Pri­
mary Club 
Kindergarten and Pri­
mary 
HoMER E. WEST-Ypsila11ti 
Alpha Tau Delta 
Student Council-Varsity Club 
Physical Education 
MARIE VAN EENAAM-Zee/a11d 
Kindergarten and Primary 
GLADYS ELDea-Peter.rb1trg 
Commercial Teachers' Club 
Commercial 
VERA BRADLEY-Holly 
College Orchestra 
Physical Education 
Club 
Physical Education 
EDNA BLACK, Trav,rsc City 
Narnral Science Club 
Garden Project Club 
Mathematics and Science 
LLOYD C. MILLER, Vassar 
Arm of Honor 
Varsity Club 
Physical Education 
LLOYD St10EMAKER, Almont 
Euclidean Club 
Lapeer ouncy Club 
Mathematics and English 
.JosEPHINE BECKTON, Port Huron 
Kappa Psi 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
Kindergarten and Primary 
PAUL WAGONER, Way11, 
Plll'sical Education Club 
Tr;ck Manager, '2.4 
Physical Education 
,JEAN TuRNDULL, L"p"r 
Sodalicas Lacina 
Y. \V . C. A. 
Latin and French 
BLANCtlE L. JoNES, Cros1crll 
Natural cience Club 
Thumb Club 
Grammar Gracie 
ELEEN CHATTERTON, Troy, Ohio 
General 
DOROTHY PAxso , Dund" 
Kappa Mu Delea, Pi Kappa Delea 
Sodalicas Lacina 
Latin and English 
GcRTRUDE HARTZLER, West Liberty, Ohio 
General 
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HANNAH L. BAUER, Sebewaing 
Harmonious Mystics, Craft Club, 
Normal Arc Club 
Fine and Industrial Arcs 
MARJORIE YouNG, orth Adams 
Eastern Scar 
Natural Science Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
HELEN E. THOMPSON, Greenville 
Kinder,garcen Primary Club 
Y. W. C. A. 
Kindergarten Primary 
GLADYS WESTCOTT, Jerome 
Eastern Scar 
Y. W. C.A. 
Kindergarten Primary 
AUDREY McTAVISH, Saginaw 
Theta Lambda Sigmat 
Normal Arc Club 
Fine Arcs 
MAx SwEET, U11io11 City 
Alpha Tau Delea 
Chemistry Club 
Science and Macbe-
macics 
CORNELLA EVERARD, Ypsilanti 
Physical Education Club 
Physical Education 
HILMA SrnRAY, Cadillac 
Kappa Gamma Phi 
Physical Education 
Club 
Physical Education 
MARGUERITE McCRJMMON, Bad Axe 
Eastern car, Thumb Club 
Laonian Dramatic Sociecv 
Incermediace 
ARLE E SCHMALZRIED, Lake Odessa 
Arc Club 
Craft Club 
Fine Arcs 
CHARLES MoLJNEAUX, Standish 
Physical Science 
A. ELLEN Fox, Harrison 
Commercial 
Teachers' Club 
Commercial 
IDA ARKIN, Detroit 
Physical Education 
DORIS FosTER, Grass Lake 
Catholic Students· 
Club 
Grammar Grade 
CECELIA FRANCES KELLY, Hop, 
Catholic Students' Club 
Grammar Grade 
HANNAH M. Focus, Dafter 
Upper Peninsula Club 
Grammar Grade 
MARJORIE \V1cKHAM, Bay City 
Delea Sigma Epsilon 
Physical Education 
MunrnL B. FLINT, Lm11011 
Euclidian Club 
Mathematics 
ALICE WoLP, Hillsdale 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
Kindergarten and Primary 
W1LMA ELLSWORTH, Blissfidd 
Euclidian Club, Y.\V.C.A. 
Lenawee County Club 
Mathematics 
l·!:.�i<Z.� �,..,-d.,\�;,j � �=� .._.-.;:: ' "' 
Pa.ge C11e !-l1111dred Eleven 
p a.  g C Q 11 e l: 11 11 d r C d  T 1Cf C l  V C 
[sAB ELLE M. TRAJNOR-Tmoas City 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
Catholic Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
HAZEL LoRENZE 
Ohio 
Intermed iate 
IR ENE SM1T11-J-fow,lt 
Mathematics Club 
Mathematics and 
History 
N,w Philadelphia, 
M A R G A R£T CHARTERS-Ba)' Cizr 
Alpha. Sigma Alpha 
Gener il 
GERTRUDE PcuE :>DEMANN-St. Clai,· 
1::i ndergarcen Primary CJ uh 
Kindergarten _ rimary 
FLORENCE L. PRESCOTT-011011daga 
lnterme liate 
HAROLD Sc1-1NE1DEW1Nn-Ma11istu 
Alph a  Tau De l o  Industrial Arts Club 
Industrial Arts 
HELEN Mnc11 ELL-Bay Cit) 
i1l pba Sigma Alpha 
General 
EMMA DENNts-Scmrl11sk)' 
Induscrial Ans Club 
Campfire 
Industria l  anc. Fine Arts 
H AZEL HALL-Northport 
Eastern Scar 
Y.  \V . C. A. 
lncermed i ate 
ERNESTINE MAN1G0Ln- Gwim, 
odalitas Latina 
Latin and English 
MORRIS HAND-Detroit 
Commercial 
Teachers' Club 
Commercial 
GEORGE H. G RISSEL-Wayne 
Chi Delta 
Crafts Club 
Industrial Arts 
MURIEL BATCHELER-Ho1t•el/ 
Y. \V. C. A. 
Normal Choir 
K indergarten Primary 
A. B. TITus-Readi11g 
Chemistry Club 
Science 
MAY LucAs-Richmo/1(1 
Y. W. C. A. 
Intermediate 
FRANCES GoonEs-Fli11t 
ommercial  Teachers' Club 
Commercial 
LucY CAHOO>e-Sar,111nc 
Scar Club 
K indergarten 
Primarv Club 
Ki nderga�ten 
Prjmary 
ERNEST OMERs-Grt111d Blanc 
Chi Delta 
Mathematics Club 
Mathematics and Science 
MARION E. YouN0-Albio11 
Kindergarten Primary 
Club 
Y. \V. C. A. 
Kindergarten Primary 
P a  g a O 11 a H 1· 11 <' r a d  T h  i r t  e a  11 
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MYRTLE G£1SENHAVER-Di111011dale 
Hiscory Club 
Y. W. C. A. 
H i scory and English 
CLARA \V1LSON-Tec111meh 
Hiscory Club 
Hiscory and English 
MADEL LAWRENCE-Mi/an 
Y. W. C. A. 
Grammar Grade 
MARION Rouse-Salim 
Hiscory Club 
Y. W. C. A. 
H istory and Engl ish 
OTTo 1CKEL-Mt. Clemws 
Alpha Tau Delta 
Debating Team 
Pi Kappa Del ca Ass. Ed. ormal News 
Oratorical Board 
AGNES ARLSON-Gwiun 
H istory Club 
History and English 
MURIEL AnFT-L!l(li11gton 
Grammar Grade 
HAZEL L. GARDNEn-i\1eta111ora 
peech lub 
Laonian 
English and Speech 
GERALDINE C. RussEu.-Am, Arbor 
Kindergarten Club 
Kindergarten and Primary 
KATHRYN LEEKE-Nfu11ith 
Trailblazer Club 
Y. W . .  A. 
Rural Education 
ETHEL STOVER-Htmter's Creek 
Lapeer Councy Club 
Y. \V . .  A. 
Grammar Grade 
ALICE H 1 LLMAN- Fe11/011 
Home Economics 
Club 
Home Economics 
HELEN RowE-Lattrium 
Y .  \\I . C. A. 
In termed i a re 
G LADYS PooLE-Po11ttac 
Home Economics 
Club 
Ponciac Club 
Home Economic, 
EsT II E R  M . .)01-1NsoN-iVhitehall 
Intermediate 
LI LLI AN FR1EDLAND-Lan.ri11g 
Commercial Teachers· Club 
Laonian Dramatic Sociecv 
Commercial Teacher 
GLA OYs DeAN-Bir111i11gha111 
Grammar Grade 
JottN GARDNER-Ypsil,111ti 
Natural Science Club 
Y. M. C. A .  
atural Science 
R 1n1 A 1l D  P. \VATERs-lvia11istiqu, 
Alpha Tau Delta 
Student Council 
ormal Choir Scoic 
Physical Educacion 
EDMUND E. JoNES-iVit!dro11 
Alpha Tau Delea 
Y. M. C. A. 
Science and Macbemacics 
P u [. c O 11 c H 11 11 d r e d F i f  t e e n 
P a g c O II c / I 11 11 d r <' d ." i x , e c 11 
REN ., W Eno-J ero111e 
K i ndergarten Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
AucE FRANKs-Sa11/1 S1t. Marie 
Kindergarten Club 
Y. \V . C. A. 
Kindergarten Primary 
Luc1LE R 1cE-Rose C11y 
:-.Jormal Choir 
Intermediate 
AucE LAuTERDERG-i\lo11ta,gm 
Kindergarten Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
M ., RJORIE L. SELLERS-Akron, Mich. 
Thumb Councv lub 
Grammar Grade 
ELENA l-:looGEs-Al1J1011r 
Lapeer County Club 
Y. \V . C. A. 
Intermediate 
R. :--L,E BunER-IVi/liams1011 
Kappa Gamma Phi 
Grammar Grade 
EoNA Hooo cs-Al111011r 
Lapeer County Club 
Y. \\'. C. A .  
lntermediare 
I. OPAL PREWITT-Ro)'fil Onk 
Speech Club 
English and Speech 
l NA GREE�-Orrouo 
,ommercial 
Teachers' Club 
Y. W. C. A .  
Commercial 
W I NIFRED FERR ETT-Jeddo 
Trailblazer Club 
Y. W. C. A. 
Rural Education 
PAUL STRAIG In-i\,laro11 
Chi Delrn 
Chemisrn- Club 
Science 
ET11 EL SwARTZ " I LLER-Oak/ey 
Garden Project C lub 
Intermediate 
ELEANOR PuTNEY-Hart 
H i storv Club 
Histor)' an<l French 
JANE CARPENTER-Bwto11 Harbor 
Theta Chi 
Kindergarten Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
ARDIS BELMAN-Bltrsjield 
Alpha Sigma Tau 
Lenawee County Club 
Y. \V. C. A. 
Mathematic 
ELLIE ZAVlTz-Algonac 
Kindergarten Primarv Club 
Sc. lair Countv Club 
Kindergarten a�d Primary 
VELMA HAZARo-Blusjield 
Y. \V. C. A. 
Lenawee Count\ Club 
Intermediate 
M u RIEL E. CALKI NS-St. Joh11s 
¥. \V . C. A. 
History and English 
Do�NA CARPENTER-Ami Arbor 
Ki ndergacten Pri m�ry 
P a g e  O ,  • H 1t 11dr ed Seve n t e e 11 
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S. MARIE TuERs-Sagi11au• 
C1mpfire, Y. W. . A .  Garden Project Club 
Intermediate 
MARGARET E. \V ARo-Fr,e/a,"/ 
Y .  \V. C. A .  
Campfire 
English and Hiscori· 
OuvE M. BoYER-Charlotu 
Normal Choir 
Intermediate 
BERYL Mrno,soN-Cbrtrlwoix 
Campfire 
Plwsical Education Club 
Physical Education 
BESS ENGLISH-S. G,·,111d Rapids 
l ncermediate 
FAITH G1tEEN-C/r1rk '.r L"ke 
Eastern rnr Club 
Y. \V . .  A. 
English 
ETHEL M. L, RKc-Sa11/t Ste. 7'1"rie 
Intermediate 
Run, STARKWEATHER-Birch R1111 
lncer mediate 
HAZEL Moo,r n-Otter Lake 
Intermediate 
RuT11 TII AYER-IVebberville 
Kindergarten Pr;mary 
Cluh 
K indergarten Primary 
GLADYS F1SH-Teko11sha 
Kindergarten and Primary Club 
Kinderga,·ten and Primary 
EVELYN KRAFT-Grand Rapids 
Y. W. C. A. 
In termediate 
ALTAMAE KRAUSE-Fowlcrr•ille 
Kindergarten and Primarv Club 
Kindergarten and Primary 
ANNE \V 1 L(Ox-Pi11ck11eJ 
Matb. Club 
Mathematics and 
English 
INEZ GENEVIEVE DRAKE-Cctdmus 
Commercial Teacher's Club 
ommercial 
DOROTHEA KEAST-Norrut)' 
Kindergarten and Pri­
mary Club 
Y. W. C. A. 
Kindergarten and Pri­
marv 
P11YLLIS STEARNs-Sagi11aw 
Speech Club 
English and Speech 
ZELDA C0Rv-Fli11t 
Speech Club 
English and 
peech 
DOROTHY E. CLARK-Rockford 
Historv Club 
History and English 
KATH ERJNE V EITEL-Raveuu11 
Minerva, Y. W. C. A. 
History Club 
History and Modern 
Language 
P a _q c O II e H 11 11 d r e ,f N i 1 1  " I r e 11 
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FLOSSIE McC.,RTER-Ga.gerowll 
Thumb Club 
Eastern Scar Club 
Grammar Grade 
N1 A L. MowERY-Napoleoll, Oh,o 
English 
MARY HELEN SAVAGE-011ro11a.go1I 
Phvsical Education Club 
Ph)'SicaJ Education 
MARJORIE KNoPr-Blissjielt! 
Kindergarten Primary 
Club 
Lenawee Councv Club 
Kindergarten P;imary 
CORINNE Sc110PBACH-Harrford 
Theta Lambda Sigma 
Hiscon· Club 
Hist0r)· and English 
Doaon1Y BRADT-Ypsila11ti 
Fine Arcs lub 
Fine Arcs 
WYNNIE M. BLAKEMORE-Flint 
Kindergarten and Primary Club 
Ki nderg�rcen and Primary 
HELEN RowE-Gmss Lake 
Crafts Club 
Campfire 
Industrial Arts 
BEATRICE M. CAR L-Clio 
Kindergarten Primary lub 
K indergarcen Primary 
lv.,DEL MoORE-Ypsila11ti 
Them Lambda Sigma 
Art Club 
Public School i\lusic 
and Art 
juLlA GoDFREY-A1111 Arbor 
History Club 
History and Science 
LAURA SHAWLEY-Ypsilanti 
Kappa Gamma Phi 
Minerva Literary Society 
Intermediate 
MILDRED ARMSTRONG-Adrian 
Catholic Students' Club 
Lenawee Councv Club 
Grammar Grade 
DoROTHY NELSO -Cadillac 
Commercial Teachers' 
Club 
ormal Choir 
Commercial 
HAZEL \\'1LBER-Otter Lake 
English and History 
JEAN WEAVER-Kingston 
Kindergarten Primary 
Club 
Y. W. C. A. 
Kindergarten Primary 
THELMA BouA-Port Huron 
Historr Club 
Sc. Clair Councy Club 
History and English 
HELEN Mull PH Y-He,11/ock 
Catholic Students' Club 
Intermediate 
FANNIE F1SHER-Tolulo, Ohio 
Physical Education Club 
Physical Education 
AMY MEAo-Blissfidd 
Intermediate 
P a  g e O n e H 11 n d r e d T '1:1 e 11 t y - 0 n e 
BLANCHE N ETHERCOTT-Orio11 
Natural Science Club 
Chemistry Club, . E. S. 
Natural Science 
Eo1Tt-1 LEHMAN-St Joseph 
Intermediate 
W1LMA M ScHEARER-lvfid/1111d 
Physical Education Club 
Camp Fire 
Physical Education 
BESSIE M. GooDGE-Elba 
Intermediate 
ZELMA Fox-Charlotte 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
y \V. C. A. 
Ki ndergarten Primary 
EvELYN PuT AM-St. Johns 
Kindergarten Primary 
Club 
Y .  \V . A. 
K indergarten Primary 
MARIO MEGGISON mtrol Lake 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
K indergarten Primary 
EMILY STEWART-Algo11nc 
Kindergarten Primary 
Club 
Sc. Cla i r  County Club 
K indergarten and 
Pri mary 
R ANGIIILD E. PrnnsoN- Cndilloc 
Commercial Teachers' Club 
Commercial 
P a ge O n e  H u 11 i r c d  T w e 11 t y - T w o  
LOUISE PAR KER-Hfl//Ol'tf 
Eastern Scar 
Intermediate 
M A R Y  FREITAG-Jack,011 
Sodaliras Larina 
Hisrory Club, Y. W. C. A .  
Larin and Hisrory 
JEAN HoNECKER-He11tler1011 
General 
KATHLEEN T1MM1Ns-Deerfidr/ 
Catholic Srudenrs· Club 
Lenatwee County Club 
Intermediate 
M A R Y  Ru LON ILLENDEN-Adri1111 
Physical Education lub 
Physical Education 
M 1 LDRED AuausTus-Yp,ilanti 
Hisrory Club 
Hisrory and English 
Rurn Po No-Clio 
Sodaliras Larina 
Larin and French 
MAUD , JOHNSON-Rogers Cit)' 
Eastern car 
Hisrory Club 
Hisrory 
ELLEN M. Jo11NS0><-L11k, St. C?tdillac 
Inrermediare 
AucE UTLER-Grar, Lak, 
Intermediate 
AMANDA L LEMCOOL-Dctroit 
Mathematics Club 
Y.  W. C.  :\ . 
Mathematics 
P a. g c  O n e I1 11 11 d r e d.  T w e n l y - T li r e e  
FLOSSIE S, LSBY-Traverse City 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
brnz LAMPHERE-Cadillac 
Incermediace 
MILDRED M1LK1E-l¥ya11dotte 
Y. \V. C. A. 
Incermedi:tte 
HELEN HuTCHINSON-D11ra11go, Colo. 
Speech Club 
lr, t:ermediarc 
MARG ARET lEIER-T Vyamlotte 
Y .  \\I. C. A. 
Inrermediace 
MARY BRADLEY-Port H11ro11 
General 
G ERTRUDE L, MoNTAI 'E-Uti,., 
igma igma Sigma 
Portia ,  Speech Club 
Engl ish and Speech 
FLORENCE McK1NNEY-Birmi11gham 
Physical Education Club 
Swimming Team 
Physical Education 
MADEL PARKs-Nashville 
Machemacics Club 
Hiscon· Club, Y .  \
V . C. A. 
Science 
P a  g i! 0 n e II 11 11 d r e d  T w c -1 I 'j - F o u r  
OPAL S11EPARD-S1cart � Creek 
Public School Music Club 
Publ ic School Music and 
Arc 
-
HELEN M. WARING-Loke Odessa 
Inrermediace 
Esnrnn KnuEGER-Adrio11 
Commercial Teachers' 
Club 
Lenawee County Club 
Commercial 
RuTll KoELLN-Michigall City, fod. 
Commercial Teachers' Club 
Commercial 
JESSIE AMos-Barl Axe 
Delea Ph i ,  Thumb 
Club 
Home Ee. Club, 
Laonian 
Home Economics 
BuELAH CRAJG-Mi/a11 
Mathematics Club 
Mathematics and French 
VERA M. MoonE-Caro 
Kappa Gamma Phi 
Fine Arcs 
CHARLOTTE \V1LTSHIRE-011ou•ay 
Eastern Star Club 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
Ki ndergarcen Primary 
NoNA JoNES-DeT011r 
lncermedia ce 
AuCE ERMILYA-011t11l'ay 
Eastern car 
Hiscory Club 
Hiscory 
MERL BR.<DBURY-Dexrer 
Intermediate 
P a g c O II c I l " 1 1 cl re a T w e n t y - f i v  e 
MARIE KRUEGER-Adri"II 
Stoics 
Commercial  Teachers' lub 
Commercia l  
AGNES HARR1s-Ha111b11rg 
Catholic Students' 
Club 
Intermediate 
JEANNETTE BuTENS HOEN-FLi11t 
Alpha Sigma Tau 
Y. \V. C. A.  
Incerrned i ace 
EDWARD S1EFERT- At!wt o11 
Chi Delta, Sc. Clair Club 
Chemistry Club, 
Euclidian 
Science and Mathe­
matics 
EMIL A. HAGEN-D1111du 
Eucli d ian Club 
Y. M. C .  A. 
Science and Marhematics 
DORRIS L. HA YDEN-E(lst Jordan 
K indergarten Primary lub 
Ferri Institute Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
R uTH CORNELL-Harbor Spri11,gs 
Kindergarten Primary 
Cu1RE \VoNDERLic-Capac 
History 
Luc1LLE M. SrnTH-Mosherville 
Kappa Gamma Phi 
Grammar Grade 
P a g e O ,i e H J£ 11 d r c d T <I' c n t y - s .;  x 
ARLENE HAYWARD-Detroit 
ormal Choir 
Eastern Scar Club 
Intermed iate 
HELENA F. \VooD-Rapid Ci1y 
Trailblazers 
Rund Leadership 
RUTH V. VAN TASSEL-Pontiac 
Histori' Club 
Hisror�, and English 
M I LDRED TRACY-Hudson, ind. 
Mathematics 
MELISSA RomsoN-S(l/ine 
Kindergarten Primary 
Club 
Y. \V. C. A. 
Kindergarten Primary 
ETTA McDONALD-Pickford 
French and English 
BLANCH E. MYRMELL-Whiteh,,1/ 
K indergarten Primary Club 
K i ndergarten Primary 
Ev AH IRENE OSTRANDER-So. Bend, lud. 
Hisrory Club 
Y. \V . .  A. 
Hisrory and Engl i sh 
\V. JAY D1TTMAN-DrJdw 
Garden Project Club 
Narum! Science Club 
Natural Science 
Luc1LLE B1towN-Ypsi!"nti 
Historl' C lub 
Y. \V . ·c. A. 
History and panish 
GERTRUDE VoLZ-Ann Arbor 
Eastern Scar 
English 
P a g e O 11 e II 11 n d r e d T 'lll e n t y - s e v e 11 
Lou,sE HoLLANo-Detroit 
Delea Sigma Epsilon 
Minen·a Club, Hiscory Club 
Hiscory and English 
YLVIA WEDER-Elkton 
Thumb Club 
Intermediate 
ELMER L PETERS-D1t11dee 
Mathematics Club 
Mathematics and Science 
Ev A HERALD, 1vfaJ 1•ille 
Theta Sigma Upsilon 
Sodalicas Lacina 
Lar in  and Engl ish 
Ev A MARIE STONER-Flint 
Kappa Gamma Phi 
Physical Education lub 
Physical Education 
MuRTEL HARR1s-Ypsi/"11ti 
Delea Sigma Epsilon 
Minerva, Kindergarten 
Club 
Kindergarten and 
Primary 
BLANCHE ANGLIM-Fa,-111i11gto11 
Trailblazers 
Rural Education 
DELCIA A. MAuGER-H1111ti11gto11 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
Thumb Club, Y. \\I. C. A .  
indergarren and Primary 
1 1LDRED SeLLERs-f/i11t 
Intermediate 
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Lois F. WARI NG-Lake Odessa 
Intermediate 
AGNES Bu ,rns-Niles 
Hisrory 
LEOLA SwEITZER-Elkbart, fod. 
Y. \V . C. A. 
Intermediate 
MARION MARTIN-Owosso 
Primary Music 
M A RTHA M1cK-Elb<rta 
Camp/ire 
Intermediate 
G LENN BRAY-Lai11gsb1t1'!, 
Euclidian Society 
Chemistry Club 
Science and Mathematics 
VERA LARSON-Ma11celo11n 
Eastern Star 
Kindergarten Primary 
THERESA Fuoco-Po11tit1c 
Ca tho I ic Students' Club 
Pontiac Club 
l n termed i ate 
EmTH M·. SPENCE1<-Coopersvill, 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
EsTEL FELDKAMP-Salim 
Alpha Sigma Alpha 
Hisrory Club 
Hisrory and Chemistry 
G R ACIA SEXTON-Lni11gsb11rg 
Euclidian Club 
Y. W. C. A. 
Mathematics and Hisrory 
1!!'! .J�.w.. /> ,.J.-,.u;t.. �?;� \ 
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Eow1N TAYLOR-Hesperit1 
Chi Delta, Swics 
Sodalicas Lacina 
Hiswry and Latin 
NATALIE HAsK1Ns-Howt1rd City 
Delea Sigma Epsilon 
' Panhellenic, Sororin· Council 
Kindergarten Prima'ry 
M1LDRED DuNCAN-Rushto11 
Eastern Scar 
History Club 
Hiswry and Mathematics 
R A LPH H. PLUMMER-Shdby 
Alpha Tau Delta 
Sodaliras Larina 
Language 
ORPHA ANN BIRo-Romulw 
Y. W. C. A. 
Tnrermediace 
LEATA HARDER-Fli11t 
Hiswry Club 
Y. W. C. A.  
History 
BEATRICE E. LEVASSEUR-Bay Cit)' 
Kinder�arten Primary Club 
Catholic Students' Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
Gua N1TH GROVEa-Fli11t 
Ki ndergarren Primary 
Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
CARRIE BELL GRl l'FEY-Adria11 
Commercial Teachers' Club 
Commercial 
CECILE NoLo-Flint 
Kindergarten 
Primary Club 
Kindergarten 
Primarr 
BERNI E TuRNER- C,tro 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
ormal Choir 
K indergarten Primary 
HELEN P1PER-Metamora, Ohio 
Catholic Students' Club 
Intermediate 
HELEN ScHRA1ER-A1111 Arbor 
Intermediate 
CAROL CusHMAN-1-folt 
K indergarten 
Primary Club 
Kindergarten 
Primary 
ALLIE SMITH-Fostoria 
Grammar Grade 
ELTA LucAs-Lakc Odessa 
Physical Ed. Club 
Campfire 
Physical Education 
ROSALIE LYMDURN-F!int 
Intermediate 
GLADYS LANE-Lake Odessa 
Physical Ed. Club 
Campfire 
Physical Education 
FREDA \VATSON-1-foward City 
K indergarten Primary Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
GERTRUDE L. EvANs-Rich1J,011Cl 
Eastern Star 
Intermediate 
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Bess1E Tooo-Clarksvil!e 
Inrerrnediate 
MRS. MARY E .  THOMPSON-Bad Axe 
Huron Councv Club 
Speech Club, 'Home Ee. Club 
English and Speech 
B. lvA WoooFono-Wal11101ttb, Wis. 
Alpha Sigma Tau 
Public School Music lub 
Music and English 
LUCILLE RBILANo-TVisco11si11 Rapids, 
Wis. 
ornmercial Teachers ·  Club 
Catholic Club 
Commercial 
NEVA CAsE-I011ia 
Theta Chi 
Public chool Music Club 
Music and Arc 
V1croR C. KNOWLES-Jackson 
Trailblazers 
Rural Education 
AoELMA DicKEY-Co!dwater 
Normal Arcs Club 
Industrial Arcs Club 
ETHEL SHIFFMAN-Detroit 
Grammar Grade 
PAUL K .  WAR0- Yp.ri!a11ti 
Alpha Tau Delea 
Pi Kappa Delea 
Pre-Law 
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GLADYS M.  ZucK-Goshen, Ind. 
Sodalicas Lacina 
Stoics 
Latin and History 
PAULINE H. M1LLER- Petenb1trg 
Speech lub 
English and Speech 
MYRTLE OLSON-Manistique 
Harmonious Mystics 
Normal Choir 
Kindergarten Primary 
BEATRICE M. MILLER-Petersburg 
Sodali  ca Lacina 
English and Latin 
CLARA N. BuRNus-Waconsta 
Eastern Scar 
lncermediace 
EnIA G. \V1sELEY- Plpno11th 
Speech Club 
Y. W. C. A. 
Speech and English 
EMILY BouRNs- Wixom 
Trail blazers 
R ural Education 
MA RCELLA H. (Low-Traverse City 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
Kindergarten and Primary 
LEITH WETZEL-Mi/an 
Chi Delea 
Varsity Club 
History and French 
OLIVE R unnocK- Attica 
Machemacics Club 
Y. W. C. A. 
Mathematics 
LORETTA DoNNELLY-Muskego11 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
Catholic Club 
Kindergarten and Primary 
P a g e O 11 c ff 1t n d r c d T h i r t y - I Ii r e e 
PEARL MALONEY-Mass 
Sodalicas Lacina 
Catholic Club 
Lacio and French 
Luc1LLE M. R1cHARDSON-Owosso 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
Y. W. C. A .  
Kindergarten and Primary 
GERTRUDE RYAN-Hou,,ll 
Kappa Gamma Phi Sodalicas Lacina 
Language 
GERTRUDE C. \V ATERs-Bdlevil!e 
Grammar Grade 
LEONA Houo>1-RoJ•al Oak 
Portia 
Y. \V. C. A. 
Machemacics and Fr nch 
HELENA C. SCHULER-Lake Odessa 
Grammar Grade 
ETHEL BLACK-Sa11d11sky 
Portia 
Y. \V. C. A. 
English and Hiscory 
Aurn CoLE-Fowlerville 
Kindergarten 
Primari, lub 
Kinderga'rten and 
Primary 
D0R1s HEWITT-Memphis 
Normal Choir 
Commercial 
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FLORINE A. \VooD-Po11tiac 
Euclidian 
Y. W. C. A.  
Mathematics 
H ELEN MARIE K0DLISHKE-M11skegon 
Intermediate 
ETHEL REm- Dexter 
Catholic Club 
Intermediate 
IR,1., CAMPBELL-Pontiac 
Mathematics Club 
Pontiac Club 
Mathematics and 
Modern Language 
DovETTA C.,PLING-Bml Axe 
Delta Phi 
Sodalitas Latina 
Thumb Club 
Latin and French 
GOLDIE KuMMEn-F/i11t 
Grammar Grade 
MARGARET NuGENT-Bad Axe 
Delta Phi 
Thumb Club 
Euclidian 
Mathematics and Science 
JosEPHINE LACH0NCE-Ct1dillac 
Catholic Club 
Grammar Grade 
MARGARET BeNNETTs-Besse111er 
Girl Scours 
Y. W. C. A . 
Physical Education Club 
U. P. Club 
Physical Education 
M1LDRED ScHuLz-Cheboyga11 
Trailblazers 
Rural Education 
DOROTHY SAuM-Tec1t111seh 
Phvsical Education 
Club 
Physical_ Education 
P a g e O 11 e H 11 11 d r e d T Ii i r t y - f i v  e 
GERALD OsnonN-St. Johns 
Stoic 
Mathematics Club 
Chemistry Club 
Science and Mathematics 
FLORENCE BunK-Mt. Cl,mws 
Commercial Teachers' Club 
Commercial 
LOLITA S HOME Adrian 
Latin Club 
Latin and English 
BRETA PELT1ER-H11dso11 
Kindergarten Primary 
RuTH J ANO US EK-Charlott< 
Y. \V. C. A .  
History Club 
Campfire 
. History and Mathematics 
FAYE M DONALD-Port Huron 
St. Cla ir  County Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
RuTH MARTIN-Mm,chester 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
onnaJ Choir 
Kindergarten Primary 
MARGARET McDoweu-f Vallul Lake 
Kindergarten Primary lub 
Y. \V. C. A .  
Kindergarten Primary 
KATHRYN REED-Tcc11111seh 
Commercial Teachers ' Club 
Commercial 
P a g e  O n e H i. ndr cd T h i r ' 31 - s i x 
RuTII BAKER-Coldwater 
French and English 
EsTHER FREDERICKSON-Gaylord 
Grammar Grade 
UNA H. M1LLER-Mo11tgomerJ 
Intermediate 
HELEN i\,fcN EVEN-Romeo 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
FLOSSIE  M. WARNER-Rerl(/i11g 
Grammar Grade 
BeRTHA M. CoRNW_ELL-Litchjield 
Euclidian Club 
Mathematics 
S. PAul.INE GrnsoN-Lmuing 
History Club 
orrnal Choir 
English and History 
GENEVA WeDSTER-C/io 
Sodali tas Latina 
Latin and Hisrory 
GEORGIANA PeeT-A1111 Arbor 
Kappa Psi 
Portia Literary Society 
Modern Language 
MERTIE R oss-Imlay City 
Sodalicas Larina 
Lapeer County Club 
Latin and French 
CATHERINE MAcDoNALo-Char!evoix 
Hisrory lub 
History 
P a g e  O n e II 11 H �· ,. c i!.  T :1 i r t y - s e v e n  
MARION GrnnoN-Satt!t Ste. i\Iarie 
Delea Phi 
Kindergarten Primary 
MILDRED HARPORD-TVixom 
Kg. Primary Club 
Garden Project Club 
Kindergarten and 
Primary 
FLORENCE RAWLINGS-Marine C11y 
Laonian Dramatic Sociecy 
Alpha Sigma Tau 
English and Hisrory 
HELEN L. BRENDEL-Ypsil,111ri 
Garden Project Club 
atural Science Club 
Mathematics and 
acural Science 
GEORGE RoDINSO -S011gar11ck 
Phi Delea Pi-Men's Union 
Mathematics Club 
Mathematics and Science 
ZELLA McCoN ELL-Charlotte 
Incermed i a re 
FLOSSIE \VALKER-Gladwin 
0. E. S .  
Incermed i a re 
GLADYS Ho1s1NGTON-Jm/a; City 
Lapeer o. Club 
French and English 
BELLE \V ALKER-Gladwi11 
0 .  E. S. 
Iocermediace 
P a g c O Ii e r.- 11 n d r c d T h i r t y - e i g h t 
CLARIBEL CARso>-- Dcrroir 
Kappa Mu Delea 
Kg. Primary Club 
Kg. Primary 
ELLA o· BIL-Cheboygan 
Cathol i c  Students' Club 
Trailblazer 
Rural Leadership 
THEO M .  TuTTLE-]ackson 
Pi Kappa Sigma-Stoic 
Kindergarten and 
Primary Club 
Kindergarten and 
Primary 
BuNCHE M. ELLTOTT- Harrisv;//e 
Hisrory Club 
Hisrory and English 
DoROTiff KEoua>1-J-la11cock 
Kindergarten Primary 
Club 
Upper Peninsula Club 
Carbolic Students CJ ub 
Kindergarten and 
Primary 
ZELLA M. GREEN-Carsonville 
Sodal itas Larina 
Hisrory Club-Thumb Club 
Hisrory and Latin 
ALPHA RonsoN-I-lorton 
Kindergarten and 
Primary Club 
Kindergarten and 
Primary 
ELSIE M. Mc AUGBT0N-Carso11ville 
Natural cience-Chemistry Club 
Thumb Club 
c1ence 
MARY IRENA HowE-I-lorto11 
Y. W . C. A. 
Grammar Grade 
ADA ELMER-Albion 
Trai lb lazer 
Rural Education 
BERNICE M. SCOTT­
Y. W .  C. A. 
Grammar Grade 
P a g e  0 11 e  H ii n d r e d  T li i r t :i, - n i n e  
P a g e O II c R n 11 d r c d Ji o r t y 
DoR1s MoRsE-Lowelt 
Y. W. C. A.-Garden Project Club 
Sec. and Treas. Natural Science Club 
Natural cience 
DEDA . DELA1N-Croswd/ 
0. E. S. 
Ferris Institute Club 
Intermediate 
RuTH BRADY-Lake City 
Grammar Grade 
DonOTHY Tooo-Grand Rapid, 
Physical Education Club 
Physical Education 
MARY CATHERINE BLuE-Carey, Ohio 
Kindergarten and Primary Club 
Kindergarten and Primary 
RuTH . GREGORY-East Jordan 
Kindergarten and Primary 
Club 
Y. W.  C. A.-Eascern Scar 
Kindergarten and Primary 
GnACE KmLLOn-E/kto11 
Crafts Club-Y. W. C. A. 
Thumb Club 
Arc 
Luc1LLE RONAN-Grand Rapid, 
Catholic Students' Club 
Sodal i cas Lacina 
Latin and Modern 
Languages 
M .,RION LEH ER-Pontiac 
Natural Science lub 
Garden Project Club 
Pontiac Club 
General Science and Machemacics 
MABEL . Kn oe1on-Lorai11, Oh,o 
Alpha Sigma Tau 
Normal Choir 
Fine Arcs 
LAV INA WALLArn-Tecmmeh 
Chemistry Club 
Chemistry and History 
V10LA RAu-Mo11ro, 
Alpha Sigma 
Alpha 
Kindergarten and 
Primary 
ALFREDA WELI,S-Be/di11g 
Eastern Scar 
Intermediate 
VIOLET RAu-Mo11roe 
Alpha Sigma 
Alpha 
Kindergarten and 
Primary 
FLORENCE STADER-Caro 
Kindergarten and Primary Club 
Kindergarten and Primary 
SUSAN E. WHJTE-LOll'el/ 
Delea Sigma Epsilon 
Commercial Teachers' 
Club 
Commercial 
R i,01 A SNYDER-Fowler 
Catholic Students' Club 
Music and Art 
ELM ER A. KAMPE-Cap,,c 
History Club 
H iscory and Social 
Science 
ALLIE FR1Tz-St. Clair 
Commercial Teachers' Club 
ommercial 
IFIE WYATT-Rll,i.J,ard 
Y. W. C. A. 
History 
P a g e  O n e  H 11 n d r e d  F o r l �J - o /l e  
MILDRED LITTLE-Port H11ro11 
Sc. Clair Co. l ub 
Grammar Grade 
BETTY H. SNYDER-Mason 
Kindergarten and 
Primary Club 
Y. W. C. A.-Eascern 
Scar C lub 
Kindergarten and 
Primary 
EFFIE M. MARK- ewberry 
Grammar Grade 
NORA DITTMAN-Drydw 
Kindergarten and 
Primary Club 
Ki ndergarcen and 
Primary 
BEULAR MARION-Brown Ci(y 
Y. W. C. A.  
Grammar Grade 
HELEN D1xoN-Sattlt Ste. Marie 
Intermediate 
NELL '1ILLER-Mt. Mo11tpelier, Ohio 
Grammar and Intermediate 
MAY L. DooLITTLE-Maso11 
Y. W. C. A. 
locermediace 
DORIS MI LLIMAN-Milr111, Ohio 
Y. W. C. A. 
Grammar Grade 
P a g e  On e Hnn d r c d  F o r t y - t w o 
HILDA E1FERT-Mason 
Grammar Grade 
EDNA M1LLER-Milall 
Hist0tT Club 
Hiscori· 
HELEN MASON-----Charhvoix 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
English and Hisrory 
M1LDRED SuTTON-Deford 
Commercial Teachers' Club 
Thumb Club 
Commercial 
PAUL ALL1soN-Yp1ila11t i 
Alpha Tau Delta 
Phys. Ed. Clu b-Nat. 
Science Club 
Physical Education 
R. LESLLE VANDERVEER- Albion 
Chemistry Club 
Mathematics Club 
Science and Mathematics 
M1LDRED RoTHFuss-Wample1·1 Lake 
Delta Sigma Epsilon 
Intermediate 
N. RAY \VAT LING-Yp1ila11ti 
Alpha Tau Delea 
Industrial Arcs 
HELEN R 1LEY-----Corwmc, 
Catholic Students' 
lub 
Intermediate 
ETHELYN Foorn-Albion 
Sodalicas Lacina-Y. \V. C. A .  
Hiscory Club-Scoics 
H iscorr and English 
BETTY FRANK-Rochuter 
Kappa Mu Delta 
Laonian Dramatic 
Society 
Kindergarten and 
Primary 
P a g e  O n e  H 1t n ""l r e d  F o r t y - t h r e e  
Aoorn SPRAGUE-Spring Arbor 
Y. W. C. A. 
Grammar Grade 
ELIZABETH \VooowoRTH-Gra11d Rapids 
Delta Sigma Epsilon 
Commercial Teachers' Club 
Commercial 
ELVA PFE1FFER-Byro11 Center 
Trai I blazer 
Supervision Rural 
LAURA P. CoTTON-Gr(//11/ 1-lavw 
Delta Sigma Epsilon 
rafts Club 
Fine and Industrial Arcs 
VmG I N I A  BLue-H,mcock 
Alpha Sigma Alpha 
Intermediate 
MADEL TucKeR-Satim 
History Club 
History & arnral 
Science 
FLORENCE EHIL-Midla11d 
Alpha Sigma Alpha-Stoic 
Kindergarten and Primary Club 
Kindergarten and Primary 
L. BERYL BERRY-jt1ckso11 
Kappa Psi 
Normal Art Club-
0. E. S.  
Fine Arcs 
LoUJSE SPRINGER-Satdt St,. Marie 
Y. W. C. A.  
Grammar Grade 
P a g e O n ., F 1· 1, d r e d F o • t :' - f o 11 r 
LEONA VoGEL-Strrli11t, 
Kappi Psi 
Commercial 
Teachers' Club 
ETHEL QuADE-Powers 
Catholic Students' CJ u b 
U. P. Club 
Engl ish and History 
CLARE HEWENS­
Chi Delea 
Pres. Commercial Teachers' 
Club 
Commercial  Teacher 
BERNICE C. CALKINs-Cheboygan 
Mathematics Club 
Ferris Institute Club 
Mathematics 
GRANT KEEPER-0JieO 
Natural Science 
IRENE DAvis-Ypsila11ti 
Fine Arcs 
AR.,BELLA McMuRTRY-Flint 
English and French 
ALLENE STEWART-Algonac 
Kappa Gamma Phi  
Sc .  Clair Co. Club 
H istory and Engl ish 
H AROLD \V. LAYHER-Salim 
Kappa Ph i  Alpha 
Physical Education Club 
Physical Education 
W I LMA DixON-Toleclo, Ohio 
Kappa Gamma Phi  
Choir 
Kindergarten and Primary 
LILLIAN B ,n.N£TT-Po11tiac 
Kappa Gamma Phi 
Pontiac Club 
Grammar Grades 
P a g e O II c .'J u •1 d r e d F o r I .'.\' - f i v  e 
CHARLOTTE \VEDDER-Portland 
Kindergarten Club 
Orchestra 
K indergarten and Primary 
LBSTER \V ALKER-Perr)' 
Physical Education 
Club 
Physical Education 
MrnN AVE NE VoEGTs- Gregory 
Alpha Sigma Tau 
Y. \V . C. A.- onnal Choir 
Music and Arc 
LuCILLE DARLING-Detroit 
Grammar 
EDNA M. WADE-Lansing 
Intermediate 
tNA DARLING-Detroit 
Kindergarten and 
Primary Club 
Kindergarten and 
Primary 
SYBIL \VAtTE-Manse/011 
Kindergarten and Primary Club 
Kindergarten and Primary 
BERNADEE BRENNER-Jackson 
Harmonious Mystics 
Kindergarten and Primary 
MADEL \VALKER-Grass Lake 
K indergarten and Primary 
P age One H 11 11 d re d  F o r t '! - S i :, 
IRENE CooN-jonesvi!le 
Grammar Grades 
THELMA M .  M1TCHELL---Charlotte 
Inrermed ia te 
BETH S1PPERLEY-Rochester 
Kappa Mu  Delta 
Y.  W. C. A .  
Intermediate 
NORA A. MncHELL---Charlotte 
Mathematics Club 
High School 
BLANCHE HENNIGAR-Oscotla 
Latin Club 
History Club 
Latin and Hiscory 
ALITA HEARN-P/y111011rh 
Sodal icas Larina 
Latin and French 
MARGARET KERR-Brookfy,, 
Lenawee Co. Club 
. A. C. 
Fine and Ind. Arcs 
HELEN H. STEADMAN-Pigeon 
Thumb Club 
English and History 
HELEN A. MAGRANE- Mt. Morri, 
Phv. Ed. Club, Lutheran Club 
Va'rsicy Swimming Team 
Physical Education 
JULIA ToRRENCE-Mi/,m 
Milan Club 
Intermediate 
GWENDOLYN GoLDSMlTH-Cli11ron 
Sodal icas Lacina 
Larin 
P a g e  O n e  H n n d - e d  F o r t y - s e v e n  
EsTHER ScHWARZKOPF-Mi//ord 
Kindergarten and Primary Club 
Y. \V. C. A .  
Kindergarten acd Primary 
MARION TAYLOR-Ma,011 
Kappa Gamma Phi  
Intermediate 
MARTHA R 1GGs ScRIVENs-Yp,ilauti 
I ntermediate 
THELMA BROW -AddiJ011 
General 
GLADYS SEE-Durand 
Grammar Grades 
MADLE BuRG-Scottvill, 
y \V. C. A. 
Intermediate 
FLORENCE V1cKERs-fVya11dott, 
Y. \V. C. A .  
Intermediate 
CARMELLA CASH-M,mchuttr 
peech Club 
atholic Students '  Club 
Intermediate 
S1GNA H. TaoRSEN-En,t Jordan 
Grammar Grades 
P a ge O ne II 1 11 d re d F o r t y - e i g h t 
HARRJETTE L. CASTERLJN-Fli11t 
Intermediate 
Cnn1sTJNE ScnuLTz-Ypsilanti 
Sigma Sigma Sigma, Laonian, 
Public School Music Club 
Music 
EvA T. HERJDAN-M11skego11 
Portia 
English 
DoROTHY BoRTON-Momgomery 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
JuLIA E. SQuIRE-Defimm, Ohio 
T rai 1 blazers 
Rural Education 
DOROTHY E.  ORRISON-Albion 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
MARGARET LuTz-Ya/e 
St. Clair County 
Club, 0. E. S. 
Kindergarten Pri­
mary Club 
Kindergarten Pri­
mary 
ETHEL V. OLIVER-Farmington 
Pontiac Club 
Incennediace 
LORETTA PRESCOTT-Flint 
Theta Sigma Upsilon 
Physical Ed. Club 
Camp Fire 
Physical Education 
MuRIEL BARR-Mason 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
Eastern Star Club, Y. W .  C. A. 
Kindergarten Primary 
GwENDOLYN HARRIS-New Hm•m 
Thumb Club 
General 
P a g e  O n e  H u n d r e d  F o r t y - n i n e  
P a ge 0 11 c  H 11 ,1 d red F i f t y  
HELEN DuTTON- Stwlt Ste. Marie 
Y. W .  C. A .  
Engl ish and  Hiscory 
FLORENCE F1EL0-Highfall(l Park 
Alpha Sigma Tau 
Phys. Ed . Club-Girl Scouts 
Physical Education 
GRACE A NA McLEEs-Ypsila11ti 
Grammar Grades 
EsTHER HRISTENSEN-St111d11sky 
Kapp� Mu Delea 
K indergarten Primary Club­
Thumb lub 
Kindergarten Primary 
RowENA JouRE-Mari11e City 
Kindergarten and Primary Club 
Y. W. C. A .- c. lair Co. Club 
Kindergarten and Primary 
AGNES GnEGG-La11si11g 
Theta Chi 
Y. W.  C. A .  
ADALINE FosTEn-Mari11e City 
K indergarten and Primary Club 
Y. W. C. A.-St. Clair Co. Club 
Kindergarten and Primary 
HELEN CoNnAo-Brighto11 
Y. W . C. A.  
Grammar Grade 
WILLIAM J CLOCK-Allegan 
Phi Delta Pi 
Mach. Club-Men's Union 
Mathematics 
HELEN CONNELLY-Bear Loke 
Sigma u Phi 
Kindergarten and Primary 
MARIE ADELINE KENNEDY-Saginaw 
Kappa Mu Delea Kindergarten Primary CJ ub 
Kindergarten Primacy 
IsAnEL STRINGER-Algonac 
Kappa Gamma Phi 
Sr. Clair County Club 
Y. W. C. A.  
LouisE BuRGESON-East Tawas 
Physical Ed. Club 
NacuraJ·Science Club 
Physical Education 
FRANK J. M1CHAELS-Sta111baugh 
Chi Delea 
Trailblazers 
Rural Education 
MARY STOUT-Gremville 
Normal Arr Club 
Y. W. C. A. 
Fine Arts 
CECILIA BuELL-]ackso11 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
ormal Choir 
Catholic Students' CJ ub 
Speech 
SARAH R1CE-A1m Arbor 
Grammar Grade 
WINIFRED H. PowELL-Port Httro11 
Intermediate 
Lou1sE GLEw-Muskegoll 
Kappa Psi Kindergarten Primary Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
ARDIS L. GRICE-Sa11dusky 
Laonian 
Kindergarten Primary 
r a .(J I! 0 II t? fl I II a' I e d F i f I y - 0 11 e 
HELEN CusACK-H11bb"rdsto11 
Catholic Students' Club 
History and English 
JEAN E ODERQUIST-Grand Rapids 
Latin and Hiscory 
Delea Sigma Epsilon 
Physical Education Club 
Physical Education 
LuLu M. Woon- Flint 
Kindergarten and Primary Club 
Kindergarten and Primary 
ADELATDE SCHOEN-Dexter 
Kindergarten and 
Primary Club 
Kindergarten and 
Primary 
CHARLOTTE MACKELLAR-Flint 
Minerva Literary Society 
Y. W. C. A. 
English and Speech 
MARY ELLEN O'BRIEN-Dexter 
Carbolic Scudenrs' Club 
Intermediate 
LEONE SLOAN-Wolverine 
Trailblazer 
Rural Leadership 
UNA VAN RIPER-Flat Rock 
Sodaliras Latina 
Y. W. C. A. 
Latin and Hiscory 
LELA BEAN-Jackson 
Euclidian Club 
P a  g c O II c H n II d ·r c d F ·i f  t '.l' - t w o  
Y. \V . C .  A. 
Mathematics 
FLORENCE LuMBERT-Evnrt 
Euclidian Society 
Y. W. C. A. 
Mathematics and 
English 
MARIE CAMPDBLL-Owosso 
Sigma u Phi 
Commercial Teachers' Club 
Commercial 
CHARLES M1TCHELL-Ster/iug 
Alpha Tau Delta, Varsity 
Club 
Cross Country Team 
Normal ews 
General 
EuzADETH READ-Copemish 
T rai I blazer 
Garden Project Club 
Rural 
LORENA ScttNIRRING-Ypsilauti 
History Club 
History and Engl ish 
EMILY WEINMANN-Che/sea 
Primary 
FLORENCE BAYLER-Ypsilauti 
Minerva Literary Society 
Laonian Dramatic Society 
English and Speech 
MARIE SAGER-Ann Arbor 
Primarr 
ETHEL LATHERs-Ypsilauti 
Theta Lambda Sigma 
Home Economics Club 
Home Economics 
FRANCES VENNARD-Am, Arbor 
Kindergarten Fri mary Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
DOROTHY DELAFORCE-Ypsilallfi 
History Club 
Baptist Student Club 
Geography and History 
P a g e O n e H 1t n d r e a F i f  t y - t h r e e 
MABEL CAMPDELL-Gaylorcl 
Grammar Grade 
IRENE MncnELL-Bell,ville 
Kappa Psi 
Intermediate 
MABELLE Sw1TZER-Norwalk, Ohio 
Grammar Grades 
VERONICA CuFFE-Hancock 
Kindergarten and 
Primary Club 
Speech Club-Upper 
Peninsula Club 
Kindergarten and 
Primary 
MARGARET PE CuRE--Caro 
Ferris Institute Club 
Thumb Club 
Kindergarten and Primary Club 
JULIAN 0. STRoNa-A-:aha 
Trai lblazer 
Rural Education 
STANLEY T. W ATERs-B,llevill, 
Mathematics 
MARJORIE CADWELL--Cler•e/ancl 
Kappa Gamma Phi 
Normal Art Club 
Art 
ANITA THOMAs-Perry 
Y. W. C. A. 
Intermediate 
M1LDRED G. DoNEEN-River ]1111ctio1t 
Hiscory Club 
Hiscory and English 
P a g e O 1 1  e I: 11 11 d r e d P i f  I y - f o 11 r 
RunY MASON-Rochester 
Theta Lambda Sigma 
Hisrory Club 
Hisrory 
MARTHA KR1TZER-Gm11t 
Harmonious Mystics 
Ki ndergarten Primary 
DoROTHY SQUIERs-Ypsilanti 
Theta Lambda Sigma 
Portia Literary Society 
Hisrory and Engl ish 
MARGARETE KLoTz-Portland 
Grammar Grade 
RALPH BuRRETT-Amz Arbor 
Chi Delea 
Physical Education Club 
Physical Education 
VELLA ADAMs- Tho111pso11vill, 
Y. W. C. A. 
Kindergarten Primary 
WILLIAM H.  SCHROEDER-Imlay City 
Chi Delea 
Physical Education Club 
Physical Education 
HARRY L.  SMITH-Detroit 
Crafts Club 
Industrial Arts 
ELEANOR B. CuMMING-Rose City 
Speech Club, 0.  E.  S .  
Aurora Board 
English and Speech 
CAROYL McKEE-Cleveland, Ohio 
Sigma Sigma Sigma, Varsity 
Tenn i s  
Physical Ed. Club, Varsity 
Swimming 
Physical Education 
'· (.. . .,.t,-�,. ?tc. -.J 
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ILA Buss-A1111 Arbor 
Kindergarten Primary 
Aurn DANI8Ls-Hillsdale 
Grammar 
ELDRED CAROL GEnow-Bay City 
Intermediate 
REETA VAN DusEN-Sa11lt Ste. Marie 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
O. E. 
Kindergarten Primary 
Do ROTH y McGurn K-M11skego11 
Harmonious Mystics 
Kindergarten Primary lub 
Kindergarten Primary 
ELVA DENSLow-011sted 
Grammar Grade 
HELEN GARLAND-Howett 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
GERALDI E R1cRARDs-Milan 
Milan Club 
Engl ish and History 
SoPHIA YATES LYNK-Ypsilanti 
English and History 
P a g e  O n  c l:! n 11 C. • e J r, if t y - s i x  
GwENDOLYN R1e>1ARDs-Milan 
Euclidian Society 
Milan Club 
Mathematics and English 
LoIS MAcKELLAR-Ypsil:111ti 
Minerva Society 
Y. W. C. A. 
English and French 
!RENE TABOR-Pickfo.-d 
Commercial Teach­
ers· Club 
Commercial 
FLORENCE CAnn-Howard City 
Eastern Scar 
History 
GeNEVJBVE SuLLlVAN-Cal111mt 
Catholic Scudencs' Club 
Inrermediace 
ALTON McINTYRE- Tecumseh 
Chi Delea, Lenawee County lub 
Commercial Teachers' Club 
Commercial 
MARTE L. SunORA-Lttdi11g,to11 
Catholic Students' Club 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
LOUISE PHILLIPS-Fli11t 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
MARIAN SMITH-Detroit 
Kappa Psi 
Incermediare 
ANNA JANE N1cHoLS- Leslie 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
0. E. S. 
Kindergarten Primary 
Lois SM1Ttt-A1m Arbor 
Kindergarten Pri­
mary Club 
Kindergarten 
Primary 
P a g e  O n e  H 1: , 1 ,  r e t  F i f t y - s e v e n  
Jo EPHINE Fo1tRJJSTE1t-Gra11d Rapids 
Delea Sigma Epsilon 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
K indergarten Primary 
JEANNETTE \VINNI e-Traverse CitJ' 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
Intermediate 
JJJSS1E M .  CuMMINas-C/io 
Speech lub 
English and Speech 
HELE M0Les-Sa11lt Ste. Marie 
Y. W. C. A. 
Grammar Grade 
FERN DeLANEY-DC1viso11 
Intermediate 
MARGUERITE DoRAN­
Satt!t Ste. Marie 
Campfire 
Physical Education 
Club 
Physical Education 
ELIZABETH HENRY-Northville 
Sodal icas Lacina 
Y. W. C.  A. 
Latin and French 
M ARIAN HAwK1Ns-Richmo11d 
English and French 
CAMELIA ALTEN-Gram/ Rctpids 
Theta Sigma Upsilon 
Physical Education Club, Campfire 
Physical Education 
P a g e O •i e .<-[ i. 11 d r c d F i -: t y - e i g h t 
Eo1TH Lee-Harbor Beach 
odalicas Lacina 
Latin and H istory 
GERTRUDE HAMILL-G,·ass Lake 
orina l  Choir 
Kindergarten Primary 
MADEL McLENNAN-Brittan 
F. I. Club 
acural Science Club 
Grammar Grade 
ALICE KEADING-Michigan City, Ind. 
Kindergarten Primary 
LuclLLE HOLLAND-Iran Ma1t11tain 
Arc Club 
Fine Arcs 
Eo!Tlr HuNZIKER-Michiga11 CitJ', Ind. 
K indergarten Primary 
MARRIAM EsTLuND-IVhitehall 
Euclidian Society, acural 
Science Club 
Garden Project Club 
Mathematics and Natural 
Science 
D01t1s STARK-Northville 
Sodalicas Lacina 
Latin and French 
MARY RontNSON-Ta,cas City 
Grammar Grade 
MARGUERITE K AY-St. Joseph 
ommercial Teachers' Club 
Commercial 
MARY JANE McLEESE-Fru/a11d 
Marhemacics 
P a g e  O i e  H u n d re d  F i f t y - n i n e  
P a g e  0 11 e H 11 1, -f r e d S i .-r t :v 
J\hRTLE LEPLEY-[Vayne 
Kindergarten Primary 
NfARY F. AoA�,s-Britton 
Trai lb lazer 
Campfire 
Rural Education 
DoROTHY Lorr-Holt 
Theta Lambda igma, Y. \\I. C. A. 
Norma l  Choir, ommerc ia l  Teachers' 
Club 
Commercial Teacher 
HILDA D. Boss-,\1011roe 
K indergarten 
Primary Club 
Lutheran' Club 
K indergarren 
Primary 
HARRY MEAKIN- Jack.Jo11 
Arm of Honor 
Physical Education 
HOPE Du B0Is-St,1111bn11,�b 
Theta Sigma Upsilon 
Speech Club 
English and Speech 
OuvE McARTHuR-Ln11ri11111 
K indergarten Primary Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
SADIE OBER-La11si11g 
Grammar Grade 
INA B. M1LLs-Fli11t 
Scoic 
Engl ish and History 
ERDEEN \Vooo-Sa11d11sk_J 
Kappa Gamma Phi 
annal Choir 
Public School Music 
NEVA BAILEY-Pittsfield 
Campfire 
Y. \V. C. A. 
l nrermediace 
FRANCES FuLLER-Ya/e 
Alpha Sigma Alph:t 
Kindergarren 
Primary 
EILEEN GRAHAM-Niles 
Kappa Mu Delea Kindergarten Primary Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
MATILDA DM1 LSTROM-fVhi1,ha/l 
Kindergarten Primary 
FRED E. LuETHJOHANN-Grall{l Ledge 
Physical Education Club 
Physical Education 
RonERT N UNN--Crosswell 
Hiscory Club, Thumb 
Club 
Garden Project Club 
Hiscory 
ErnYL GowER-Oak/q 
Intermediate 
ANNA ORENSEN- St. Ig11flce 
Upper Peninsula Club 
Grammar 
ERvI MATl!EllLY-Batt/e Creek 
arur,d Science Club 
Agriculture and Chemistry 
MELDA BAmD-Atlrifll1 
Kindergarten Pri­
mary Club 
Lenawee County 
Club 
Kindergarren 
Primary 
P a g e  O •z e  H • .i, 1 � c d  Si ,-r t y - o n .: 
OuvE BuNCE-Fli11t 
Physical Ed.  Club 
Varsity Swimming Team 
Physical Education 
R uT H  Jo1-1NSTON- Harbor Beach 
Gra111mar 
DOROTHY RIGNEY-Port Huron 
Kappa Psi Ki ndergarcen Primary Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
A. ! RENE TENNEY-St. Louis 
Normal Choir 
Public School Music Club 
Music and Art 
LOLITA F1sm!.R-Dearbor11 
Kappa Psi Kindergarten Primary Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
BERNICE HowLANo-No,-tb Brauch 
atural Science Club 
Y. W. C. A. 
Garden Project Club 
Natural Science and History 
ETHEL O'CoNNoa-JVhitmore Lflke 
Trailb]a7.ers 
Catholic Students' Club 
Rural Leadership 
EvA SH1PMAN-Cort11111a 
Grammar 
Iv A HANSEN-Sault Ste. Marie 
Normal Arc Club 
P a ge O n e H n n :l r e d  S i x t y - ; w o 
Y. W. C. A. 
Fine Arcs 
FLORENCE HuGHEs-Owosso 
Grammar 
MARGARET M MACKENZIE-
Lake Li11dm 
Sigma Sigma Sigma, History Club 
Campfire, Y \V _  C. A. 
English and Hiscor_v 
MILDRED RuDELL-Sc11tlt Ste. Marie 
Laonian 
Speech Club 
Speech and English 
E r.sA M. LANGE-Lansing 
Campfire 
Physical Education Club 
Physical Educarion 
SADIE SAMUELSON-East Tawas 
Speech Club 
Catholic Students' Club 
Euglish and Speech 
MARY ANDERSON-Aldm 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
M. MADEL Sc1-1Mrn-Petersburg 
Theta Lambda Sigma 
Normal Choir 
Kindergarten Primary 
R uT11 NELSON-S11tto11s Bay 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
DOROTHY M. SCHMID-Petersburg 
Theta Lambda Sigma 
Kindergarten Primary 
MINNIE FREA-lro11 River 
Normal Choir 
Intermediate 
VmGINlA SHEPARD-Toledo, Ohio 
Sigma Nu Phi Kindergarten Primary Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
P ag e  O n e  H u nd ·· c d  S i x t y - t h r e e  
M A R I A N  BROTHERTON-Port Huroll 
Euclidian Society 
Mathematics 
DELTA LBSTER-Ypsila11ti 
Normal Art Club 
Normal Choir 
Public School Music 
lub 
Public School Music 
and Art 
EVA F1sHER-St. Johll.r 
Intermediate 
BuRYL ScoTT-Fli11t 
Kindergarten Pri­
marv lub 
Kinde�garten 
Primary 
Luc1LLE NOLAN-Emmett 
Catholic Students· Club 
Sc. Clair County Club 
Intermediate 
HELEN RoMANG-Fliut 
Kindergarten Pri­
mary lub 
Kindergarten 
Primary 
ELEANOR DANCER-Chelsea 
General 
MAT H I LDE OLJ NGBERG-lrou River 
Public School Music Club 
Public School Music 
GLADYS L1v1NGSTON-Char!er.: ';, 
Grammar Grade 
P a g e O n e H �t 11 d r e d S i :. • y - j o 11 r 
DoROTllY SANFORD- Clio 
Intermediate 
EILEEN H ASSETT-S,mlt Ste. Marie 
Sigma Nu Phi 
Catholic Students' Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
MARY SHEA-Weston, l+'. Va. 
Commercial Teachers' Club 
Commercial 
HELEN BOER-Grand Rapids 
Sigma Nu Phi 
Kindergarten Primary 
MAX C. EARLY-Coldll'atrr 
General 
MARGARET StRENG-Ply111011th 
Delea Phi 
Commercial Teachers' Club 
Commercial 
R EN A LDO MENOr.n-Highland Prll"k 
Chi Delta, Track '1.3 
Physical Education Club 
Physical Education 
R.ut11 S11ATTUCK-Plymo11th 
Delta Phi, ormal Choir 
Fine Arts Club 
Music and Art 
HELBN MrLLEn-Grand R"pids 
Ferris Institute Club 
College Orchestra 
Genernl 
GLENN ScHONHALS-Evart 
Chemistry Club 
General 
MERCEDES SENSIDA-Cr)'Stal Falls 
Tntermediate 
P a 9 c  O n e  fI t n d r c d  S i .�· t y - f i v c  
P a g e O II e H II n d r c d S i x I y- s i x 
CLARA LATTER-T-Vhittemore 
Trailblazer 
Rural Edu ca cion 
DOROTHY AN KENNEDY­
Grand Rapids 
Laonian 
Fine Arcs 
K.HHERJNE LA Y-T-Villia111ston 
Intermediate 
MERR I LL Sc11LAACK-Birmi11g,ham 
Arm of Honor, Pontiac Club 
Varsity Club, Men's Union 
Ph ysica I Ed ucacion 
CHARLES LAPPEus-Hig,h/a11d Park 
Kappa Phi Alpha, Varsity Club 
Physical  Education Club 
Physical Education 
LucILE RowE-Tolulo, Ohio 
Kindergarten Primary 
Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
MARY LEMPKE-Alg,011ac 
Kappa Gamma Phi 
Laonian 
Arc 
GLADYS PEASE-Toledo, Ohio 
Delea Sigma Epsilon 
Physical Educacion Club 
Physical Education 
DOROTHY LATTER-fVhittemore 
Trailblazers 
Rural Education 
BEATRICE K ELLY-Grall(/ Rapids 
atholic tudencs' Club 
English and Modern 
Language 
�¥4�'7<,'� , . :, .... ....,.,:.. .. ... 
GonDON MoTZ-Pigeo11 
Trailblazer 
Thumb Club 
Rural Education 
LAWRENCE 1-IAYWARo-Adriall 
Kappa Phi Alpha 
Physical Education 
G. L. SELLS-Detroit 
Phi Delea Pi 
Science and Machemacics 
1-IELBN HunACKER 
Incermediace 
ARDIS DAV ARN-Pewamo 
heboygall 
Theta Chi, Catholic Scudencs' Club 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
Ki ndergarcen Primary 
M A R Y  AGNES CL1 rF-]1,ckson 
Campfire, Y. W. C. A. 
Physica l  Education lub 
Physical Education 
GERALDINE ScuLLY-lonia 
Kappa Psi, Catholic Club Kindergarten Primary Club 
K indergarten Primary 
GERTRUDE YouNG 
Intermediate 
o/lcorrl 
CLIFFORD WALCOTT-]011esvillo 
Kappa Phi Alpha 
cience 
KATREIUNE CosnEY-Dearbom 
Theta Chi, H iscory Club 
Eucl idian Society 
Hiscory and Mathematics 
P a 9 e  O n e  H u n d r e d  S i .v t '.)1 - s e v e n  
GEORGE \V. \VESTCOTT-Po11tiac 
annal Choir 
College Circus 
High School and Departmental 
ANNA C. LonKER-Coral 
Catholic Students ' 
Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
M A RGARET DowNEY-Calmnet 
Catholic Scudenrs' Club 
Intermediate 
MAllEL R1c1-1ARDSON-Ni/es 
Grammar 
M ARGARET L. DAY-I-Iighla11cl Park 
Alpha Sigma Tau 
Physical Education C lub 
Physical Education 
ELSIE Ttt1EDE-TVaJ 11e 
Grammar 
HELEN DALY-C<trrollton 
Theta Chi 
Sodaliras Lacina, Y. W .  . A .  
Latin and English 
LEROY PFAHLER-Milan 
Phi Delta Pi 
Varsity Club 
Physical Education 
HESTER CRAWFORo-Milford 
Intermediate 
P a g e 011e II 11 11 d r c d S i :, t y - e g h t  
DoR1s LoNo-Deerfield 
Lenawee Count,· 
Club 
Intermediate 
THELMA STAPPORo-Jackson 
English and History 
EISIE V1 AL-A11ll Arbor 
Physical Education 
Club 
Campfire 
Physical Education 
MARY JANE PEAf.CE-Bad Ax, 
General 
DOROTHY WHEATON-Cadillac 
Sigma u Phi 
Normal Art Club 
Fine Arts 
OOJ LLA ANTI EA u-Mo11ro, 
I ntermediate 
NORRIS \\' 1 LBER-ROJ'a/ Oak 
Phi Delta Pi 
Mathematics and Science 
P H Y LLIS STEPHENs-Algo11ac 
Kappa Gamma Phi Kindergarten Primary Club 
Ki ndergarten Primary 
HELEN WHARTON Ya!, 
Laon ian 
Grammar 
ET1 1EL BuSHROE-Sagi11aw 
Theta Chi ,  Catholic Students' Club 
Commercial Teachers ' Club 
Commercial Teachers 
lvA W1LLJA,1s-Lak, Odessa 
Euclidian Societv 
Mathematics and 
N<1tural Science 
P n q e O 1  e H 11 , d r e d S i _,,.. t )' - n i n  e 
P a u e O ,  e !1 11 n d r c d S e ;. e  i t y  
LETHA MoRGAN ScnOLL-Mom1ci 
Lenawee County Club 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
l vA STARK-Alpma 
lnt'ermeJiate 
HAZEL EoGERTON- Yflle 
Historv Club 
Sc_ Cl{ir County Club 
H istory and Machematic, 
LAURA CARTER -L1111a, Ohio 
Physical Education Club 
Physical Educarion 
RuTH HoFPMA -La11 ri11g 
Intermediate 
EsT11 P.R R u MLEY CLARKE--1-fo/6 
Pi Kappa igma 
Physical Education lub 
Physical Educarion 
t oa � JEAN HoLMEs-Yp.ri/mu, 
I ncermed i ate 
M . .-. RT II A  A ROLYN .Rooo1N'::.-Ypsdm1ti 
Pi Karpa Sigma 
Kindergarten Primary 
EonH KATH LEEN ] ELLI -Ypsdawi 
Intermediate 
G L A DWIN R. Onn-Tecumuh 
Kappa Phi Alpha 
Physical Education Club 
Phy ical Educarion 
MRs. IRENE RusSELL-Halispelt, Mont. 
Normal Arc Club 
Fine Arcs 
JUNE MOYER-Charlotte 
Incermediace 
V1RGINIA MAuE-Chief 
Manistee County Club 
Grammar 
ROSAMOND REISER-Wll)'lie 
History Club 
Catholic Students' Club 
Hiscory and Geography 
RussELL Gw1NNELL-RoJ·al Oak 
Scoics 
College Orchestra 
Mathematics and Science 
Run{ RIEK-Toledo, Ohio 
Sigma Nu Phi 
Kindergarten Primary 
Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
ONSTANCE KERR-Brooklyll 
Lenawee County Club 
Physical Education Club 
Physical Education 
BEULAH R1TCH1E-S,111lt Ste. Marie 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
A"Y HoPK1Ns-Ypsila11ti 
Harmonious Mystics, Portia Literary 
ociety 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
DORIS Roon-Jack.soil 
Theta Lambda Sig­
ma, Y .  W. C. A. 
Kindergarten 
Pri mary Club 
Kindergarten 
Pri mary 
P a g e O n c H •t n d r c d S e v e 11 t y - o n e 
Do1us BETZNER-Caledo11ia 
A lpha Sigma Alpha 
H i srory Club 
Hisrory and French 
ALICE R 1CE-Midla11d 
English and 
History 
FRIEDA VA 'DER HAAGEN-Detroit 
Normal Choir 
Normal Art Club 
Public School Music Club 
Public School Music and Art 
M, NETTA STODDARD- Fwton 
Y. \V. C. A. 
Inrermed i ate 
LILLIAN M .  RoBERTs-Norway 
Y. \V . C . A. 
Kindergarten and Primary 
LORNA \V 1 1 1TTEMORE-E. La11si111, 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
BEAULAH MERRITT-Salem 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
Kindergarten and Primary 
MARY S HNAJDT- ewark, Ohio 
Physical Education Club 
Intermediate 
EDWARD CAMPBELL-Ypsilanti 
Chi Delta 
Crafts Club 
Industrial Arcs 
p a g I! 0 II I! H II ,I d ,. C d S' C V e n t y - t w 0 
MARY D. CuMINGs-Caro 
Theta hi 
Laonian Society 
Public chool Music 
Club 
ormal Choir 
Music and Art 
MAGGIE MARTIN-Sta11toll 
Intermediate 
LENA BucKELEw-Po11tiac 
Pontiac Club 
Gra1nmar 
ONA MARTIN-Sta11to11 
Grammar Grade 
EmTH RuSH-Ro11. ,o 
Commercial 
LAVANCHA HOLMES- Dansville 
Trai I blazer 
Rural Education 
HELEN HUNG ERFORn-Coldw"ter 
Intermediate 
ALICE GRAMKIB--Ptttrsburg 
History Club 
l-li scory and Engl ish 
MuRIEL DIRRIM- A1tb11r11, Indiana 
Girl Scours 
Y .  W. C. A. 
Intermediate 
HAZEL D1EcK-Len11on 
Hiscory Club 
English and Hiscory 
LELIA ] .  ANDERSON-Newbmy 
Intermediate 
P a g e  O n e  i-I ii n i r e d  S e v e n t y - t h r e e  
HELEN ANDREws-Coldwatrr 
Intermediate 
V ERBEL E. OTTo-Srmdwicb, l/li11oi1 
Physical Education Club 
Physical Education 
FLORA MuM FOR0-Yp1ila11ti 
Minerva 
Home Economics Club 
Home Economics 
MARGARET Cu�11 KBY-Fo,drrl'ille 
Eastern Scar Club 
General 
LuczLE JONES-Lake Lindm 
Kappa Gamma Phi 
Home Economics Club 
Home Economics 
ARLOW F. \VBLLING-FVa!dro11 
Alpha Tau Delea 
cience and Mathematics 
MuRIEL ALDRICH-Teko111ha 
Incermediace 
CLARENCE H. JoH soN-TVbitehnll 
Ph ysica I Ed ucacion 
R USSELL KENFIELD-She/by 
Mathematics and cience 
P a g e  O n e  H 1t n d r c d  _ c z1 c n t y - f o 11 r  
VEDA MERR1MAN- Qlli11cy 
Intermediate 
I 
\J •• 'l, . ./.. ,(/J/;, • -- • ,,., ,,.. _ _. -?! !"lf"-:;,_JI -.,., 
Lois G. R 1LEY-Fli11t 
Engl ish and Hiscory 
CLARA SH1PP-La11Ji11g 
Theta Chi 
Kindergarten 
Primary Club 
Kindergarten 
Pri n�ary 
HARRY AoAMs-PrJor, Mo11t a110 
Hiscorv Club 
H iscor;· and Educacion 
SEWARD HoLLEY-Ypsi/"11t i 
Arm of Honor 
Swimming Team '1-3, "1-4 
Pre-Medic  
MARY MORAN-A11ll Arbor 
Sigma u Phi  
acholic Students' Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
JEANNE RA1MER-Ypsila11ti 
Harmonious Mystics 
Aurora Board, Ph ysica I 
Education Club 
Physical Ed ucarion 
KATHLEEN TuoMSON-Van T¥ert, Ohio 
Pi Kappa Sigma 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
GERALDlNE BENEDICT-Ypsilant i 
Fine Arcs 
ELWOOD \\I ATSON-Kalama;;_oo 
Arm of Honor 
Varsity Club, Footbal l  0 1.1., '1-3 
Physical Education Club 
Physical Education 
AGATHA CHAMDERs-BaJ CitJ 
Euclidian Society 
Normal Choir 
Mathematics 
l' a g e  O n e I-l 1t 1t d r e c  S e v e n t y - f i v e  
Runt SttEPARD-Porrlall(/ 
History Club 
Y. W. C. A .  
History and English 
MILDRED EvENs-B(/f.ll'ia 
Kindergarten and 
Primarv lub 
Kinclerga'rcen and 
Primary 
MARY D. SnEPARD-Portl(//,d 
Natural Science Club 
Garden Project Club 
Natural Science and French 
Ruav E. Tw1TCHELL-Di111011da/, 
0. E. S. 
Euclidian 
Marhemarics 
ELEANOR PARII AM-l-/owe, hulic111a 
Inrermecliare 
DoROTlIY G. DuTTON-Sault Ste. Marie 
Normal Choir 
Kindergarten Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
MYRNA T1 10MPSON-Rannna 
Kappa Mu Delea 
Public School Music Club 
Music and Arc 
HELEN GRAVES-Gross, Ile 
Kindergarten Primary 
C0RA TIENKEN-Rochater 
Ki ndergarcen Primary CJ ub 
Kindergarten and Primary 
P a  g c O n c II u n d r c d S e v e n  t '.)' - si .v 
RuTH M. \VALKER-]ackso11 
Grammar Grade 
JosEPHINE MoRsE- St. ]01eph 
Delea Sigma Epsilon 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
Kindergarten and Primarr 
JESSIE CoLE-A1111 Arbor 
Laonian Club 
Intermediate 
THOMA H. VAUGHAN-Bay City 
Machemacics 
HAZEL UNDERHILL-Bath 
K indergarten Primary 
Club 
Y. W. C. A. 
Kindergarten and 
Primary 
GRACE \VooDRUFF-Howell 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
Y. \V . C. A. 
Kindergarten and Primary 
GERTRUDE RAY-New Era 
Kindergarten Primary 
Club 
0.  E .  S., Y. W. C. A .  
Kindergarten and 
Primary 
V10LET CLEMENs- 011away 
Physical Education Club 
Physical Education 
HAZEL LYTLE-Po11t ir,c 
Pontiac Club 
Euclidian Club 
Mathematics 
MYRTLE JouNSTON-Detottr 
Sodal i cas Lacina 
La tin and French 
FLORENCE EvERETT- South LJ·on 
History Club 
Eucl idian Society 
Mathematics and History 
p a  g C O II  C J J II II d r C d  s C ,· (' 11  I y - s C V  e n  
A. lnEN'E MILLAR-Mt. Clemens 
Physical Education Club 
Girl Scours 
Physical Education 
V,croRIA WEEKs-Al/w 
Physical Ed . Cl ub 
Camp Fire 
Physical Education 
Luc1u.E PR1N'GLe-ltb,,ca 
Eucl idian Club 
Normal Choir 
Mathematics and Modern Language 
ALMA MACKLEY-St. Clair 
Y. W. C. 
Kindergarten Primary 
TRACY F. DEN'NINGER-Monroe 
Hiscory Club 
Hiscory and Mathematics 
ELSIE McW1LLIAMS arson City 
Kindergarten and Primary 
Club 
Y. W.  C. A. 
Kindergarten and Primary 
ESTHER ALDRICH-Tekonsha 
Kindergarren and Primary 
IRENE PRIESTLEY-Akron 
Y. W. C. A.  
Intermed iate 
MARIAN W.  CARLTON-Whitebait 
Y. \V .  C. A .  
Intermediate 
P a r, c O II c ll 11 11 i r c d S c i• c n t '.I' - e i g h t 
MARY TAMDLYN-Filion 
Thumb Club 
Intermed iare 
G1.EN CuMM 1Ns-Gra11d Blanc 
Alpha Tau Delta 
Normal Choir 
Science and Modern Languages 
RALPH FosTER-U11ion Cit)' 
Arm of Honor 
Varsity Club 
Physical Education 
BERNICE McCoMo-St. fo1<ph 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
A1LEEN AHEARNE-Ki11de 
Thumb Club 
Laonian Society 
Catholic Students' 
Club 
lncermediace 
FLORENCE GEACH-Vassar 
K indergarten Primary Club 
Y. W. C. A. 
Kindergarten Primary 
MAGDA LEAN A. ANDERSON, 
So11th Manitou lslc111d 
K indergarten Primary Club 
Leelanau County Club 
DoRIS OD LE-Flint 
Kappa Mu Delta 
Grammar Grade 
MARIAN BEAM1s1-1-Tra11er.re CitJ1 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
Grammar Grade 
RosE 1 uusTENSEN-Sa11d11skJ' 
Kappa Mu Delea 
Thumb Club 
English and H iscory 
EDNA BAKER-Milford 
English and Hiscory 
P a _q c  0 11e II 11 11 d r e c Seven t y - n i n e 
P a. y e O II c L' 11 11 a , c d E i g Ii t y 
i\-IARY RBED-jack.so11 
Tra i l  blazer 
Rural 
LETHA ALDER-Chdua 
Intermediate 
DOROTHY W1LLIAMSON-Ypsila11ti 
Physical Education lub 
Girl Scouts 
Physical Education 
THERON L. HARR-M1mith 
Science and 
Mathematics 
MILDRED GRAY-Mo11roe 
Alpha Si.\:nrn Alpha lntermed,ace 
EDNA HYMAN-S,11tlt Ste. lvfarie 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
CLEM ELIA KEH Bay City 
Alpha Sigma Alpha 
Catholic Students' lub 
Home Economics Club 
Home Economics 
THELMA KE1STER-lonia 
Kindergarten 
Primary Club 
atholic Students' 
Cl ub 
Kindergarten 
Primary 
RuoY F. Fm1ER-St. Johns 
Hisrory lub 
Hisrory 
FRANCES KouDELKA-L/l{li11gtou 
Theta h i  
Kinderganen Primary Club 
Catholic Students' Club 
Kindergarten Pril)1ary 
LENORA LEwis-A!mo11t 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
Lapeer County Club, Y. W. C. A. 
Kindergarten Primary 
ROSAMOND SCHAEFFER-St111;gi, 
Crafts Club 
Industrial Arcs 
DOROTHY BARR-Muskegon 
Muskegon-Ottawa Club 
Y. W. C. A. 
General 
IRENE 0. LITTLE--Cctrsom•ille 
Laonian Dramatic Club 
Thumb Club 
English and History 
BESSIE BuRGESs-Al111011t 
Y. W. C. A. 
Grammar Grade 
MARTINA LARSON-Mr111a!o11" 
Eastern Star CJ ub 
Grammar Grade 
MARGUERITE \V ALKER-Oscoda 
Trailblazer 
Rural Supervision 
NETTIE RonERTs-Ypsila11ti 
Alpha Sigma Tau 
Normal Choir 
Y. \V. C. A. 
Intermediate 
MILDRED FLETCHER-Portla11d 
Intermediate 
LAVERNE M1LLER-Clio 
Stoic 
Chemistry Club 
Science and Mathe-
matics 
P a ye O ne H 11 n d re d E i g h t y - o n e  
MARJORIE BowEN-Yp1il,111t; 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
Scoic, Art Club 
Fine Arts 
M ADEL M v R z..u?L- ew Era 
Y.  W. C. A. 
Lutheran Students' 
Club 
Limited 
A, l EEN ARMSTRONG-Be/d;11g 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
Scoic, Student Council 
Physical Education 
VERNITA HAMMOND-Lud;11t,to11 
Theta Chi, Y. W. C. A. 
K indergarten Primary Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
NANCY TttoMAs-Yp1ila11ti 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
Kindergarten Primary lub 
Normal Choir, Y. \V .  . A. 
Kindergarten Primary 
ETHEL JOSLIN-ferry 
Limited 
GERALDINE FoRD-Bli11field 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
Student Council, Lenawee County 
Club 
Euclicl i an lub 
Mathematics and English 
MARlll SAMUELSON-Ea1t Tawa.r 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
Catholic Students' Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
FLORENCE KENNEDY-Flint 
K i ndergarten Primary 
P a  [I c O ,, c rl 11 11 ,t r ,  c. I:. i _q h t :v - I w o 
ALLYENE SMITH-Mormci 
Theta Lambda Sigma 
Kindergarten Primary 
Club 
ormal Choir 
Kindergarten Primary 
DoR A  CHANDLER-Chelsea 
Them Sigma Upsilon 
Physical Ed. Club, Campfire 
Physical Education 
SADIE R uMDLE-Deckerl'i//e 
Thumb Cluh 
In  cermedia re 
LOR ETTO BoRDENo-Dearbom 
Theta hi 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
Kindergarten Primary 
ILA McLELLAN-Cros11·rlt 
I ntermediate 
EDNA FL1NTOPF-Sa11d Lake 
Intermediate 
ETTA Mox-Ki11g.rlry 
0. E. S. 
Intermediate 
ELEANOR FoRSTER-Attb11m 
Catholic Students' Club 
English and History 
ADELE M. VERVILLE-1-fm,cock 
Campfire 
Catholic Student Club 
Kin<lergarcen Primary 
R.o x 1 E  E. F R 1 N K-Mt. Clr111ws 
Pi Kappa Sigma 
ommercial Teachers' Club 
Commercial 
BEATRICE MARKEY-St1gi11flll' 
Physical Ed. Club 
Saginaw County Club 
P o y c O n c P .1. 1i d r ,  c: E i g h t y - t h r i! e 
Avis McNAUGHTON-Coldwater 
Fine Arts 
M1LDREO Co NELLAN-Grasse lie 
Kindergarten Primary C ub 
Kindergarten Primary 
LAYTON E. THOMPSON- Flint 
h i  Delea 
Chemistry Club 
Science and Mathematics 
FRANCES REEo-Ana Arbor 
Normal Arc Club 
Fine Arts 
RuTH FARMER-i\1ilm1 
Kindergarten Primary Club 
Y. W. C. A .  
Kindergarten Primary 
CARRIE WASHDURNE-Grau Lake 
Alpha Sigma Tau, Stoic 
Y. \V. C. A . ,  Aurora B,)ard 
Latin  and History 
CAIUS A. GonooN-C11rtisvitle 
T rai I blazers 
Rural Education 
ILA R. A1KMAN-Wa.ihi11gto11 
Y. W. C. A.  
French and HistOt'} 
ETHEL J. HuGHES-[111/ay City 
Commercial Teachers' Club 
Commercial 
P a g e  O n e H l': 11 d r c d  E i g h t y - f o u r  
heTA WR1GnT-CarT011 City 
Kindergarten Prinary 
Club 
Y. W . .  A. 
Kindergarten Pri oar_v 
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CARRIE  MEGGISON-Charlevoix 
Limited 
THEO. SwEGLES-Pl_;·mouth 
Trailblazer 
Rural Education 
BERNIECE ANDERSON-Clio 
Y. \V . A. 
L imited 
ELLA KEILLon-E/kto11 
Thumb Club 
Camp-Fire 
Y. \V , C. A. 
Li mired 
MARIAM A. HALL-Croswell 
Trailblazer 
Rural Education, Limited 
CLARA BLA&<s-A1111 Arbor 
Trailblazer 
Limited 
D01us L. BENNETT-Gra11d Ledg e 
Graded 
EoYTHE M. Istt AM-Middleto11 
Limited 
MA RJOIU E  B. Stt ELLY-Mttllikm 
Y. \V . C. A .  
Freshman Commission-Y. W. C.  A. 
Limited 
CLAR., MACLEOD 
Limited 
P a .iJ c O 11 r JI 1111 d r c d E i g h t y - s e v e n 
MYRTLE RoHLOPF-TV,o·m 
Trai lb lazer 
Limited 
AuCE BARBER-.1:!dria11 
Limited 
CECELIA G .  YoN- Sa11/t St. Marie 
Catholic Students' lub 
Ferris Institute Club 
Limited 
KATHERINE Grno -Grand E.apids 
Trai lblazer 
Y. \\/. C. A.  
Rural 
MARY PoLAND-Middleville 
Trai lb lazer 
Rural 
ANNA MARIE USACK-H11bba-dstou 
Tra i lblazer 
Cathol ic  Swdents' lub 
Rural 
HELEN HARDER-Bancroft 
Intermediate 
Ev A H ANSEN-Bear Lake 
Intermediate 
GRACE HARDER-Ba11croft 
Intermed iate 
MARJORIE uNNERLY-Pm, Paw 
Intermediate 
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ETH ELDERT A OLRICH-Oak Grov, 
Limited 
HELEN CARR-Bad Ax, 
Thumb Club 
Trailblazers 
Limited Rural 
Education 
FLORA BULLARD-Royal Oak 
Limited 
G LADYS EMERY-Adria11 
Y. W . C. A. 
Limited Grammar 
KENNETH SuLLIVAN- Clark.Jvilt, 
Chi Delea 
Trailblazers 
Limited Rural Education 
MADEL ScHNEIDER-vVibberville 
Limited 
G. E. PETERSON-Ki11de 
Alpha Tau Delea 
Thumb Club 
Limited History and Mathematics 
Ouve M.  SANGSTER-Decker 
Limited· 
MYGLEETES NEWELL- Pittsford 
Limited Intermediate 
THELMA PATTON-Albion 
Limited 
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VERE COLMAN-Vassar 
Limited 
MARIAN R AwL1 NGs-Ki11p/q 
Eastern Scar 
Limited 
DoR1s H 1 NCKLEY- ashville 
Limited 
Runt H1cKs-Bri,�ht o11 
Limited 
DONALD LEE-Thompsonville 
Chi Delea 
Limi ced 
TllAYEL HEPKER- Pittsford 
Limited 
LuELLA BAXTER- ashvitle 
Limited 
MARY DuNN-Jack.ro11 
Limited 
GERALDINE EvERETT-Fra11k/i,: 
Minerva, Trailbl azers 
Lim ited 
T 1 1  ERESA BunAR-Port Austin 
Trai lb lazers 
Thumb Club 
Intermediate Limited 
LILA M A E  ARTHUR-Rose City 
Y. W. C. A. 
Limited 
PAULINE SNODDY-Britton 
Intermediate 
ALI.ISDN \V ALLACE-Ypsilanti 
Li mired 
DOROTHY LocKwooo oncord 
Trailblazer 
Li mi ted 
\\11LL1AM SPENCE-Ypsilanti 
Physical Education Club 
Ph vsical Education 
M Y RTLE ScnMYSER-Bt1d Axe 
Y. W. C. A .  
Grammar Grade 
DOROTHY W AFPLE-Fvnrt 
Limited 
M A RIO BosTw1cK-Mindm Cit) 
Eastern Star Club, Y. W. C. A. 
History Club 
Hi story and English 
LAWRENCE SAWITZKY-Mt. Clemens 
Alpha Tau Delta 
Industrial Arcs Club, Y. M .  C. A. 
Industrial Arts 
Luc1LLE LoRo-C!aiton 
Intermediate 
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FRESHMA CLASS OFFICERS 
RAYMOND HARVEY. 
MARJON BL E .... 
MAR!O J. KORBEL. 
JACK MooRE .... 
. ... ...... Presidwt 
FRESHMAN CLASS 
. . Vice-President 
. .. Secretary 
. . .. .. .  Treasurer 
On September Twenty- seventh, ineceen hundred and twenty-three, 
we entered the open portals of the Michigan cace 1 ormal College. We 
had come from various schools, and perhaps were not all very well ac­
quainted with each ocher, but there was one common bond-we were all 
Freshmen. 
o! We couldn't possibly gee along without some ace of punishment 
from the Upper class-men. Because of the mere face chat we were· 'freshies'' 
our honored superiors compelled us co wear caps and pretty little ribbons 
of chat glorious color-'· green.·· Many of our beloved class fellows re­
ceived greater degrees of indiscretion. However, we won ·c mention them. 
Every Wednesday at assembly we had the privilege of sitting in the 
balcony all by ourselves. 
On Occober eleventh, we, the large minor body, met co organize 
ourselves without the aid of the ajor brigade. Ac chis meeting the 
following officers were elected: 
RAY 10ND HARVEY. . ...... President, Leader, and G11ide 
MARJON BLUE. . . . . . . . . . .......... Vice-President 
MARlO J. KoRBEL. . . . ....................... Secretary 
JACK MooRE (D1NTY). . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Treasurer 
P a g c O 11 e II 11 11 d r e d N i 11 c I �· - f o II r 
Of course, the "freshies" are well balanced mencallv. Look at the 
equal number of men and women chosen. (I suppose I should have said 
boys and girls). We chose also four members for the Srndenc Council, 
Mary Mosher, Marion Blue, Raymond Harvey, and Arthur Howard, and 
Alcon Paterson as Athletic Manager. 
The first Freshman Party was held in the gymna ium, November 
ninth, at seven-thirty, for "freshies" only. Ocher amusements were 
enjoyed as well as dancing. We hope our next party, April eighth, will be 
as great a success. 
Miss Allison, of the faculty, gave us an interesting talk about the 
Indianapolis Convention which was held from December cwency-eighch 
co January first. Two of our class members, Edna Door and Raymond 
Harvey participated at chis Convention. 
Really, Freshmen cannot always be considered infantile even if they 
are at the farthest end of the row. We have not attempted much but 
what we have done has been successful. \Ve muse also give credit co the 
fellows who play on the teams and co ocher individuals who partake in 
college activities. To mention chem each separately would cake coo long. 
So, in conclusion, we wish "Good Luck" co everyone in all their under­
takings, and chat the remaining years in Michigan Scace orinal College 
may be as happy and profitable as the first year has been for chis Freshman 
Class. 
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BAPTIST STUDENT AssocrATION 
i\/[1ss Run1 M. CAMPBELL. Do ROT ti Y LATTER .. 
JEAN TuRNBELL. 
JEANNETTA BuTENSCHOEN 
ALMA MACKLEY. 
. .... !3c,ptist Student Director 
. . President 
. . Vice-President 
.... Secretary 
. ... Treas1trer 
Rose Welsh Viletta Tripp Ruth Felter Natalia Yates Catherine Crowell Helen Barr Naomi Dickason Ruth Wood Helen Loughien Mable Chamberlain Alice Chappell 
James Hampron Myrtle Schmyser Ruth Sheldon Mary Krout Clara Latter Ruch Campbell Elma Schilling Alma Mackley Dorothy Latter Jeannetta Butenschoen .Jean Turnbell 
I' a g e O JI e I I 11 11 d r c d .\T i 11 " t y - ,· i g h t 
Vera Kreimen Fay Aris Effie Hadden Ethel Hadden Neva Smith Merna Smith Dorothy Strong Bertha Delaforce Dorothy Delaforce Lucile Rowe Rev. C. S. Burns 
CAMP FIRES 
KEJABOWOLA CAMP FIRE 
RuTH Ko1HER-G11ardirm BEATRJCE R1GGs-Assistcmt Guardian 
Florence Shaffer Genevieve Boyer Blanche Redman Mildred Thomas 
ROLL Dorothy Uphouse Doris Slade Pauline Kuhler eva Bailey 
Mabel Miller Elizabeth Read Winifred Ferrecr 
MicHSTANOCO CAMP FmE 
LucJLLE FousT-G11ardian 
ROLL 
FIRE MAKERS Ella Keillor Grace Keillor Gladys Lane Elsa Lang 
TORCH BEARERS 
Marjorie Wickham Josephine Rogers Bernice Miller 
FrnE MAKERS 
Dorothy Todd Camelia Aleen 
Elca Lucas Beryl Meggison \ Vilma Shearer Anna Margaret Adams Mary Adams 
lNOMIW A CAMP FIRE 
RuTH BouGHNER-G11ardia11 
ROLL \\'oon GATHERERS Alea Revnolds Pearl M'cArdle Marguerite Doran Nelle Miller Agnes Cliff Marjorie Kelly Loretta Prescott Gertrude Eppler 
Mabel McPherson 
\\' OOD GATHERERS Elsie Michalke Adele Verville Dorothy Ehinger 
Dora Chandler Helen Kuhn 
MEMBERS Helen J. McDonald \Vanda Shutts Winifred Smith Helen Rose Caroll McKee \rervine Lannin 
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1���2�!!�1 CHEMISTRY CLUB 
� 
PATRON 
{/!!'i"'�� :-.11 PROFESSOR B. w. PEET 
FACULTY MEMBER 
PROFESSOR P. S. BRUNDAGE 
OFFICERS 
FERRIS FosTER. . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... President 
LAVERNE MILLER ............................... Vice-President 
LAVINA WALLACE. . .......... Secretary-Treasurer 
GERALD OsBORN ..................................... Reporter 
Herman Beck 
Glenn Bray 
H. D. Edgerton 
Estel Feldkamp 
Herman Graphear 
Harold Greenhoe 
Hazen Gulden 
Morley Hough 
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MEMBERS 
Russell Kenfield 
John Le Clair 
F. I. Leib 
Frank Miller 
Doris N. Morse 
Harry Morton 
Elsie McNaughton 
I vah Ostrander 
Mabel Parks 
Edward Siefert 
Max Sweet 
· Lyndon Thompson 
R. Leslie Vanderveer 
Edwin Vaughn 
Thomas Vaughan 
Arlow Welling 
COMMERCIAL TEACHERS' CLUB 
PATRON P. R. CLEARY 
OFFICERS-FALL TERM 
CLARE HE WENS ... 
INEZ DRAKE. 
KATHRYN REED. 
FREEMAN DENTEL. 
. . . . .  President 
. . . . . . ... . . . .  Vice-President 
. . Secretaiy 
. . Treasurer 
OFFICERS-WINTER TERM 
CLARE HEWENS. 
JULIA CAMPBELL .. 
DOROTHY NELSON ....... . ... . 
MORRIS K. HAND. 
Leone Bailey 
Walter Bale 
Clive Beele 
Doris Bravender 
Winifred Bridge 
Wilma Briggs 
Dorothea L. Brown 
Marjorie Buchanan 
Florence Burke 
Ethel M. Bushroe 
Florence Buxcon 
Edward Calvert 
Julia Campbell 
Marie Campbell 
Miriam Crowley 
Inez Drake 
Gladys Elder 
Dorothy Elliott 
Reva Fish 
Lucille Fitzpatrick 
Mildred Foerster 
Ellen Fox 
Charles Francis 
LiJlian Friedland 
Roxie Frink 
Allie Fritz 
Irene Furgeson 
Ilda Goodall 
Francis Goodes 
Eila Gooding 
MEMBERS 
Ina Green 
Carrie Belle Griffey 
Morris K. Hand 
Mildred Harris 
Margaret Havens 
Marjorie Havens 
Bertha Ha yes 
Clare Hewens 
Clarence Hoerl 
Irene Hoffman 
Irene Hulbert 
Ethel Hughes 
Marion Hunsicker 
Cornelia Johnson 
Lois M. Johnscon 
Marguerite Kay 
Ruth Koehlln 
Esther Krueger 
Marie Krueger 
Mrs. Valeria Laraway 
Ursula Limpert 
E. Donna Linden 
Dorothy Lott 
Charles Mitchell 
Bernona Mohler 
J. Alcon McIntyre 
Dorothy Nelson 
Irene Nolan 
Gladys Nowlin 
Florence Pacholke 
Vera Patt 
. President 
. . .  Vice-President 
. . . .  Secreta1y 
. .  Treasurer 
Marion Pettis 
Lucille Phillips 
Mildred Pilch 
Ranghild Pierson 
Kathryn Reed 
Lucille Reiland 
John Rice 
Sylvia M. Rothenberger 
Edith Rush 
Alma Shank 
Alma Schilling 
Iva Sessions 
Mary Shea 
Clara Shaw 
Alvena Scaman 
Margaret Streng 
Agnes Stutesman 
Arline Susalla 
Mildred Sutcon 
Irene Tabor 
Catherine Traver 
Katherine Van Leuven 
Lena Vogel 
Helen Louise Walter 
Sue White 
Marguerite Wesley 
Elizabeth Woodworth 
Kathryn Young 
Mrs. Maude Young 
Pearl Wilson 
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CRAFTS CLUB 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS DEPARTMENT 
FA CUL TY MEMBERS 
ALICE I. BOARDMAN 
BELLE MORRISON 
OFFICERS 
MARY E. HATTON 
JEWELL CAMPBELL 
HAROLD ScHNEIDEWIND. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . President 
HELEN C. RowE. . .. Vice-President 
EDWARD D. CAMPBELL . .. 
LAWRENCE SA WITZ KY . 
Paul Burrell 
Hannah L. Bauer 
Clarence Block 
Edward D. Campbell 
Ralph E. Carpenter 
T. Q. Carr 
R. H. Chrouch 
Laura P. Cotton 
Emma Dennis 
ACTIVE MEMBERS 
Adelma Dickey 
Max Dolby 
Dwight W. Foster 
George H. Grissel 
Virginia J arm 
Grace M. Keillor 
Margaret Kerr 
Russel E. Lewis 
Harold Osborn 
. . . . Secretary 
. . . . . .  Trearnrer 
Maynard C. Moot 
Rolland Perrine 
Helen C. Rowe 
Lawrence Sawitzky 
Arlene L. Schmalzried 
Harold W. Schneidewind 
Harry L. Smith 
Josie Smith 
Ray Watling 
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EASTERN STAR CLUB 
The College Eastern Scar Club is composed of the girls on the campus 
who are members of the order in their home towns. All 0. E. S. girls 
are invited to become members of the club. The purpose of the club is to 
help each member to become acquainted with her Eastern Star sisters, the 
city chapter, and to a id rhe other organizations in certain campus acci vicies. 
RuBY E. Tw1TCHELL. 
DESDAMONA INGRAHAM. 
PATRON 
DR. C. 0. Hon 
OFFICERS 
. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .  President 
. . .  Vice-President 
RuTH GREGORY. . . ... . .. .. . . . .. .... ......... . . . . .  Secretary 
M1LDRED HoPKJNS. . Treasttrer 
Clara Burns 
Hazel Bradley 
Florence Carr 
Lucy Cahoon 
Margaret Cummiskey 
Mildred Duncan 
Gertrude Evans 
Sarah Frederick 
Eunice Fenner 
Faith Green 
Ruth Gregory 
Miriam Gilbert 
Doris Hayden 
Arline Hayward 
Reeta Van Dusen 
Alice Vermilya 
Marguerite Walker 
Pa. g e Two f-l 11 'II d r c d S ·i .r 
MEMBERS 
Mildred Hopkins 
Louise Hulett 
Hazel Hall 
Desdamona Ingraham 
Maud Johnson 
Lucille Jones 
Martina Larsen 
Kathryn Leeke 
Florence Liddle 
Eleanor Laidlaw 
Etta Max 
Sylvia Morey 
Lillian McCormack 
Marguerite McCrimmon 
Belle Walker 
Flossie Walker 
Flossie McCarcer 
Lorna McDougall 
Agnes McDougall 
Gwendolyn McLaughlin 
Anna Jane Nichols 
Blanche Nethercott 
Florence Parker 
Blanche Redmond 
Marion Rawlings 
Winifred Smith 
Louise Springer 
Thelma Schaffmascer 
Julia Scram 
Margaret Utley 
Charlotte Witcshire 
Alfreda Wells 
Violet Youngs 
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EucLIDIAN SocrETY 
PATRON 
PROFESSOR ELMER A. LYMAN 
FACULTY MEMBERS 
PROFESSOR THEODORE LINDQUIST 
Miss ADA NoRTON 
PROFESSOR JOHN L. BARNHILL 
Miss JANE L. MATTESON 
GLENN BRAY. 
FLOYD LIEB .. 
In ENE SMITH .. 
Helen Brendel 
Glenn Bray 
Lois Brown 
Melba Shortridge 
Irene Smith 
Edna Davidson 
Margaret Nugent 
Aileen Corie 
Ruby Twitchell 
Mae Fullmer 
Geraldine Ford 
Muriel Flint 
Cassie Card 
Caroline Evans 
Myrtie Bri econ 
Lela Bean 
Kenneth Meade 
Mabel Parks 
Florence E verect 
Wilma Ellsworth 
Marriam Estlund 
Marvel Gawchrop 
Gracia Sexton 
Aba L. Dearing 
Russell Gwinnell 
Lillian Bengry 
Dorothy Bell 
Bea trice Edgerton 
OFFICERS 
MEMBERS 
Mildred Tracy 
Lucille Ringle 
Gwendolyn Richards 
Bertha Cornwell 
Edith Le Baron 
Effie Hadden 
Harold Bennett 
Erma Griffin 
Bernice Learmont 
Agatha Chambers 
Nora Mitchel 
Blanche House 
Retha Slack 
Helen Hill 
Theo. G. Adams· 
Hazel Lytle 
Beulah Craig 
Edwin Taylor 
C. M. Roberts 
Leslie Vanderveer 
Gerald Osborn 
Mary Jane McLiese 
Ferris Foster 
Max Sweet 
William Clock 
Florine Wood 
George Robinson 
Amanda Lemcool 
. . President 
Vice-President 
. Secretary and Treasurer 
Emil Hagen 
Floyd Shoemaker 
Floyd Lieb 
Harriet Randolph 
Marian Brotherton 
Ardis Belman 
Irma Campbell 
Leona Hough 
Katherine Cosbey 
Anne Wilcox 
Arno Hulet 
Iva Boyd 
Florence Sumbert 
El mer Peters 
Iva Williams 
Ernest Somers 
Norris Wilber 
Ed ward Siefert 
Harrison Welsh 
Harold Roberts 
George C. Wilson 
Thomas Vaughn 
Olive Raddock 
Harley Wooden 
George Westcott 
Hazen Guldon 
.Jessie Murphy 
Page Two Hundred Eight 
The Euclidian Society was reorganized ovember 1 5 ,  1 91-3 , with a membership of eighty-four . I ts purpose is co create an interest in subjects of a mathematical nature, co realize the fun in mathematics, and co help the faculty and s tudents of the Mathematics Department get acquainted. A successful club dinner was held March n th in Starkweather Hal l .  
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FARM AND GARDEN PROJECT CLUB 
FACULTY MEM BE RS 
P R O FESSO R .J . M .  H O V E R  
P R O FESSO R M A R Y A .  GODD A R D  
Elva A ld rich 
L i l l i an  Benorv 
Edna Black 
Pearl Byron 
Helen Brendel  
Alma Chappman 
Mar jorie Dean 
Jay Dit tman 
M arion Esc l und 
Isabe l l e  G u l l i ver 
Bern ice Howl and 
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ACTI VE M E M BERS 
T .  H u m ph rey 
Mi ld red Harford 
Morley Hough 
Vera Jn,v i n  
\V . H .  I rwin  
Mar i e  Kob l i s h ke 
Marion Leh ner 
Dor i s  Morse 
Beu lah  Moser 
A rt h u r  Otterbei n  
\\ ' .  C .  Prevv i tt 
M Rs .  J. M .  Hovrn 
R .  A .  H E NSTOCK 
Amel i a  Ragla 
Gerard R ichards  
E l i zabeth L .  Read 
Marv Shepard 
Ethe l  Swarzm i l ler 
Gerard Seyn h aeve 
Sara S i sch o 
Myrtle Tobey 
Mar ie  Teurs 
G race Winegar 
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Helen Wol verton 
Dorothy W i l l i amson 
Gretchen Sm i th 
Pau l i ;,e Wrigh t 
Madelyn Mery 
Mary Donnel ly  
Helen Shorr 
Erhel bel l  Shorr 
Beu lah  Saxton 
Emma M ayer 
Marjorie Nowl in  
Gertrude Mayer 
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GI RL SCOUTS 
Muriel  O l lcr r  
Anna Beards ley 
Janee Reineh art 
Frances Brewster 
M i ld red Stevens 
R uby A ust in  
Luci l le Da i l y  
Harrier Rouse 
Treva Sanger 
W i nifred Way 
Audrey Anabel 
Sara Aesch l i mann 
Esther A nspach 
Dorothy Dunbrook 
Josephine Lech l i rner 
Cornel ia  Everard 
Florence Field 
Rose S i l verman 
I rene M i l lar 
Dorothy Manseau 
Mi ldred Bradbury 
Margaret Canfield 
M uriel  Durham 
Mur iel Bovee 
HOME ECON OMICS CLUB 
MEMBERS 
Geraldine Brode 
Phyllis Clifford 
Thelma Dickinson 
Fem Hotton 
Mary Cobb 
Mrs. Evelyn Collins 
Marie Duprey 
Marjorie Edmunds 
Gertrude Forester 
Gertrude Alexander 
Jessie Amos 
Elizabeth Barth 
Mrs. Leone Burrell 
Nellie Blacks tone 
Elizabeth Deadman 
Ione Fox 
Irma Haeske 
Nettie Kelly 
Alta Koch 
SENIORS 
Beth Litle 
Ruth Magers 
Miriam Moorman 
J UNIORS 
Margaret Gladden 
Sylvia Kaiser 
Miriam Kositchek 
Lillian Lardie 
Donalda Morrison 
I vah Ostrander 
SOPHOMORES 
Alice Hillman 
Lucille Jones 
Clemelia Keho 
Estella La Monce 
FRESHMEN 
Edith Long 
Dorothy Lyons 
Gladys Palmer 
Arline Post 
Thelma Rabe 
Irene Pruden 
Mary Visscher 
Winifred Welch 
Agnes Woodward 
Ruth Raff 
Thelma Shaffmaster 
Ruth Sherwood 
Gladys Spring 
Ruth Taylor 
Ethel Lathers 
Esther Long 
Leone Oltmans 
Gladys Poole 
Beatrice Riggs 
Alea Rinn 
Retha Slack 
Myrtle Tobey 
Marion Wilcox 
Pauline W.ood 
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Hr sTOR Y CLUB 
PATRO S 
P R O FESSOR C A R L E .  P R AY P R O FESSOR S .  E .  FAG E R ST R O M  
P iw rEsSO R P .  E .  H u uBELL 
CowRs- Red , Wh i te ,  and B l ue 
The Hiscory C lub ,  organ ized in 1 9 1 3 ,  has done muci1 co promote good­
w i l l  and understand ing between members of the facu l ty  and the studen ts .  
Th i s  ha s  been accomplished through i ts regu l ar meet ings and  ocia l  affa i rs ,  
especi a l ly the  i nformal banquets he l d  at Starkweather Ha l l .  Th i s  year the 
Club is  p lann ing co furnish the H i s cory Department with new books and 
pictures from the proceeds of the fi l m ,  . .  A Man Without  a Country , "  an 
h i s corical p icrnre given at  the Wuerth Thea tre under the auspices of the 
C lub .  
/ '  a g I' T w o H 1 1 11 d r I'd F n 1 1  r I r r  11 
OFFICERS 
. . . . .  President M1 LDRED H ER R IC !{ , .  LENORA T1sc tt . . . . . . . . . . . .  Vice-President EvELYN MoRRJS . GwENDOLYN McLAUG H L IN . GERARD  SEYNHAEV E . 
Evah Ostrander Ruch Janousek Anna As1kainen Catherine MacDonald Mabel Brigham Ruch Cole Marian Hall Harley Wooden Ruch Ctccermole Gwendolyn McLaughl i n  Katherin� Veicel Lucil l e  B 1:own Myrtle Geisenhaver Alice Gramkie Hazel Dieck " Ethelyn Foote Mary Freitag Bonnye HaJ !ack Zella Greene Lenora Ti sch Opal Knack ' Helen Laskey Florence Everett ' Grace Nichols Mar ian Bostwick Oliver Thure Corinne Schopbach Evelrn Morr i s  
MEMBERS Julia Godfrey Tracy Denninger Ruch Shepard Claribel Clark B lanche Elliott Mi nnie Bel l Katherine Cosbey Sarah Lamb Margaret Mac Kenzie Ruby F. Fisher Althea Klenk Dorothy Delaforce Maud Johnson Jessie  Bell Martha Seeburger Mabel Tuck er Estel Feldkamp Louise Holland Eleanor Putney Donald Clapp Margueri ce Norr hon Clara Wilson Lorena Schnirr i ng Gal i a  Richard Hilda Hauf Phyllis Lenningro:1 Esther Perk ins 
Secretarv 
. .  Treas11rer 
. Reporter 
Dorothy Clark .Josephine Rogers Thelma Eolia Gerard Seynhaeve Marjor ie  Hawkins Agnes Carlson Robert Nunn Agnes Doolittle Leota Harder Eleanor Bond Mi ldred Herrick Marian Rouse �lmer Kampe. M ildred Duncan boris Betzner Ruth Van Tassel Mabel Lambert Alice Vermilya Hazel Edgerton Cora M. Dennis Adelarde Rutledge Lorna MacKellar Laura Ferris Pauline Gibson Gladys Gaut Florence Shaffer Ruth Lewis Alma Flintoff 
• P a g e  T w o  H u n d r e d  F i f tee n 
KI N D E RGA RTE N - PR I MARY C L U B  
OFFICERS 
M 1ss SK t N N ER. 
A LICE FRANKS. 
M AR l E  A. KENNEDY . 
LAWILDA ZE 'ZEN. 
A vELYN KRIEGER 
BEATRICE GORTON 
TEL M A  KEISTER 
\V1Ni l'RED Ev ANS 
ESTHER CHRI STENSEN 
EDITH HuNZ tKIER 
ZELM A Fox 
COUNCIL ME M BE RS 
. Famaf.ty Adviser 
. . . . . . . .  Pi-esideut 
. . Vice-President 
. .  Secreta1y-Treas111-er 
A L ICE KEAD!NG 
GRACE GALE 
CECEL I A  RYA 
LAWJLDA ZENZEN 
M iss MosHER 
HELEN THOM PSON 
MARION BAUMGARTEN 
Art Editor-AvELYN K 1u EGER 
P a g e T ·w o 11 n 11 d r c cl S i .i- I e t n 
KIN DERGARTEN -PRIMARY CLUB 
We are the merry Kindergarten Primaries, 
Striving always our classmates and our friends to please. 
We have in our work and our play, 
Good fellowship in every way. 
The Kindergarten Primary Club of the Michigan Scace Normal College was organized in J anuary, nineteen hundred and twenty-three. Although the club is only a little over a year old, all activities undertaken by i t  have been successful. In spice of the difficulties and disappointments encoun­tered by every new organization, each girl has tried to carry her share of the burden. 
The members of chis club believe not only in living up to their constitu­tion but also in having a good time as has been proved by many joyful events . Among the h appy occasions was the " Little Girls '  Party" given at Starkweather Hall, at which all chose dear li c cle make-believe tots listened so faithful ly to the funny story of Little Black Sambo. le would be difficult to forget the picnic supper at the Prospect School where the bold, friendly squirrels ceased for their share of the lunch . The hike to Shanghai Hills has many happy memories . How easy it i s  to picture chose lovely hills in the distance and the campfire light which should still be burning in the heart of every member. 
The Kindergarten Primary Club has accomplished much in bringing the girls of the department more closely together and in creating a common interest in their work. The co-operation between the girls and their able faculty adviser, M iss Skinner, should soon win a prominent place for the club on the Campus . 
P a g e T w o H ii 11 d r e d S e v e n t e e n 
LAON IAN DRAMATIC SOCIETY 
The Laonian Dramatic Society was organized in 1 91 3 for the study of the Drama and dramatists . Under the supervision of Miss Abigail Pearce it has proved ro be interesting as well as instructive. This year the society has made a special study of the Little Theater movement and of contempo­rary one-act plays, many of which have been read at the meetings . The society is a member of the National Drama League. 
P ATRONESSES PROFESSOR ABIGAIL PEARCE 
MARY CUMMINGS . Al LEEN A HEARNE . L I LLIAN FRIEDLAND . 
AI LEEN A HEARNE JESSIE AMOS FLORENCE BAYLER RuTH BAYLER BEATRICE CLARK JESSIE CoLE MARY CuMMJNGs BETTY FRANK L1LLJAN FRIEDLAND HAZEL GARDNER ARDIS GRICE 
P a g e T ,c • a H 1 1  11 d r c d E i g h I , · e n 
OFFICERS 
MEMBERS 
Miss FLORENCE ECKERT 
. .  President 
. Secretary 
. .  Treas1trer 
DOROTHY ANN KENNEDY MARY LEMPKE IRENE L ITTLE MARGUERITE McCRI MMON RUTH MUMFORD LEURJNE PROUSE FLORENCE RAWLINGS MILDRED RUDELL CttRJSTINE SCHULTZ ANN \VESSBURG HELEN \VHARTON 

MEN'S  UNION OFFICERS 
HOWARD A.  WESCOTT . 
AxEL PETERSON . 
RICHARD WATERS . . .  
LAWRE CE Du NING . .  
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. . . . . . . . . .  President 
. . . . .  Vice-President 
. . . .  Secretary 
. . .  Treasurer 
NATURAL SCIENCE CLUB 
FACULTY MEMBERS R. E. RoDOCK PROFESSOR BERTHA G. BUELL PROFESSOR MARY A. GODDARD PROF ESSOR T. L .  H A N K I NSON 
Elva Aldrich Pearl Bvron Louise 'E. Burgeson Hekn Brendel Edna Black Alma Chappman Marjorie E. Dean Kathryn Draper Frances Durance Jay Dittman Harri s  D. Edgercon Ada Elmer Marion Estlund Louis Golczynsk i  Laura Gray .J . B. Gardner Mrs. T. L. Hanki nson 
DR. W. H .  SH ERZER 
ACTIVE MEMBERS Katherine Hanlon Hazel Harwick Madge Hazen 
Morley C. Hough Bernice Howland T. Humphrey Janee Hank inson Vera Irwi n W. H .  Irwin Blanche Jones Marie Kobli shke Marion Lehner John Lenn ingcon Beatrice Maclay Ecca McKay Mabel Mclennon Elsie Mc aughcon 
C1 1 ARLES A. EDWARDS PROFESSOR .J ESSJE PHELPS PROFESSOR .J . M. HOVER CAROLJ NE SuPE 
Erwi n Macherlv Doris . Mors� Edna Mulvi hi ll Blanche Necberscorc H. E. ochsc ine Albert Popp Amel ia  Ragla Gerard Richards Gerard Seynhaeve Harlow Shehan Geneva Smith Dorothy Spi eler Jack Smi th Anne Wessberg Grace Wi negar Helen Y ouells Marjorie Young 
I ' " 11 , ·  T w n I I 11 11 d r c d T w r 11 t )' - n 11 e 
MINERVA LITERAR y SOCIETY 
PATRONESSES 
Miss V1NORA BEAL M rss JOHANNA ALPERMANN 
OFFICERS 
FLORENCE BAYLER . . . . . .  President 
LOIS MACKELLAR . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vice-President 
KATHERINE VEJTEL . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . Secretary 
. . Treasurer LOUISE HOLLAND . 
MARY BAKER 
FLORENCE BAYLER 
RUTH BAYLER 
AI LEEN BIDDLE 
AUDREY CARPENTER 
\VANDA CRAWFORD 
THELMA DICKINSON 
GERALDINE EVERETT 
MEMBERS 
ELOISE EWELL 
MURIEL HARRIS 
ELIZABETH HARWICK 
LOUISE HOLLAND 
HELEN KNAPP 
FRANCES LISTER 
L01s MACKELLAR 
CHARLOTTE MACKELLAR 
RuTH McGEoRGE 
MARION McKENNY 
FLORA MUMFORD 
MARIAN PEBBLES 
ADA RooKER 
LAURA SHAWLEY 
KATHERINE VEITEL 
CARRIE W ASHBURNE 
GuRTHA WILLI AMS 
The year 1 92.3 -2.4 has proved a very enjoyable as well as profitable 
one for the Minervas . Modern Drama was chosen as the sub ject for 
study .  Among the authors whose lives and  works were taken up were 
Barrie, Shaw, John Drin kwater, and Clyde Fitch . At each meeting a play 
was read . On May 17 ,  1 92.3 , a banquet was held in honor of Minerva 
Alumnae . 
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NORMAL ART CLUB 
Established 19 I I 
The Art Club of the Michigan State Normal College is organized on an honorary basis ; to promote scholarship; to create a social spirit among the members; to act as an advisory body for the Freshmen special i zing students;  and to further an interest in al l branches of Art Study. 
This year the club has furnished and decorated a rest-room on the second floor of the Administration Build ing for the use of art studen ts. 
PATRONESSES Miss BERTHA GoomsoN Miss LrnA CLARK  
HONORARY MEMBERS Miss ELEANOR STRAFER Miss MARY HATTON M i ss HELEN FINCH 
OFFICERS CARLOTTA M. CoRPRON . .  AuoREY C. McTAvJsH . .  
I vadel Moore Del la  Lester Dorothy Bradt Frieda V ander Ha a gen Arlene Schmalzried Velma Ferguson Iva Hansen Beryl Berrv 
MEMBERS Marjorie Cadwell Hannah Bauer Adelma Dickey Hall a  Romey Margaret Kerr Dorothy Wheaton Lois Schields  Lucil l e  Hol land 
P a g e  T w o  H 11 n d r e d  T w e n t 3• - f o u r  
Miss LOTA GARNER Miss JEWELL CAMPBELL 
. . . . .  President 
. . .  S ecretary-Treasttrer 
Margaret Murdock Mary E. Stout Frances I .  Reid Irene W. Russell Mabel Kendeigh Marjorie Bowen Garnetta Huff 
P age T w o 1-l 1t n d r e d  T w e n t y - f i v e  
PHYSICAL EDUCATI ON CLUB 
OFFICERS 
]EA NE RATMER . . . .  
STA LEY ANDERSON . . . . . . 
GLADYS NoRcoNK . . . . . . • . .  
Runr BouGHNER . . . . . . . . .  . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  President 
. . Vice-President 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  Secretary 
. . . . .  Treasurer 
The club has had an enjoyable year and has been successful in its aim to stimulate interest, enthusiasm, and co-operation in the work of the department and to keep the social relationship between faculty members and students active . Since the club believes "all work and no play makes Jack a Dull Man, " parties h ave vied with business meetings where recognized physical education leaders have imparted facts of practical use to the student in the field of physical education. 
One of the enjoyable features of the year was the sleigh ride party. Approximately one hundred sixty-five members participated in this old­new sport. They returned to a typical Physical Ed. "lunch " and dance. Plenty of fun, but they kept ten o'clock rules . 
P a ge T wo H irn d re d  Tw e 11 t y-- s i .i· 
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PoRTIA LITERARY SocIETY 
The Portia Literary Society was organized in 1 901 as a debating society and later changed to purely literary work . During the past year the fairy tales of the different countries have been s tudied. This study has been intensely interesting, and very valuable from the literary standpoin t .  The work o f  the society has been well directed by  Miss Rankin and Miss Carey . 
Miss RANKIN 
Miss BLOUNT 
Frances Adair Miriam Bessemer Ethel Black Nellie Blackstone Genevieve Briars Carlotta Corpron Gladys Marie Findt Margaret Gotts 
CRITICS Miss CAREY 
HONORARY MEMBERS 
MEMBERS Amy Hopkins Leona Hough Gertrude La Montaine Hefen Lathers Ethel Lathers Mar jorie McQueen Gwendolyn McLaughlin 
MRS. HELEN ACKERMAN 
Margaret McLean Williamine Powderley Georgia Peet Freida Smith Eva Sheridan Dorothy Squiers Grenafore Westphal Margaret Young 
P a g e  T w o  H u n d r e d  T w e n t y - e i g h t  
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PuBLIC ScHOOL Music CLUB 
PATRONESSES Miss CLYDE E. FosTER Miss LILLIAN AsHBY 
OFFICERS CECYL A. JENKINS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  President B.  Iv A WOODFORD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Vice-President MIRNAVIEVE VoEGTS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Secretary 
Marjory Allen Neva Case Mary D. Cummings Cecyl A. Jenkins Della Lester lvadel Moore 
P a g e  T w o  H un d re d Th i r t y  
MEMBERS Mathilde Nolinberg Ruth Shattuck Christine Schultz Opal Shepard Florence Shavey 
Regina Snyder Irene Tenney Myrna Thompson Frieda V anderHaagen Mirnavieve Voegts B. Iva Woodford 
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SoDALIT AS LA TIN A 
EDWIN TAYLOR . .  . 
ANNA ROGERS . . .. . 
DOROTHY PAXON . 
EvELYN MORRIS. 
PATRONS 
. . . .  Presidmt 
. Vice·President 
. . . . . . . . . Secretary 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  Treasurer 
DR. BENJAMIN L. D 'OoGE 
Miss L. LucRETTA CASE 
Miss CLARA JANET ALLI ON 
PROFESSOR 0. 0. NORRIS 
Carrie Washburne 
Margaret Travis 
Helen Daly 
Regina Heiler 
Katherine Woodward 
Eva Herald 
Freida Smith 
Gladys Zuck 
Mildred Heddick 
Delphine Reed 
Una Van Riper 
Miriam J .  Besemer 
Beulah Everett 
Jean M. Turnbull 
Elizabeth Henry 
Doris Stark 
Mary Freitag 
Ethelyn Foote 
P a g e  T w o  H n 11 d r c d  T h i r t y - t w o  
ACTIVE MEMBERS 
Mary McCormack 
Zella Green 
Dorothy Wells 
Melba M. Coomer 
Ruth Bean 
Pauline W inehi 1 1  
Viletta Tripp 
Lucile Ronan 
Ruth Cattermole 
Mary McCann 
Maradia Clark 
Ernestine Manigold  
Ralph H. Plummer 
M. Beatrice Miller 
Joseph Kaiser 
Pearl Maloney 
Alita Hearn 
Helen E. Lathers 
Gwendolyn Goldsmith 
Gladys . Cady 
Helen Corkins 
Teresa Linnenkugel 
Ellen Gleason 
Lolita Schomp 
Ruth M. Pound 
Gertrude Ryan 
Ruth Esselstroom 
E. Hazel Leslie 
Ruth M. Cole 
Mercie Ross 
Myrtle Johnson 
Freda Chettle 
Agnes McDonald 
Dovetla Capling 
Marie Callahan 
Blanche Hennigar 
Esther M. Perkins 
ST. CLAI R COUN TY CLUB 
LLOYD HE TRY. 
Organized I9I8 
PATRO 
CARL E. PRAY 
OFFICERS 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  President 
NmL MATHEISON. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vice-President 
EuGENE K APP . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Secretary 
ALLENE STEWART . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Treasttrer 
Thelma Bolia 
Mary Bradley 
Olive Bradley 
Helen Burke· 
Harry Cole 
Miriam Crowlev 
Beatrice Edgerton 
Hazel Edgercon 
Florence Folsom 
Adaline Foster 
Vera Fuller 
Clinton Galbraith 
Lloyd Henry 
Edith Hopson 
Desdamona Ingraham 
MEMBER 
Rowena Jou re 
Elmer Kampe 
Harvey Klemmer 
Ruby Knoll 
Mildred Little 
Margaret Lutz 
Neil Matheison 
Thelma McAndless 
Faye McDonald 
Sylvia Moore 
Milliccnc Neil 
Evelyn Murphy 
Irene Nolan 
Thomas Peck 
Louise Pollex 
Gertrude Plueddemann 
Florence Rawlings 
Delphine Reed 
Frances Schaefer 
Monica Sharpe 
Edward Siefert 
Allene Stewart 
Marion Stewart 
Emily Stewart 
Isabel Stringer 
Eloise Webster 
Helen Wharcon 
Myrtle Wilks 
Helen Wills 
Albert Wiese 
Clair Wonderl ic  
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TRAI LBLAZER CLUB 
OFFICERS 
FALL TERM 
WHITNEY HAMES... . . . . . . . . ..... . . . . .... President 
G LADYS Jo Rs... . .. .  . . .. .... . . . . . . . . . . . ......... . . ... Vice-President 
KATHRYN LEEKE... . . . • ... Secretary-Treasurer 
HELEN A \V OOD 
ETHEL O'CON NOR. 
G LADYS JORS . . .. .  
KATHRYN LEEKE. 
LEONE SLOAN 
HELENA \VooD .....• . . . 
BERY L CORNELL. 
KATHRYN LEEKE. 
MI LDRED SC H U LZ 
· .P a g e T w o H u I I  d r c d T h i r I .,· - f o u r 
CouNC I L  MEMBERS 
WINTER TERM 
CouNC I L  MEMBERS 
S PRI G TERM 
CouNCI L  MEMBERS 
CLINTON GALBRAITH 
. . . . .  Pi·esident 
. . . . .  Vice-President 
. . .  Secretary-Treasurer 
LAWRENCE HI LLER 
. . . . . . . . . .  President 
. . Vice-President 
. . Secretary-Treamrer 
ETHEL HADDEN 
111mm#am1immr.-� m t __ - _j 
A TRAILBLAZER'S DREAM FOR 
1 92.4 AND 19 2.5 
The Michigan Trailblazers is a comparatively young organization of rural-minded people . It does not have a long history, but it does have a dream which it hopes will be a reality in 192-5 . 
As the Trailblazer dreams, he sees twenty-six faculty members in the Rural E ducation Department;  on the campus, in the seven small training schools near Ypsilanti, and in the new consolidated school in Augusta township. He sees five hundred students enrolled in the Rural E.ducation Courses . Thirty-six of these students are in training for leadership in rural communities ; another thirty-six are in training for service in the j unior and senior high school departments of consolidated schools . The remainder of the five hundred Ti·ailblazers are preparing to become the best rural teachers of elementary grades in America . 
The dream shifts a bit, and the Trailblazer sees two hundred and twenty­five graduates of .the Rural Education Department in service . In  this group some stand out more prominently than the rest .  One is the director of the Rural Education Department in a Normal School in Alabama; two are Rural School Supervisors in California ; three are engaged in similar work in Wisconsin; and four in Michigan. Fifteen Trailblazers are princi­pals of County Normal Training Classes in Michigan; and another twenty­five are critic teachers. 
Again the dreamer sees a new group of people. This time he sees the fifteen hundred teachers, initiated into the Trailblazer Club during sum­mer schools, teaching in one-teacher schools throughout the state and giving full measure of service co rural schools and to rural people. 
The Trailblazer sees the Club itself serving as a generating force for rural ideas and ideals in the same way that the National Society for the Study of Education serves education in general. 
�!��  
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VARSITY CLUB OFFICERS 
HOMER WEST . . . . . . . . . .  . 
HERMAN BECK . 
ALBERT LUMLEY . 
LLOYD M I LLER . . . . . . . . . .  . 
. President 
. . Vice-President (Fall and Winter Terms) 
. Vice-President (Spring Term) 
. . Seaetary and Treasurer 
. Advisor LLOYD w. OLDS . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Stanley Anderson 
Walter Adrion 
Ralph Carpenter 
H. W. Clark 
Harold Di l lon 
Francis Davidson 
Ra! ph Foster 
Forest Geary 
Floyd Groves 
Colonel G i l lespie 
Ernest R ichmond 
D. A. Morse 
El wood Watson 
Frank  Weeber 
Howard Kern 
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MEMBERS 
Cl i fford Loose 
Charles Lappeus 
Charles Mitchel l 
Robert Peel 
Leroy Pfahler 
P. P. Pray 
Harold Ruggles 
J. Smith 
Claude Snarey 
Merr i l l  Sch laack 
Theron Tompkins 
A. D .  Wal ker 
Ernest Wi ld  
Maurice Werle 
Wi l ber Worley 
R. D. Wi l loughby 
Leich Wetzel 
Plynn Matthews 
Harley Reek 
Wi l l i s  Camp 
Carl N iech am mer 
Men e ligible for membersh ip  
Karl Angel l  
Frank Manley 
Edward Linck 
Lynn Wi l l iams 
Howard Dickie 
Harry Ockerman 
Robert Button 
Donald Draper 
Barcley 
Reading from l eft co right-(Lowcr row) Clark, Matthews, Anderson, Lappeus, Adrion, 
Loose, Davidson, Werle, Mi ller, Wi ld ; (Second row) Peel , McRae, Wetzel , Mitche l l ,  Weeber, 
Di l lon,  Pfahler, Tompkins, Smith ; (Third row) Carpenter, Angel l ,  Scbl aak, Wal ker, Geary, West, Rnggles, Pray, Camp, Morse; (Fourth Row) McCul loch ,  Olds, Niethammer, Beck, 
Lumley, Church i l l ,  Brown. 
THE VARSITY CLUB 
The Varsity Club was organized to embrace all the letter men on the campus and those out in the field as well. With this for his aim, coach Olds , the founder of the club, went to work and has kept working unti l now the "N" Club means to this school what the "M" Club means to the University of Michigan. Through i ts activi ties, the ormal College is advertised throughout this state and in other states . Since the club is entirely athletic in nature, the men natural ly  work to get good high­school athletes to come to Yps i ,  with the idea of strengthening our varsity teams ; the improvement in  the s tandings of the Michigan State Normal bears testimony to the degree of success to which this club has attained. The Varsity Spotlight, an annual production sponsored by the Varsity Club, has become as popular with the students as the old Men's  Union dances were eight or ten years ago and is  looked forward to with the same eagerness and expectancy as is the famous Koltege Komedy. As the· AuRORA goes to press the entertainment is in the midst of its run and those participating have played to record full houses at the Wuerth Theatre at each performance. 
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Wesleyan Guild i s  the name gi ven to the Student Organization of the First Method ist Church . It  was organized September 2-7, 1 92-3 , shortly after Miss Jane Ellingson came to the church as Director of Student Activi­ties. Miss Ellingson has a Master's Degree from the University of Michi­gan and has had experience as a high school teacher and as a church and social welfare worker. 
All of the eight h undred sixty students giving the Methodist Church as their preference are considered as members of the Wesleyan Guild ; but, be­cause of the large number who leave the city for the week-end ,  only abou t five hundred take part i n  any of our activit ies. The attendance at social affairs often numbers two hundred , but the number attending the Bible Class and devotional meetings averages less than one hundred .  
The various services and acci  v i  t ies of the Wesleyan Guild are : Devo­t ional Meet ing, Chorus and Orchestra, Student Supper, Get-Acquainted Hour, Bible Class, bi-weeky parties and suppers. 
The B ible Class was taugh t during the fall term by Dr. C. 0. Hoyt, and during the winter term by Dr. R. Clyde Ford. Plans for the spring term have not yet been announced. 
The Gee-Acquainted Hour is an informal hour of meeting friends and s inging around the piano, with occasional readings and talks. 
The Wesleyan Guild Devotional Meeting usually has student leaders . However, for s ix weeks before Easter th i s  meeting has been d iv ided into five mi ssion study classes with the following leaders : Prof. 0. E. Grimes, Miss Carr ie  Edmundson, Mr. George Manning, Miss Balleau , and Miss Swi tzer. 
The Wesleyan Guild Orchestra is d irected by Sherman Richards, and the Chorus by Luci lle Horth. 
No time or effort is spared in  making the parties real frol ics and the suppers real home-coming affairs. 
A Life Service Conference was held at the church, February nnd , 2-3d ,  and  2-4th ,  under the  direction of  the Commission on Life Service of  the Methodist Church. The Conference was conducted by the following people : Dr. Robert E. Brown ,  of the Wuhu Hospi tal , Central China; Mrs. Clyde Col lison, of the Woman 's Foreign Missionary Board ; and Miss Win ifred Fitzwater, representing the Board of Home Missions. One hun­dred students attended the banquet which opened the Conference; th irty interviews were held on Saturday. Six students are defini tely planning on foreign service , and seven on service i n  the home fiel d .  
The Wesleyan Gu i l d  has a club room in the church. The purpose o f  the organization is to furni sh a " home away from home" for the s tudents and to provide an opportunity for tra ining i n  Christian leadership. 
The Wesleyan Gui ld is composed of the fol lowing departments and officers : President, Florence Bayler ; Vice-President, Edna Baker; Secre­tary, Dunning Idle, Jr. ; Treasurer, Charles Baxter; Religious Education, Esther Perkin s ;  World Fellowship, Helen Rowe ; Social Welfare, Arlene Clark ; Extension, Marten Robertson ; Social Activities, Charles Mitchel l ;  Friendly Relations, Mary Mosher. 
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w OM EN 'S LEAGUE 
OFFICERS MARY HUMPHREY . CARR IE  w ASHilURNE . . .  KATHLEEN Tr-roMPSON . 
. President 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Vice-President 
. Secretary-Treas11re1· 
CoMMJTTEE ON OuT-OF-TOWN ATTRACTIONS Wanda Crawford Miss Els ie V. Andrews 
COMMITTEE ON Tw1 LJGHT HouR TALKS Helen You Iles Ru ch Farmer Bernice Howland Miss Jessie Phelps Anna J. Nickols 
CoMMJTTEE OF HANonooK REv,s10N Theo Tuttle Ivah Ostrander B. Iva Woodford Maradia Clark Mable McCumsey 
CoM MJTTEE ON CoNsTRucnvE LEAGUE \VoR K  Ann Tobin Jennie Vis 
P a g e T w o H 1 1  ll d r e d F o r I .'.)' 
Edna Door Mirnaveve Voegcs Ethelyn Foote Corinne Schopback 
The Women 's  League was organ ized i n  1 920, for the purpose of bringing 
the women of the college closer cogerher socia l ly and i ntellectually;  of 
endeavoring co maintain h igh s tandards among college women ; and of 
promoting their best i nterests on the campus. Its membership includes 
c:very woman enrolled in the Michigan Scace Normal College. The work 
of the organization is  carried on by the Cen tral Board w hich is composed 
of the League officers and the presidc:nts of a l l  the rooming houses . 
In an endeavor co solve a few of the social  problems confronting pros­
pect ive teachers, Friday afternoon Twi l ight  Hour Talks have been given 
aga in  chis year. The most popular number of the series was g iven by 
Miss Fannie  Beal ,  act ing Dean of Women , when she, w i th the assistance: 
of four  Home Economics srndencs ,  gave a demonstration of "Table 
Et iquette . " Ocher favori te ta lks were "The Secret of Charm " by Miss 
Marion Scowe, and " Geeting and Keeping  a Good Complexion " by 
Miss Faith Kiddoo . 
The Women ' s  League sponsored the A ll-Col lege M i xer held i n  Pease 
Aud i coriu m  the first week-en d  of the fal l  term . The more promi nent 
members of the faculty were i ntroduced in song and scory d uring the 
program ,  and the l atter pare of the even ing was given over co dancing i n  
the gymnasium .  
The committee o n  campus lecrnres varied the general League programs 
during the fal l  term by staging a "Sey le Show " in Pease Aud i corium .  The 
com m ittee was forrnnace also in securing Professor Emma Gunchers , of 
Columbia ,  w hose work in the Department of Household Administration 
there gave an excellent background for her talk on " Making for Leader­
sh ip . " During the Winter term Miss Ruch Brown , a  Normal graduate and 
present executive secretary of the Campfire gir ls  of A merica, gave an 
i l l ustrated lecture on campfire work i n  the West .  
The Scholarsh ip  Loan Fun d ,  established in  1 92.2., is fi l ling a need 
among students .  During the first fifteen months after the League estab­
l i shed the fun d ,  over $400 had been loaned i n  amounts not exceeding $50.  
Ac the suggestion of one of the members of the Central Board a com­
mittee worked ouc a code of eth i cs for college women . Ocher colleges of 
the scare submi tted s imi lar  codes, and a fina l  code for Michigan women 
has been submitted for publ ication . The Student s '  H andbook, revised and 
enlarged by a League committee , w i l l  a lso be ready for d i stribution next 
year. 
The \Vomen ' s  League has great poss ibi l i t ies for service in the years co 
come . Ir is the hope of the 1 923-2-4 organization char the League 
may always be a vi  cal force in che l ives of orinal College Women . 
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Y. M. C. A . 
OFFICERS 
EDMOND JONES . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .  President 
PAUL K .  WARD . . .  ·. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .  Secretary 
RALPH PLUMMER . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Treasttr;r 
w. J. DITTMAN 
MORLEY HouGH 
LA VERNE M ILLER 
CABINET 
OTTO N1cKEL 
ELBERT THOMPSON 
HARRISON WELSH 
With the redecorating and furnishing of the Y. M. C. A .  rooms and the return to the campus of the delegates from the Lake Geneva Mid-Western confc:rence, the college "Y" assumed a different position than it has held for some years. It has become a social center, not only for members but for various societies and fraternities who have sought its inviting at­mosphere for their place of meeting. The officers have brought speakers to the meetings who have presented real questions of present-day problems. No men have been turned away without a "Y"  feed . The Y. M. C. A. is serving the campus, and is ready to serve more-at your will .  
P a. g e T w o H 1 t  n d r c d I '  o r I 3 '  - I w o 
OFF I C E RS 
CABI N E T  
P a g e T w o !-! 1 1  n cl r e cl F o r t y - t h r  e e 
YouNG WoMEN's CHRISTIAN AssocIATION 
The Young Women's  Christian Association as a world, a national, and a local organization has as its objective the development of a more abundant life for the individual .  Many and varied lines of activity are carried forward as means of realizing this aim. In these activities the Associa­tion affords opportunity for the living expression of Christian ideals and principles, and training for the leadership in organization and community life . It developes a sense of world citizenship and world fellowship. I t  encourages high standards o f  scholarship and campus conduct . I t  pro­motes college spirit  and friendship among women students; and it co­operates with other campus and city organizations in establ ishing higher ideals of individual responsibility co society. 
CABINET MEMBERS 1 92-3-1 92-4 CARRIE  \VASHBURNE . . .  . . .  President 
. . .  Vice-President 
. . Secretary 
. . . . . . . .  Treasurer 
. . Undergraduate Representative 
. . . . .  General Secretary 
IV AH OSTRANDER . . .  LUCILLE BROWN . . . . .  KATHERINE LEEKE . . . . . . . . .  . RUTH FARMER . GERTRUDE C. READING . 
CHAIRMEN OF COMMITTEES IVAH OSTRANDER . . . .  JEAN TuRNBULL . LEONA HouGJ-I . Do1us Roon . ETHA \V1SLEY .  CoRINNE ScHOPBACH . . . . . . . . .  . MARY HUMPHREY. . . . . . . . . . .  . MARJORY BowEN . .  B .  Iv A WoonFORD . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . EVAJ-I OSTRANDER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
P a g e  T wo H u n d r e d  P o r t y - fo u r  
. . . . . . .  Meetings 
. . World Fellowship 
. . Bible St11dy 
. . . . . . . . .  Social 
. . . . . Hottse 
. . . .  Social Service 
. . . . . . .  Finance 
. . . . . . .  Publicity 
. . . . . . . Mttsic 
. . .  Membership 
P a fl I! T w o 1-I 11 n d r e d I' o r t y - f ·i v e 
FRESHMEN GI RLS' COMMISSION 
OF THE Y. W. C. A. 
HI LDA ScHWlER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  President FLOR ENCE Sett A FFER . JANET RANDOLPH . 
ANNA Asr KAINEN RE A BEEBE GE EVIEVE BRYERS GERTRUDE CASLER MARY CROSBY LuR A  DAVENPORT EuNICE FENNER DoROTHY GoDI"REY MARION HALL HELEN KNAPP 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Vice-President 
. . . . . . . SeCl"etary and Trect.wrer 
PAULINE KULLM AN FRANCES LISTER LILLIAN MYNESS JANET RANDOLPI [ FLORENCE SCHAFFER HILDA SCHWIER MARJORlE SHELLEY DORIS SLADE MARGARET TRAVJS  PEAR L  \V ! LSON 
The Freshmen Girls' Commission is practical ly a new branch of th e Y .  W .  C. A. activities, having been established only last year. I ts mission is co lighten the burdens of the Y. W. Cabinet. In i ts sphere of acci vi ties are such duties as che  welcoming,  entertaining, and canvassing of new ormal scuclencs, the h olding of open-houses at Starkweather Hall, and che  assuming of numerous smaller duties coo burdensome for the Cabinet. Although che  Commission' s  real duties of welcoming strangers do not begin until che  second year, i ts members, numbering twenty, are selected each year from the Freshman Class a few months after the opening of school. This year 's  commission is well organized and bids fai r  co dis­charge i cs cl ucies commendably. 
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Established z89-1 
CoLORs-Turquoise and Gold FLOWERS-Jonquil and Forget-Me-Noc 
HONORARY PATRONESS 
Mrss MARY B. PUTNAM 
PATRONESSES 
Miss FLORENCE LYON MRS. THEODORE LJNDQUIST 
Helen Cook 
Gladys Cook 
Margaret Brooks 
Joyce Weaver Brooks 
Madeline Follmer 
Schaffer 
Eleanor Follmer 
Gardner 
Claire Guinan \Vi 
Carol Bromley 
Roxie Frink 
Theo Tuttle 
Helen Southgate 
Madaleen Benedict 
Esther Clark 
Helen Pattinson 
Gladys Norconk 
Nita Chute 
Margaret Murphy 
RESIDENT MEMBERS 
Ruch Rouse 
Cora Bowen 
Claribel Bowen 
Emma Wallace 
Elizabeth Hebblewhite 
Lena Knapp Mellan-
camp 
Catherine Hutton De-
laney 
ACTIVE MEMBERS 
Kathleen Thomson 
Martha Robbins 
Margaret Murdock 
Florence Schavey 
Margaret Young 
Dorothy Hamilton 
Pauline Williams 
Donna Kennedy 
PLEDGES 
Arline Pose 
Corrine Springer 
CHAPTER ROLL 
Escher Thompson 
Fletcher 
Marjorie Begole 
Jane Elder 
Alice Reid 
Eva Lindsay 
Ellen Hopkins Thomas 
Irene Owen Ha vward 
Florence Reid 
Sylvia Kaiser 
Helen Hill 
Dorothy Penningron 
Florence Ruus 
Lucile Kies 
Gurtha Williams 
Jean Brubaker 
Eleanor Scribner 
Marrietta Lancaster 
Alpha .......... Michigan Stace Normal College, Ypsilanti, Mich. 
Beta. orthwestern State Teachers· College, Alva, Okla. 
Gamma. . .. Central Michigan Normal School, Mr. Pleasant, Mich. 
Delta.. . Cheney, Washington 
Epsilon ......... Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Zeta ............ Indiana, Pennsylvania 
Era.. .Miami University, Oxford, Ohio 
Theta. . . . Cincinnati, Ohio 
Iota. . . ... Kansas Scace Normal, Emporia, Kansas 
Kappa. . . . . Durant, Oklahoma 
Lambda ......... Central Missouri State Teachers' College, Warrensburg, 
Mu ..... . 
Nu. 
Xi .... 
Omicron. 
Mo . 
. . . Colorado State Teachers' College, Greeley, Colo. 
. .. Scace Teachers' College, Ada, Okla. 
. .. Ohio University, Athens, Ohio 
.Marshal College, Huntington, West Va. 
ALUMNAE CHAPTERS 
Detroit, Michigan 
Alva, Oklahoma 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
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SIG MA Nu PHI 
Established 1897 
CowRs-Yellow and White 
PATRONESS 
MRS. w. H. SHERZER 
FACULTY MEMBERS 
FLOWER-Marguerite 
Miss BERTHA GoomsoN Miss AucE BoARDMAN 
Audrey Annable 
Marian Bland 
Mabel Bobceau 
Helen Boer 
Clare Boughey 
Marie Campbell 
MARIE CAMPBELL 
Miss MARION BARD 
ACTIVE MEMBERS 
Helen Connelly 
Miriam Gilbert 
Mary Hammond 
Eileen Hassett 
Julia Heavey 
Avelyn Krieger 
Madalyn Mery 
SORORITY COUNCIL 
Mary Moran 
Marguerite Overholt 
Ruth Reik 
Harriet Rouse 
Virginia Shepard 
Dorothy Wheaton 
MARGUERITE OVERHOLT 
P a g c T w o I I ,, n d r c d F if I y 
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Page Two Hundre d Fifty-one 
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SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA 
Omicron Chapte1�Established I898 
CoLORs-Purple and White FwwER-Purple Violet 
FACULTY MEMBERS 
'Miss SnNsoN Miss ALLISON 
HONORARY MEMBERS 
Miss SKINNER MRs. SAMSON MRs. HovER 
Miss MuRRAY Miss LYTLE 
Aileen Armstrong 
Marion Beamish 
Marjorie Bowen 
Cecelia Buell 
Ethel Curran 
Winifred Evans 
Geraldine Ford 
Doris Ford 
Marguerite Jamieson 
ACTIVE MEMBERS 
Dorothy Johnson 
Lillian Kay 
Lydia Keeler 
Gertrude La Moncaine 
Helen Mason 
Carovl McKee 
Milci'red Meredith 
Margaret Mac-
Naughton 
Margaret MacKenzy 
PLEDGE 
NETTIE KELLY 
CHAPTER ROLL 
Lurene Prouse 
Florence Parker 
Nora Reed 
.Josephine Rogers 
Marion Shores 
Margaret Sizeldn 
Nancy Thomas 
Ann Tobin 
Jeanette Winnie 
ALPHA. . . Virginia Scace College, Farmville, Va. 
S1GMA Pr-11 ..... Union University, Jackson, Tenn. 
KAPPA ........ Miami University, Oxford, Ohio 
ZETA. . .... Buffalo Scace Normal School, Buffalo, New York 
PHI. . . Ohio Uni versicy, Athens, Ohio 
loTA. . .. Colorado State Teachers' College, Greely, Colo. 
Mu. .Scace Teachers' College, Kirksville, Mo. 
Nu. .Scace Teachers' College, Warrensburg, Mo. 
Xr...... .North Western Seate Teachers' College, Alva, Okla. 
OMICRON.. .Michigan Scace Normal College, Ypsilanti, Michigan 
P1.... .State Teachers' College, Emporia, Kan. 
RHo .......... Florida Scace College, Tallahassee, Fla. 
TAu .......... New Mexico Normal University, East Los Vegos, N. Mex. 
UPSILON ....... East Central State Teachers' College, Ada, Okla. 
Cm ........... State Teachers' College, Pittsburg, Kan. 
Psr ........... Marshall College, Huntington, W. Va. 
Norwood, Ohio 
Toledo, Ohio 
Webster Groves, Mo. 
Denver, Colo. 
ALUMNAE CHAPTERS 
Page Two Hundred I'-1.ft:v-two 
Emporia, Kansas 
Winterhaven, Fla. 
Jackson, Tenn. 
Oklahoma City, Okla. 
Page Two IIu11dredJiifty-thre e 
ALPHA SIGMA TAU 
Established r899 
CoLORs-Emerald and Gold Fwwrn-Yellow Rose 
PATRONESSES 
MRS. E. A. LYMAN Miss ADA A. NoRTON 
FACULTY MEMBERS 
Miss ELLA W1LS0N 
Miss ELEANOR MESTON 
Miss CYNTHIA RuGGLES 
Miss LoTA GARNER 
Miss EsTHER DIEHL 
Miss CARRIE EDMONDSON 
HONORARY MEMBERS 
M,ss ABIGAIL PEARCE MRS. J. H. BARNHILL 
RESIDENT MEMBERS 
EDNA G1NGERICK DAWSON - MARIE DAWSON \VJLD 
Janice Austin 
Ardis Belman 
Helen Burke 
Jeannette Butenschoen 
Wanda Crawford 
Margaret Day 
Florence Field 
Lucile Gale 
Miriam Crowley 
Mary Ellen Dal con 
Esther De Coster 
ACTIVE MEMBERS 
Helen Hands 
Mabel Kendeigh 
Lillian Lardie 
Ruth Magers 
Viola Milks 
Jeannette Owen 
Florence Rawlings 
Nettie Roberts 
Esther Stearm 
PLEDGES 
Verle Emmons 
Marjorie MacQueen 
Evelyn Murphy 
CHAPTER ROLL 
Mirnaveve Voeghts 
Jane Waltrous 
Carrie Washburne 
Eloise Webster 
Thelma Williams 
Pauline Wood 
Katherine Woodward 
B. Iva Woodford 
Cecilia Ryan 
Ruth Taylor 
ALPHA................. . ....... Ypsilanti, Michigan 
BETA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... Mount Pleasant, Michigan 
GAMMA... . . . . ...... Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
DELTA..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... Indiana, Pennsylvania 
EPSILON.......... . Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
ZETA............ . .............. Tock Haven, Pennsylvania 
THETA.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Detroit, Michigan 
loTA................ . .Emporia, Kansas 
ALUMNAE CHAPTERS 
Detroit, Michigan 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Grand Rapids, Michigan 
p a g I! T 'W O 1 -J II II d r I! d r if I y -f O 11 r 
Lansing, Michigan 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
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Established 1900 
Cowns-Cerise and White FwwEn-Cei·ise and White Carnation 
PATRONESSES 
Miss ELLATHEDA SPOFFORD Mns. HAROLD GAUDY 
Miss GRACE El\•IER Y 
Mary Baker 
June Filkins 
Martha Kritzer 
Myrtle Olson Hannah Bauer 
Madeline Louden 
Ruth Sherwood 
Mrs. B. L. D'Ooge 
Mrs. Atwood McAn-
drew 
Mrs. Lorinda Clifford 
Mrs. Carl Lindergren 
Mrs. Harry Shaefer 
Mrs. Harry Britton 
ALUMNA CHAPTER. 
P a g e T w a H u 11 d r e d F if I _,, - s t .r 
FACULTY MEMBERS 
Miss AGNES W ARDROPER 
ACTIVE MEMBERS 
Lucille Harwick 
Jeanne Raimer 
Bernadeen Brenner 
Alea Koch Dorothy McGuirk 
Hazel Harwick 
Dorothy Ihrkey 
Pearl McArdle 
RESIDENT MEMBERS 
Mrs. Edward Sweet 
Miss Marjorie Sweet 
Mrs. Kyle Ordway 
Mrs. Chas. Newton 
Mrs. Harry Wood 
Mrs. D. McKee 
Miss Fay Allen 
Amy Hopkins 
Eleanor Lampman 
Jeannette McGregor 
Thelma Seibert PhyJlis Clifford 
Lucy Armstrong 
Margaret Hudson 
Mrs. Rus�ell Gee 
Mrs. Edward George 
Mrs. A. McAllister 
Miss Abba Owen 
Miss Grace Emery 
Miss Agnes Wardroper 
.................. Detroit, Michigan 
P a ge Two H undred Fifty-se- en 
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KAPPA Psr 
Established 1901 
Cowns-Pink, Green and White FLOWER-Apple Blossom 
PATRONESS 
Mrss MARY E. HATTON 
HONORARY MEMBER 
Miss CLYDE FosTER 
FACULTY MEMBERS 
Miss HELEN F1NCH 
Miss GERTRUDE PttELPS 
Miss BELLE MoRRISON 
Miss FAITH KIDDOO 
Marion Smith 
Louise Glew 
Geraldine Scully 
Irene Mitchell 
Bernice Phipps 
Beryl Berry 
Lolita Fisher 
lsADELLE McCALL 
EDWINA SMITH 
Mns. HELEN ACKERMAN 
ACTIVE MEMBERS 
Lena Vogel 
Josephine Beckton 
Dorothy Rigney 
Margaret Watson 
Marion McKenny 
Dorothy Robinson 
Margaret Akers 
PLEDGES 
Hildegarde Stevens 
Georgia Peet 
lone Truesdell 
Aileen Biddle 
Jeanne Worth 
Nellie Blackstone 
Margaret O'Neil 
ELIZABETH MOSTELLER 
ELEANOR LAIDLAW 
RESIDENT ALUMNAE 
MRs. BELLE STANG GooDING Miss EsTHER ELDRED 
MRS. MARION SMITH \VATTS 
MRs. MARGARET LEE DAwsoN Miss MILDRED VAN,\VEGEN 
ALUMNA CHAPTER 
Detroit, Michigan 
Page Two H1111dred Fift:.11-eight 
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THETA CHI SORORITY 
Established 1903 
CoLORs-Purple and Gray FwwER-Violet 
MRS. N. A. HARVEY 
Lola Avery Gladys Brockmiller 
Loretto Burdeno 
Ethel Bushroe 
Jane Carpenter 
Neva Case 
Katherine Cosbey 
Mary Cummings 
Helen Daly 
Ardis Davarn 
Lucille Dailey 
Arvilla Haggit 
PATRONESS 
MRs. W. P. BowEN 
HONORARY PATRONESSES 
MRS. ANNIS DEXTER GRA y 
FACULTY MEMBER 
Miss McDERMOTT 
ACTIVE MEMBERS 
PLEDGES 
ALUMNA CHAPTER 
Esther Finch Lillian Friedland 
Agnes Gregg 
Leona Haden 
Vernita Hammond 
Frances Koudelka 
Anne Rogers 
Clara Shipp 
Thelma Van Sickle 
Velma Wyant 
Marjorie Sparrow 
Julia Stram 
BETA .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . ...... .. . . . .. : .. . . . .. .. .. . . . .  Detroit, Michigan 
P a g e T w o !I 11 11 d r e d S i .r t y - o n e 
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Established 1909 
PATRONESSES 
MRs. C. 0. HoYT 
NfRs. MARVIN S. PITTMAN 
MRs. J. BuR1'/S FuLLER 
MRS. LLOYD QLDS 
Frances Alvard 
Jessie Amos 
Ruth Albers 
Carol Bartley 
Wilma Briggs "Dovetta Capling 
Beatrice Clark 
JEAN GIBBON 
ALUMNA CHAPTER .. .. . . 
P a g e T w o H u 11 d r e d S i x  t y - t w o 
FACULTY MEMBER 
M1ss ADELLA JACKSON 
ACTIVE MEMBERS 
Caroline Evans 
Cecile Fulcher 
Marv Gallev 
Marion Gibbon 
Geraldine Henry 
Alice Johndro Marion Kent 
Agnes McDonald 
PLEDGES 
Miriam Moorman 
Margaret Nugent 
Helen Pointer 
Madge Pennington 
Ruth Shattuck 
Gladys Spring Margaret Streng 
RoBENA HooKs 
...... . ..... . . .. . . . . . . . . Detroit, Michigan 
P a g e  T w a  H 11 11 d r e d  S i x t y - t h r e e  
THETA LAMBDA SIGMA 
Established r912 
u PSILON CHAPTER 
CoLoRs-Crimson and Black FLOWER-American Beauty Rose 
PATRONESS 
MRS. HORACE z. WILBER 
FACULTY MEMBERS 
Mrss EsTABROOK RANKIN Miss LucIA DENSMORE 
Mrss ELLA SMITH 
HONORARY MEMBERS 
MRs. JosEPH H. McCuLLOCH MRs. JAMES M. BROWN MRS. HERBERT T. OLANDER 
RESIDENT ALUMNAE 
ALFRIEDA HuTTON GILMORE IRENE STUART ScttREPPER 
Margaret Andrus 
Mary Cobb 
Bernice Cornell 
Hazel De Maria 
Gladys Gaut 
Marvel Hodge 
Althea Klenk 
Ethel Lathers 
Helen Lathers 
Evelyn Bartlett 
KATHRYN STAPLETON CRAMPTON 
ACTIVE MEMBERS 
Dorothy Lott 
Ruby Mason 
Mabel McNeil 
Audrey McTavish 
I vadel Moore 
Edys Owen 
Doris Rood 
Leita Root 
PLEDGES 
CHAPTER ROLL 
Dorothy Schmid 
Mabel Schmid 
Corinne Schopbach 
Dorothy Skinner 
Allyene Smith 
Dorothy Squires 
Florence Turnbull 
Clara Webber 
Helen Woodbury 
Julia Campbell 
ALPHA .. . . . . . . : . . . . . .. . . . . .. .  Chicago, Illinois BETA . .. .  . . . . . . . . . . . Rogers Park, I llinois 
DELTA. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .  Fore Worth, Texas 
EPSILON . . . . . .  Little Rock, Arkansas 
GAMMA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Valparaiso, Indiana 
UPSILON.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Ypsilanti, Michigan 
ALUMNAE CHAPTER . .  . . Detroit, Michigan 
P a g e T w o H 1t n d ·1· e d S i .i- t y - f o 11 r 
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KAPPA GAMMA PHI 
Established I9I4 
CoLORs-Blue and White FwwER-Violet 
MRS. T. L. HANKINSO, 
MABEL BACON 
Miss LAIRD 
SARAH LEWIS 
Mae Barber 
Lillian Barnett 
Marjorie Cadwell 
Lorraine Cochrane 
Wilma Dixon 
Lucy Harwick 
Lucille Jones 
Edna Meier 
Laura Smith 
Bernice Urquhart 
PATRONESSES 
MRS. B. N. BLAKESLEE 
FACULTY MEMBERS 
FLORENCE TAYLOR 
HONORARY MEMBERS 
GENEVIEVE NEV ILLE 
HAZEL SHELL 
ACTIVE MEMBERS 
Gertrude Kipp 
Mary Lempke 
Vera Moore 
Gladys Riley 
Gertrude Ryan 
Laura Shawley 
Hilma Sibray 
PLEDGES 
Katherine Young 
Helen Hawley 
ALUMNA CHAPTER 
Lucille Smith 
Phyllis Stephens 
Marie Stoner 
Allene Stewart 
Elsie Tabor 
Marion Taylor 
Erdeen Wood 
Phyllis Joslin 
Hazel Lytle 
Mary McCann 
BETA . . ... . ....... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. ..... . . . .. .  Detroit, Michigan 
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DELTA SIGMA EPSILON 
ETA CHAPTER 
CoLoRs-Olive Green and Cream 
PATRONESSES 
MRs. F. A. ToDD 
FLOWER-Cream Tea Rose 
MRS. C. G. WINSLOW 
MRS. L. M. JAMES 
MRS. MATILDA ROBINSON 
FACULTY MEMBER 
Miss C1-1LOE ToDD 
RESIDENT MEMBERS 
MuRIEL TowERs-Allen HELEN McKINNON-Augustus 
Natalie Haskins 
Sue White 
Geraldine Brode 
Elizabeth Woodworth 
Alta Reynolds 
Marguerite Jaqua 
Jeanne Soderquist 
Gladys Pease 
Gertrude Forester 
Ila McLellan 
Ruth Becker 
ELLEN WALLACE-Norton 
ACTIVE MEMBERS 
Marion Blue 
Ann Connors 
Virginia Buckeye 
Frances Buckeye 
Louise Holland 
Laura Wells 
Josephine Forrester 
Marjory Wickham 
Adelaide Fauth 
PLEDGES 
Molly Spencer 
CHAPTER ROLL 
Muriel Harris 
Josephine Morse 
Martha Grosvenor 
Frances Campbell 
Thelma Pratt 
Elizabeth Harwick 
Jane Keil 
Mildred Rothfuss 
Laura Cotton 
Kristine Salling 
Marion Wilcox 
ALPHA. . .Miami University, Teachers' College, Oxford, Ohio 
BETA... .Inactive 
GAMMA. . . . . . State Teachers' College, Greeley, Colo. 
DELTA ........ .. Northwestern State Teachers' College, Alva, Okla. 
EPSILON ........ State Teachers' College, Emporia, Kans. 
ZETA ........... New Mexico Normal University, Las Vegas, N. Mex.  
ETA... . .Michigan State Teachers' College, Ypsilanti, Mich. 
THETA..... . Kansas State Teachers' Col lege, Pittsburg, Kas. 
loTA ..... . ..... State Teachers' College, Kirksville, Mo. 
KAPPA ...... . . .  Temple University, Teachers' College, Philadelphia, Pa. 
LAMBDA. . .... Marshall College, Huntington, W. Va. 
Mu ............ Ohio University, Athens, Ohio 
Nu. . New Mexico State Teachers' College, Silver City, . Mex. 
X1.. . . .  Northeastern State Teachers' College, Tahlequah, Okla. 
ALUMNAE CLUBS 
Dayton, Ohio 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Cherokee, Oklahoma 
Colorado Springs, Colorado 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Greeley, Colorado 
Wichita, Kansas 
Nowata, Oklahoma 
Denver, Colorado 
Lansing, Michigan 
Detroit, Michigan 
Kansas City, Missouri 
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, ,-,.._ �.,,,� CowRs-Pink and White FwwER-Pink Rose 
FACULTY MEMBERS 
Miss BLANCHE T owNE Miss JEWELL CAMPBELL 
HONORARY MEMBERS 
MRS. P. SNAUBLE MRS. GLEN BANKS 
ACTIVE MEMBERS 
Esther Christenson Marjorie Allen Marie Kennedy 
Betty Frank Murna Thompson Winifred Smith 
B�th SiCperley 
Doris Odle Dorothy Paxon 
Elleen raham Lawilda Zenzen Thelma Perrine 
Claribel Carson Beatrice Gorton Rose Christenson 
Bernona Mohler 
PLEDGES 
Katherine Peterson Catherine Young Helen Mercer 
P a g e  T w o  H u 11 d r e d  S e v e n t y  
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THETA SIGMA UPSILON 
Established February 24, 1923 
CoLORs- Rose and Argent FLOWER-Tea-Rose 
PUBLICATION-The Torch 
PATRONESS AND FACULTY ADVISER 
Miss FLORENCE EcKERT 
Eva Herald 
Dorothy Fletcher 
Loretta Prescott 
Camelia Alten Aline Brainerd 
Jean Corran 
Josephine Banbury 
PATRONESS 
Miss LucRETIA CASE 
ACTIVE MEMBERS 
Dora Chandler 
Hope Du Bois 
Dorothy Dunbrook 
Gertrude Eppler 
Florence Gillespie 
Gladys Jors 
Vilante Smith 
PLEDGES 
Ruth Butts 
CHAPTER ROLL 
Rosetta Lietz 
Alice Morrison 
Edna Moore 
Ruth Mumford Marjorie Potter 
Gertrude Stevens 
Marie Gagnon 
ALPHA ... . .. . . . . . .. .. ....... . . . State Teachers ' School, Emporia, 'Kans. 
BETA . .. . . ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . State Normal College, Ypsilanti , Mich. 
GAMMA . . ... . . . ... . . .... . .. .. .  Temple University, Philadelphia, Pa . 
• 
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ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA 
Mu Mu CHAPTER 
Established 1924 
CoLORs-Pe.arl-\Vhice and Crimson, Palm-Green and Gold 
FLOWER- arcissus and Aster 
Ruch Bay'ler 
Doris Betzner 
Virginia Blue 
Margaret Campbell 
Margaret Charters 
Carlotta Corpron 
Helen Cypher 
Estel Feldkamp 
FACULTY MEMBER 
JENNIE DARLING 
ACTIVE MEMBERS 
Frances Fuller 
Florence Gee 
Margaret Gotts 
Mildred Gray 
Mary Humphrey 
Clemelia Keho 
Ruch Marvin 
Helen Mitchell 
Donalda Morrison 
CHAPTER ROLL 
Florence Nehil 
Janee Randolph 
Viola Rau 
Beatrice Riggs 
Lois Schilds 
Frieda Smith 
Winifred Welch 
Martha Wickstrom 
ALPHA ALPHA.. . Miami University, Oxford, Ohio 
ALPHA BETA. _ _  .Scace Teachers' College, Kirksville,  Mo. 
BETA BETA.. _ ... Scace Teachers' College, Greeley, Colo. 
GAMMA GAMMA. . . .  Scace Teachers' College , Alva, Okla. 
DELTA DELTA ..... . ... Ohio University, Athens, Ohio 
EPSILON EPSILON ...... Scace Teachers ' College, Emporia, Kans .  
ZETA ZETA ........... Scace Teachers' College, \Varrensburg, Mo. 
ETA ETA.  . . _ _ _ _  Scace Teachers ' College, Pittsburg, Kans. 
THETA TH ETA. . .. Boston University, Boston ,  Mass. 
loTA loTA ............ Drake University, Des Moines, Iowa 
KAPPA KAPPA _ . ... ... Temple University, Philadelphia, Pa. 
LAMBDA LAM BDA .... _ .Ohio Scace University, Columbus, Ohio 
Mu Mu ....... . .... . .  Michigan Scace Normal College, Ypsilanti,  Mich. 
NATIONAL COUNCIL 
MRs. \V1v1. HOLMES MARTIN, Boston, Mass .. ...... .. . National President 
M1NNTE M. S1- 10CKLEY, Alva, Okla . ......... . National Vice-President 
ADDA ANDERSON, Emporia, Kans.. . ...... ... . . . . .. . National Secretary 
GRACE F. FuLTz, Rushville, Ohio... . . . . . . .  National Treasttr;r 
W1LMA WrLSON, Independence, Mo.. . . . ... . National Registrar 
MRs. H. S. ToMs, Scockcon , Calif.. . . . .. ...... . . . . National Historian 
Run1 DuFFEY, Lake,vood, Ohio.... . . National Ritualist 
GERTRU DE D. HALBRITTER, Dorchester, Mass. . ... . Nationa!Editor 
P a y c T -w o H 1t 11 d r r d S c ,, c II I 3' - f o 11 r 
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The Sorority Council is composed of a faculty member or patroness, a 
freshman representative, and the president of each sorority. The offices 
of the organi zation are filled by the sorority presidents in  annual sequence ; 
the order of service being determined by the installation daces of the 
various organizations. The Council legislates upon rushing, pledging, 
initiation, and the standards of scholarship required of sorority members . 
le considers standards in  social cuscoms and the desirable regulation of 
social activities. Ac present a committee is at work on a code of ethics. 
OFFICERS 
DOROTH Y  SQUIRES (Theta Lambda Sigma). .... President 
MARIE  STONER (Kappa Gamma Phi) ................. Secretary 
MEMBERS 
ALPHA S1GMA TAU 
Mrs. E. A. Lyman 
B .  Iva Woodford, President 
Pauline Wood, Freshman Repre-
sentative 
DELTA PH I  
Mrs. C. 0. Hoye 
Margaret Nugent, President 
Helen Pointer, _Freshmcm Ret11·e -
sentative 
DELTA SIGMA EPSILON 
Miss Cleo Todd 
Natalie Haskins, President 
Ann Connors, Freshman Repre­
sentative 
HARMON JOUS MYSTICS 
Miss Mary Dickinson 
Jeanne Raimer, President 
June Filkins, Freshman Repre­
sentative 
KAPPA GAM MA Pm 
Mrs. T. L. Hankinson 
H i lma Sibray, President 
Gertrude Kipp, Freshmcm Repre-
sentative 
KAPPA Mu DELTA 
Miss Blanche Towne 
Betty Frank, President 
Bernona Mobler, Freshman Rep ­
resentative 
KAPPA Psr 
Miss Mary Haccon 
Geraldine Scully, President 
Nellie Blacks cone, Freshmmi Rep-
resentative 
P a g e T w o H 11 11 cl r e cl S e ,., c 11. I 3• - s i :i: 
Pi KAPPA SIGMA 
Miss Florence Lyon 
Kathleen Thomson, President 
Pauline Williams, Freshman Rep-
resentative 
S1GMA Nu Pm 
Mrs. Will iam Sherzer 
Dorothy Wheacon, President 
Marguerite Overhaulc, Freshman 
Representative 
S1GMA SIGMA SIGMA 
Miss Susan Stinson 
Aileen Armstrong, President 
Margaret MacNaughcon, Fresh-
man Representative 
THETA C1-11 
Mrs. W.  P. Bowen 
Katherine Cosby, President 
Agnes Gregg, Freshman Repre-
sentative 
TH ETA LAMBDA SIGMA 
Dorothy Squires, President 
Marvel Hodge, Freshman Repre­
sentative 
THETA SIGMA UPSILON 
Miss Florence Eckert 
Eva Herald, President 
Aline Brainerd, Freshman Repre ­
smtative 
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA 
Miss Jen.nie Darling 
Winifred Welch, President 
Beatrice Riggs, Freshman Repre-
sent,itive 
Page Two Hn11drcd Scvcnt3•-scven 
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ARM OF HONOR 
Established 189; Incorporated 191; 
CowRs-Red and Black FLOWER-Dark Red Carnation 
PATRON 
B. L. D'OOGE 
0. 0. NORRIS 
FACULTY MEMBERS 
L. W. Orns CARL LINDEGREN 
PERCY PRAY ........ 
ROBERT PEEL .... 
w ALTER ADRION .... . 
HAROLD DILLON .. 
OFFICERS 
. . . . . . . . . . Commander 
. Vice-Commander 
. . . Lord High 
. . . .  Treasurer 
RALPH FosTER ............................... . . . . . . . .  Scribe 
THERON TOMPKINS ......................... . 
CLAUDE SN AREY. . ........... . 
FRANK WEEBER ........... . 
Percy Pray 
Elwood Watson 
Stanley Anderson 
Merrill Schlaak 
Frank Weeber 
Ralph Foster 
Lloyd Miller 
Howard Kern 
Theron Tompkins 
Darwin Wagoner 
Gus Zielke 
Wilber Balbach 
Clifford Weatherwax 
Page Two Hw11drcd Eighty 
ACTIVE MEMBERS 
Frank Manley 
Flynn Matthews 
Robert Peel 
Claude Snarey 
Alton Patterson 
Max Dolby 
Harold Ruggles 
Ralph Carpenter 
Walter Adrion 
Floyd Groves 
PLEDGES 
Donald Seed 
Edward Kullman 
George Schoof 
. .Chaplain 
. . .  Reporter 
. Sargeant-at-Arms 
Malcolm Dickie 
Howard Dickie 
Harold Dillon 
Wilber Worley 
Francis Davidson 
Colonel Gillespie 
Maurice Pederson 
Harry Meakin 
Herbert Eibler 
Harry Orr 
Algot Erickson 
Earl O'Beshaw 
Fred Hixson 
Page Two I--11111dred Eighty-one 
KAPPA PHI ALPHA 
COLOR-Royal Purple 
PROFESSOR 0. CLEM 
Karl Angell 
James Burrell 
Donald Cooley 
Elmer Corey 
Harry Clark 
Allan Dickey 
Lawrence Dunning 
Ernest Engel 
Kermit French 
Forest Geary 
Lawrence Hayward 
Leo Klatt 
Charles Lappeus 
James Barcley 
Willis Camp 
William Christy 
Robert Collins 
Established z902 
FLOWER-American Beauty Rose 
PATRON 
PROFESSOR D1MON H. ROBERTS 
HONORARY MEMBERS 
PROFESSOR S. E. FAGERSTROM 
ACTIVE MEMBERS 
Harold Layher 
John Lennington 
Horatio Lennington 
Henry Loper 
George Marshall 
Jack Moore 
Ned Morrell 
Dd Morse 
Carl Neithammer 
Orlow Owen 
Gladwin Orr 
Arthur Otterbein 
Rolland Perrine 
PLEDGES 
Raymond Crouch 
Ebner Chaffee 
Wallace Hayden 
Leon Hinkley 
Harley Reek 
Aaron Scovill 
Harlow Shehan 
Fred Sickles 
Carl Smith 
Edwin Stahl 
Ivan Taylor 
Lyle Torrant 
Clifford Walcott 
Howard Wescott 
Maurice Werle 
Frederick Williamson 
Ernest Wilds 
Harley Wooden 
Francis Tesch 
Edward Lau 
Downey Martin 
Harry Ockerman 
Page Two H111idred Eighty-two 
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ALPHA TAU DELTA 
Established 1907-Incorporated 19II 
CoLoRs-Maroon and Gold FLOWER-Maroon and Gold Tulip 
PATRON 
DR. N. A. HARVEY 
FACULTY MEMBERS 
DR. F. R. GoRTON PRoFEssoR F. B. McKAY 
PROFESSOR B. w. PEET PROFESSOR H. L. SMITH 
Paul Allison 
Charles Baxter 
Herman Beck 
John Childs 
Glen Cummins 
Hobart Edwards 
Eugene Gorton 
Morley Hough 
Edmund Jones 
MR. J. BuRNS FuLLER 
ACTIVE MEMBERS 
Kenneth Meade 
Charles Mitchell 
Otto Nickel 
George Peterson 
Ralph Plummer 
Sherman Richards 
Lawrence Sawitzky 
Rolland Schackson 
Harold Schneiderwind 
Alden Struble 
Max Sweet 
Thomas Tamblyn 
Elbert Thompson 
Paul Ward 
Richard Waters 
Arlo Welling 
Harrison Welsh 
Homer West 
Alexander Zehner 
Page Two Hundred Eighty-four 
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Kenneth Sullivan 
Donald Sneed 
James J. Webb 
Leith B. Wetzel 
Elmer R. Stitt 
Olien M. Vedder 
Paul J. Straight 
Ernest J. Somers 
Raymond Harvey 
J. Alton McIntyre 
Edward Fox 
George H. Grissel 
Edwin L. Taylor 
Larry Middleton 
CHI DELTA 
Established r914 
CowRs-Lavender and Gold 
PATRON 
PROFESSOR CARL E. PRAY 
FACULTY MEMBERS 
DR. W. H. SHERZER 
PROFESSOR PAULE. HUBBELL 
PROFESSOR PAUL B. SAMPSON 
ACTIVE MEMBERS 
Edward Siefert 
Frank J. Michaels 
Edward D. Campbell 
Freeman L. Dentel 
J. Aubrey Wood 
Clare Hewens 
Layton E. Thompson 
Axel G. Peterson 
R. C. Lake 
Albert E. Lumley 
Donald E. Lee 
Ralph Burrett 
Alvin B. Dentel 
Al berc C. Wiese 
PLEDGES 
Page Two Hund rrd Eig!,ty-si:i: 
A. Lloyd Jones 
Orson D. Bird 
William K. Schroeder 
James Messmore 
Irving L. Cooper 
Renaldo Menold 
Robert Thompson 
Archie V alleau 
Edward Clock 
J. Talbot Hewitt 
William Prewitt 
G. R. Shuttleworth 
Clarence Block 
Kurt Heide 
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KAPPA DELTA Pi 
Pr CHAPTER 
OFFICERS 
A. G. PETERSON ..................................... ...... . President 
KENNET;, MEADE. .. . . . . . . . . . . ... Vice-President 
EsTHER PERKINS. . . ...... Recorder 
TRYPHENA HUMPHREY...... ........... ............... . .. Treasurer 
PRESIDENT McKENNY 
DR. ALMA BLOUNT 
Miss EDMONDSON 
MR. P1TTMAN 
DR. Hon 
MR. CLEM 
MR. LINDQUIST 
MR. PJTTMAN 
Miss Rosentreter 
Miriam Moorman 
Winifred Welsh 
Vyrene Bemis 
Beatrice Carr 
Mrs. Harry Smith 
Herman Beck 
Ethel Waterman 
HONORARY MEMBERS 
MR. PRAY 
FACULTY MEMBERS 
COUNSELORS 
MR. CLEM 
MEMBERS 
Anna Broecker 
Carlotta Corpron 
Thelma Dickinson 
Hobart MacEdwards 
Russell L. Gee 
Mary Humphrey 
Tryphena Humphrey 
P a g c T : :• o H 11 11 d r c d I?. i .r; I, I y - c i g I, t 
DR. D'OoGE 
DR. SHERZER 
MR. FULLER 
Miss CooPER 
MR. JAMES BREAKEY 
Miss BouGHNER 
Miss DARLING 
Miss EDMONDSON 
Escher Perkins 
Fern Hotton 
Ethel Kinkead 
Ruch Marvin 
Kenneth Meade 
Ruch Shultz 
Gladys Sc. Clair 
A. G. Peterson 
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LoPER's SOLILOQUY 
Prof. Putnam was my teacher: I did not gee an "AA," 
She madech me co look up technical terms in her new diccionatT, 
She madech me co expose mine ignorance before the whole class. 
She also madech me co take exams for my grade's sake. 
Yea, though I walk through these Normal Halls fore\·er, 
I will never cake "polysigh 6"-no never. 
She madech me co learn the cabinet members and recognize chem b\· 
their signatures, 
And once she scolded me in the presence of mine enemv. 
She madech me co interview the Judge in regard co drunkenness at six 
o'clock in the morning. 
Surely chat "B" will follow me the rest of my clays and I will live in 
terror and hatred of Science 6 forever. 
* * 
HERMAN BEcK (co Miss Cooper): "You are a new instructor here, are 
you not? 
Miss CooPER: "Yes I am. You are Mr. Beck, I believe?" 
H,l;RM: "Yes, I didn't know who you were, but evervbod1· here kno1\·s me. 
PROF. LOTT: "Did you ever cake Pachologv, Mr. \\'escocc)" 
BILL: "Yes, lase summer up co River Brink." 
V1RGINJA BLuE: "Who is chat girl across the street?" 
FLORENCE Nm-11L: "Well, she looks familiar. Winifred's hat, Lois's 
coat and Ruth's umbrella, she's an Alpha Sigma Alpha all right. 
"Say, waiter," growled che diner, "there isn't a single ovscer in chis so­
called oyster stew!'' 
"Well, sir," answered the worried waiter, "if you ordered coccage pudding, you wouldn't expect co find a cottage in the pudding!" 
PROF. CLEM (relating some of his own experiences)-"How did I gee 
my education? Well, Dad used co cake me across his knee e\·erv now and 
then and chat made me smart.'' 
Wienie and \Yoney had a fight. 
Wienie hit \Yoney but Woney hit Wienie worse. 
SoPtt.-"Coming to the dance tonight?" 
FRESHrn-"Do I have co dress up, or wear my own cloches?" 
PROFESSOR (attempting co be humorous)-"Can any of vou cell me where 
has my polygon?" 
\V1sECRACKER (in rear)-"Up the geornecree, sir." 
"When is longhand quicker than shorthand?" 
"When it is on a clock." 
JoE-"I wonder how iron was first discovered." 
JAcK-"I guess they smelt ic." 
Page Two H 11 11 d r c d 1\· i II c I.,· 
TRUTH 
A doctor fell i11 a ice/!, 
And broke his collar bone . 
The doctor shot ld attencl the sick 
Ancl leave the 1l'ell alone. 
"Johnny, whar do you mean bv coming co school like char) Your hair 
is dis graceful ."  
"No comb, miss." 
"Can ' r  you use your farher's comb?" 
· "No hair, mi ss !'· 
JoHN CnY (warching farmer rolling a field)-' " \Vonder wbar he's roll-
ing char field for?" 
JoE TowN-"Mebbe he's goln' co grow 'rolled oars' !" 
JoE-"Why, your face is like a bucker roday !" 
J1M-"Bucker ! Whar do you mean)" 
JoE-"WeJI ,  ir looks a lirrle pale." 
BoBBY (looking up from book)-"Morher, ,vas Robinson Crusoe an 
acrobar?' 
"I don'r know, dear. Why?" 
"Well, ir says here char afrer he had finished his dav's work he sac down 
on his chesr. " 
JoHN (co Willie who has jusr  boughr some new shoes)-"Don'r you 
chink those shoes are too small?" 
WrLLrn-"Well, supposin' rhey are, I wil J  add a foor co each when I 
get into them. " 
KERNs-"Why did the lantern-slide?" 
WAGONER-"Because it saw the film-roll." 
IN ZooLOGY CLAss-"Do fishes grow fasr?" 
\VELL-"Some of them do-Mr. Olds caught some and every time he 
cells i r they grow an inch." 
P. WrLo-" I wonder what is wrong with my watch. Possibly it needs 
cleaning. " 
SoN-"No Daddy, it is quite clean. I had ir in the bath room yesterdav 
and I washed all the works. " 
MAx-"When is a lamp-post a lamp-lighter?" 
CuMAx-"When the lamp has been removed." 
Mrss PHELPs-"Why is the newsboy never cold?" 
Mrss KAISER-"Because selling papers keeps up rhe circulation." 
Ma17 hac! a swarm of bees, 
Anc! they ,  to save their li-ves, 
Must go wherever Mary goes, 
For Ma17 has the htves . 
� 
�[I 
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" Are you ,l doccor;i" she asked che  young nun who runs che soda 
founcarn 
"No, mad ame , "  he repl ied , ' T m  a fizzician . "  
Abe : " Did you lose much at your fire last week?" 
Ike : "Sh- -. I t ' s  not until next wee k . "  
A young gentleman becomes engaged c o  a beautiful young lady ; some 
l i ttle ti me before their proposed wedding he  learns she h as a wooden leg . 
Should he break i t  off ? 
At their hote l ,  Pat and M i ke were frequently wakened dur ing the n ight  
by bed-bugs . Next day they appl ied for d ifferent rooms.  After turning 
off the l ight  Pat  noticed several firefl ies in  h i s  room .  He qu ickly arose 
and called co his partner : " ' M i ke,  get out ! The bloomin '  cri tters are 
after us wid fl ash lights . "  
Mac : " A  man fell from a s1x-scory window yesterday and d i d n ' t  get 
hurt . "  
Dub : "What i s  he,  a n  avi ator?" 
Mac : "Oh ,  no ;  but he h ad on a l ight fall su i t . "  
"Say, d o  you know why that  automobi le does not run?" 
"No.  Why?" 
" Because its wheels are tired . "  
" Hey, Jack,  i f  you were riding a donkey over the mountains and came 
to a precipice would you let h i m  try to jump over j ust because he  saw a 
horse fly? ' ' 
Tomato can and dyna-m i te if 'ki ndl ing wood . 
Has Ore-gon to Se-attle or d i d  Chica-go? 
"Why d id  the  salt shaker?" 
" Because he saw the spoon holder and the lemon squeezer . "  
KIND OLD LADY (who h a s  j ust  given Ping some candy)-" And now 
what  do you say, young man?" 
P1NG-"Got any more?" 
MRs. MEADE-· · 1 want to do some s hopping tod ay . ' '  
KEN .-"That so?" 
MRs. MEADE-"Of course ! If the weather i s  favorable. What is the 
forecast? ' '  
KEN . (read ing the paper)-"Rai n ,  ha i l ,  snow, thun der, l ightening,  and 
flood s . "  
" Your Honor, "  sa id  the Prosecuting Attorney, " Your bull  p u p  h as 
went and chawed up the court Bible . "  
" Wel l , "  grumbled the court, " Make the witness kiss che dog. We can ' t  
ad journ to  get a new Bible . "  
A tattered bit of canvctS,  
A quart or two of dirt, 
And you have a good foundation 
For a football player's shirt. 
!' a .r; e T w o H u 1 1  d r e d N i n e t .l' - /. w o 
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FREDERICK B. McKAY 
Coach of Orato1·J1 cmd Debate 
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ORATORiCAL 
BOARD 
PUBLIC SPEAKING 
Dorotluj Paxson , 
Secrdarf 
Student speaking acc1v1ties are in charge of the Oratorical Board, 
composed during the present year of the foJJowing officers: Rolland 
Shackson, president; Otto ickel, vice-president; Dorothy Paxson, 
secretary; and Professor McKay, faculty representative. Arranging 
schedules for debates, selecting questions and daces, securing judges, and 
supervising che financing of speaking activities are among the chief 
duties of the Board. 
As a result of lase year's accivicies, seven srndenc honor speakers were 
awarded college medals, while four ochers had added engraving placed 
upon their medals. In May, 1923, seven students were initiated into 
membership in the honor forensic society, Pi Kappa Delta. Ac the same 
cime cwo faculty members were iniciaced into honorary membership, 
Professo'r Lathers and Professor Hover. 
The final conce c in oratory held on January nth, resulted in the choice 
of Eloise Ewell and Roy Lockwood to represent the college in the scace 
contest held at Hope College on March 7th. Miss Ewell chose as her 
theme, '"The Struggle of Faith," while Mr. Lockwood chose "Justice 
Through Law." ever did cwo speakers work harder and never did they 
go co the contest beccer prepared to do cbeir best. Miss Ewell's work was 
marked by poise, balance, and fine sincerity. So strong was her appear­
ance, chat in competition with seven ocher colleges, she was awarded 
second place and the ilver medal of che League. The climax of the con­
test, however, came in the splendid work of Mr. Lockwood, whose call 
figure, strong message and oratorical appeal won him first place from the 
judges. Mr. Lockwood entered the Eastern Division Oratorical Contest 
held at Notre Dame University, Indiana, on April 4th, where he made a 
splendid showing but was given fifth place among seven contestants by 
che judges. 
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By Roy H. LocKwoon 
Michigan Inter-StC1te OrC1tion, r924 
If i c were possible to rake from rhe world rhe word .. j us rice, .. with all 
rhar ir means to human progress, we should be robbing humanity of one 
of irs most prized possessions. Justice between individuals, justice 
RoY H. Loo,woon 
established by law and 
court, marks the difference 
between savagery and civil­
ization. Bu c rhe march of 
justice has al�ays been dis­
pucecl by its great enemy, 
force; and, as rhe immorcal 
Lincoln declared rhac ch.is 
nation could nor exisc half 
slave and half free, so justice 
and force cannoc exist to­
gecher, each claiming clom­
inacion over rhe hearts of 
men. The task confronting 
the world toclav is char of 
outlawing force and en­
throning justice. 
My friends, in making my 
plea for the world court this 
evening, I wish to call your 
arr nrion, first of all, to rh 
evolution of justice in sett­
ling individual differences. 
With our savage forefathers 
the family was rhe stare. 
Gradually the family mulci­
plied uncil ir became the 
tribe. ConAicrs arose be-
cween members of che tribe. The scronger man overpowered his an­
cagonisc and made a decision agreeable to himself. * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * 
Whac nation, like Moses of old, shall lead che millions of the world our 
of rhe night of fear into rhe light of hope? Whac nacion, afcer the storm, 
shall sec Goel· s bow of promise on the clouds? America. America. 
America. And you, and you, and you, shall help to choose A_merica for 
chac divine mission. Our duty is clear. There come to our ears, borne 
on the four winds of heaven, the groans and sobs of a suffering world. 
Faith, service, justice and all the tenets and vircues of our Divine Teacher 
challenge us to high resolve and noble striving. There comes, too, in che 
hush of this moment, the scillecl voice of our fallen leader, whose name 
shall be forever linked wich the struggle for world justice rhru law. 
Ladies and Gentlemen, shall America be true to her supreme opporcuniry? 
Shall America heed che cries of an affiicrecl world? Shall America fulfill 
the ideals and hopes of her founders and her seers ) Shall America answer 
the challenge ) 
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THE STRUGGLE OF FAITH 
By ELOISE EWELL 
Awc,rded second place in State Oratorical Contest, held at 
Hope College, March 7, r924. 
ln one of Roger Babson's recenc books, he asks the question, ··when 
did modern industry begin?" One man held che opinion chat mankind 
graduated from the aborig­
inal period inco the indus­
trial period when he found 
chat he could harness the 
wild horse. His opponenc 
argued as firmly due indus­
try was born with the inven­
tion of the wheel. Babson 
himself is convinced chat 
modern industry started at 
the moment when one man 
found chat he could crust 
another. Then ic was chat 
the first loan was made and 
the first parrnershi p formed. 
From such a humble begin­
ning the business life of the 
present daywicb ics incricace 
network of credits, loans, 
and partnerships has sprung. 
May it noc be as significant 
co consider che question, 
"When did modern civiliza­
tion begin?" Or rather shall 
we say, "When wiJI modern 
civilization begin?" Did 
civilization begin with the 
wonderful sciencifi.c discov- EwisE EwELL 
e-ries of the lase cencury? While sCJence has brought the world closer 
together, yet it made the great war the most uncivilized carn,lge chat 
the world has ever known. * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * 
ow we see as through a glass darkly; but, beyond the mises, we may 
be certain, lies the realization of our best dreams. It is our opportunity co 
hasten the day when good-will sh,dl be the passport of mankind. Force, 
with its inevitable destruction has had its day. In the lase public utter­
ance of our great prophet, given from the steps of his home in \Vashingcon, 
his countrymen received his final word of indomitable belief: "That we 
shall prevail is as sure as chat God reigns. " 
"O'er all lands a winged hope is flying, 
le goes without reproof, without replying. 
le bears God's message to the dulled and dying. 
The rusted chains chat bound che earch are broken, 
A new strange scar pricks down the night for token, 
And the great word is waiting to ce spoken "-
Universal peace through faith. 
I' a !I , T ·;.· o I I 11 11 ,I r c d Y i 11 c I _\' - s c v en 
The Michigan Intercollegiate Debating League is now a permanenc 
organization with seven members: Albion, Alma, Hope, Kalamazoo, 
Michigan Scace onnal College, Olivet and Western Scace ormal 
College. The question chosen at the fall meeting of che clireccors was: 
.. Resolved, chat Congress enact a law, embodying the essential provisions 
of che Huber unemployment insurance bill, consticucionalicv conceded." 
The first series of debates were held on February 15th. The ormal 
College ·was pitted against Olivet and Alnrn Colleges. The affirmatiYe 
team, consisting of Paul Ward, Clarence Whitney and Otto ickel, met 
Alma College in Pease Auclicorium and won a 3-0 decision. The negative 
team, composed of \ Villard Morris, Raymond Harvey and Rolland Shack­
son, met Olivet College at Olivet and sustained a 3-0 defeat. In the next 
series, che affirmative ceam concescecl with Albion College on their home 
placf rm and chis time was defeated 3-0, while the negative team at borne 
met and clefeacecl Hope by a 3-0 decision. The final result of the League 
contests gave Albion College the winning cup. 
The old debating clubs made their exeunt Jase year and in their place 
came chis ·vear the Thursday evening Practice and Contest Debating 
group, which is effeccivelv doing the work formerly clone by che clubs. 
As T1-1E AuRORA goes co press, plans are going forward for che annual 
initiation and banquet of Pi Kappa Delea. Oreo ickel accenclecl the 
national convention of char society, in Peoria, Illinois, on April 1-3, and 
participated in the oracorical contest held under its auspices. Prospects 
are good for che eighth annual freshman speaking contest which will bring 
out new material for next year's contests. 
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Otto Hickel nt.aryH�ev 
Pres.i<iezc£ Vice Presii:klTil 
Eloise Ewell Roq l..ockwood., 
DorotlujPa.xron. 
Correspa11fimgSec. 
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Reading from left co righc-(Top row) Linck, Angell, Manley, Laschen, Weeber; (Second 
row) Matthews, Burrecc, Tompkins, Lappeus, Adrion, H. Dickie, Williams; (Third row) 
French, Anderson, Clark, Coach Brown. Ockerman, Neichammer, Seed; (Front row) Wi!d, 
Marcin, M. Dickie (Captain), Pray, Gillespie, Watson (Capcain-Elecc), Camp. 
FOOTBALL SCHEDULE FOR 192-3 
M. S. N. C....  13 
M. S. . C.. o 
M. S. N. C.... ..... .... 6 
M. S. N. C. o 
M. S. N. C. ......  
M. S. N. C....... .  . 19 
M. S. N. C........ . ... 7 
M. S. N. C... 7 
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Adrian... o 
University of Toledo. . . 13 
Hillsdale. . . . . . . . 6 
Alma. . .. 19 
Mc. Pleasanc. ............ 27 
Kazoo College. 3 
Albion. . 21 
Olivet.. . .15 
CAPTAIN MAL�OLM D1CKJE 
FOOTBALL 192-3 
The varsity football team, headed by Malcolm Dickie, all M. I. A. A. 
end in 192-2, faced its heaviest schedule in 192-3. At the beginning of the 
season under the coaching of "Bingo" Brown, a star linesman of Colgate 
University and lace mencor at the University of Detroit, with the able 
assistance of "Doc" McCulloch, prospects appeared favorable for a win-
. ning aggregation. However, only a few veterans were back and a team of 
green material was whipped inco shape. The weakness of the line was 
el'ident during the first game and nothing shore of defeat was encountered. 
Chances of winning the M. I. A. A. pennant were few, but throughout 
every game the men gave their best and much was learned. Ac the last of 
the season much strength and versatility was evident. In the final game 
only the heavier weight of their opponents prevented them from scoring a 
Yiccory from the strongest M. I. A. A. combination. Next year the 
coaches assure us of a winning team. Much veteran material will be on 
hand and a fighting team will inevitably be the result. 
� 
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Davidson (captain), Draper, Williamson, Lappeus, Weeber, Barclay, 
Schoof, Chaffee, Button, Reek, Moore, Ruggles. 
BASKETBALL SCHEDULE 
*December 16. ....... M. S. . C.- 24 
*December 19. .. M. S. N. C.- 20 
January 5 . ..... M. S. . C.- 15 
January II. .. M. S. N. C.- 39 
*January 16. .M. S. . C.- 24 
January I . .. M. S. N. C.- 32 
January 23 ... M. S. N. C.- 29 
January 25. .M. S. . C.- 19 
January 26. . .... M. S. N. C.- 35 
January 30. ....... M. S. . C.- 30 
February I. ... M.S. · C.- 45 
*February 7. ........ M.S. . C.- 32 
February .......  M. S. . C.- 27 
February 15 ... M. S. N. C.- 32 
February 20 .. ... M. S. N. C.- 47 
*February 22 ... . .....  M. S. . c.- 25 
*February 23. ....... M. S. . C.- 19 
*February 29. .... M. S. . C.- 26 
March I. .. M. S. . C.- 42 
·March 5· . . M. S. N. C.- 49 *March 22. .... . M. S. N. C.- 43 
*Games awav from home 
tM I. I. A. Games M. S . .  C.-654 
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Wyandocce-20 
Adrian-12 
Detroit "Y"-16 
Adrian-23 
tHillsdale-29 
tAlma-2 
University of Decroit-34 
Mt. Pleasant Normal-27 
tOlivec-20 
University of Decroic-r 
tAlbion-31 
Kalamazoo ormal-61 
tKalamazoo College-34 
tOlivet-17 
Northern Seate Normal-22. 
tAlma-26 
Mc. Pleasanc-30 
tAlbion-20 
tHillsdale-38 
t Kalamazoo Col lege-2 3 
Highland Park-29 
Opponents-548 
CAPTAIN FRANCIS DAVIDISON 
BASKETBALL TEAM 
Nor only was Captain Davidson the pilot of Normal's aggressive 1923 
quintette, but he was the star forward throughout the season. His ability 
co shoot baskets, his speed, and his clean methods of attack have won for 
him an athletic distinction unparalleled by any forward in the M. I. A. A. 
His superiority was known to every M. I. A. A. coach giving him a place 
on the first all-conference mythical five. Much credit is due him for the 
final showing of the Green and White. 
Under the able coaching of· 'Doc'· McCulloch, the re am chis season came 
our second in the race for the M. I .  A. A. pennant. This season marked the 
third year of Coach McCulloch's 'varsity coaching. Since raking 'varsity 
basketball in hand he has brought M. S. N. C. co second place at the close 
of each season. \Virh only four veterans back co make the ream, Coach 
McCulloch built a fighting aggregation from the conresranrs . Every man 
will be back next year except Williamson, who intends co enter the 
U. of M. next fall. The players of the 1925 combination will be veterans 
and Coach McCulloch, who has his eyes on the championship, is justified 
in firmly believing that the M. I. A. A. pennant cannot come inco an.,· 
hands ocher than chose of M. S. T. C. 
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Jack Smith, Ralph Carpenter, Homer West, Leith Wetzel, 
Charles Mitchell, Arlow Welling. 
THE CRoss-CouNTR Y TEAM 
Coach Olds' Cross-Country Team came through the past season with an 
enviable record. From the Invitation Meet in Detroit on Thanksgiving 
day, they brought home the first place medals and pennants. Preceding 
that meet they had participated in the Invitation Meet at M. A. C. and 
the M. I. A. A. Meet staged at home. In both these meets they showed up 
exceptionally well, taking fourth place in the former and second in che 
latter, being defeated by Kalamazoo by on! y three points. 
Before the advent of Coach Olds, che Michigan Seate orinal College 
had not been represented by a cross-country team in a scare meet for several 
years. Even though his endeavors for the first two years were successful, his 
192-3 team was considered one of the best in the State. Too much credit 
cannot be given Coach Old for his work and success in turning out 
track athletes. 
Pa[/C Three H1111drcd Nine 
Lee co righc---(cop row) Sutherland, Schlaack, Grissel, Vance, Mitchell, Willis, Morcon, 
Straight; (3rd row - Obershaw, Dorr, Engel, Heide, Clock, Pederson, Spade, Middlecon; 
(2.11d row) Mgr. Weatherwax, Marshall, Gillespie, Lumley, Ruggles, Walker, Loose, Seed, 
Coach, L. W. Olds; (1st row) Peel, McRae, Captain Clark, Foster, West, Carpenter, Snarey, 
Werle. 
TRACK 
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TRACK 
Again we have a winning track 
team. Coach Olds has been success­
ful this season in winning every 
meet. Many of his champion veter­
ans were back when the season began 
and around them he has built the 
strongest track team in the M. I. A. 
A., which was proved when Hills­
dale was beaten by a score of 90 to 
40, and when Kalamazoo College, 
one of the strongest contenders of 
last season, was beaten by a score 
of rn6 to 20. Coach Olds is not 
satisfied in winning M. I. A. A. and 
Michigan Inter-collegiate champion­
ships alone; but at the Ohio Relays 
his team captured three first places 
in the relay events and third place 
was awarded co Otto, the sensation­
al high school sprinter, in the mo­
yard clash. 
To Coach Olds goes much of the 
credit for our winning crack team. 
He is a graduate of our own institu­
tion and to him we extend the appre­
ciation of the entire student body 
and faculty for his energetic work 
and success with his reams. By 
critics Coach Olds is rated the fore­
most track coach in Michigan; by 
his teams he is raced the best in the 
world. CAPTAIN HARRY CLARK 
TRACK SCHEDULE 
*March 7-M. A. C. Carnival at Lansing-Won 2 relays. 
March 22-A. A. U. Meet ac Decroic-Won. 
March 29-Cicy College ac Decroic-Ypsi.-55, C. C.-35. 
April 19-0hio Relays at Columbus, Ohio-Won 3 relays; 3rd. in 100 yd. dash. 
*April 30-Kazoo College at Ypsi.-Ypsi.-106, Kazoo.-24. 
May 10-Mc. Pleasant Normal at Ypsi.-Ypsi.-II9, Mc. Pleasanc-n. 
May 17-Cicy College ac Decroic. 
May 24-Scace Incercollegiace Championship at Lansing. 
*May 31-Albion College at Ypsi. 
*June 6 and 7-M. I. A. A. Championship ac Albion. 
*M. I. A. A. Meets. 
Page Three H1indred Eleven 
Vining, c.; Barclay, p.; Layher, student manager; Torrant, s. s., McCulloch, Coach; Embrey, 
2-b.; Hoar, f.; Matthews, 2-b.; Patterson, s. s.; Weeber, ,b.; Wright, p.; Williams, c.; Hinckley, 
2-b; Geary, c.; (Capt.); Da,·iclson, f.; Cl,ristie, f.; Pfahler, f.; Lau, p.; Fenner, p., LcClair, f.; 
Sheehan, f.; Ockerman, 3b.; Cooley, rb., Hopper, p. 
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BASEBALL 
The baseball team represen ting the 
Mich igan State Normal College th i s  
season 1 s  one of  the  strongest n i nes 
that  ever wore the Green and Wh i te 
un iform. Coach McCulloch h as built 
from raw materi a l  a club which is  a 
strong con tender for the M .  I. A. A .  
championship ; i n  every department 
"Doc" h as put a fighter, and each i s  
being dri l led 111 co-operat10n and 
sportsmanship .  Captain Geary, Lap­
peus, Wi lliams , Davidson, and Pfhaler 
were the only letter men back for spring 
practice. 
As we go co press the M i ch igan State 
annal College nine h as won s ix M. I. 
A.  A. games, winn ing over Alma Col­
lege, who ha s  held the pennant  for the 
lase cwo years, in two hot ly contested 
games.  The 1 92-4 banner will be ours a c  
the  close of ch i s  season. To Coach 
McCulloch much cred i t  is d ue for h is 
ceaseless energy in work ing with his 
men for a better and a winning team. 
C APTAIN FO R EST GEARY 
BASEBALL SCHEDULE AND RESULTS TO DATE 
*April 16-M. S. C. 
*April 1 9- M. S. N. C. 
April 1.3-M. S N. c. . 
*April 1.5-M. S. N.  c. . 
April 1.6-M.  S. N. C .  
*April 30-M. S. N. C. . 
May 3-M. S. N. c.. 
*May 7-M.  S. N. c. . 
*May 9-M. S. . C . .  
*May 1 4-M. S. N. C. 
May 15-M. S .  N.  C. . 
*May 1 6-M. S. N. C. 
May 1 7-M . S. N. C. . 
*May 1.3-M. S. N. C. 
*May 1.4-M. S. N. C 
May 1.7- M. S. N. C . .  
May 31-M. S. N. C. . 
.... · · · · · ·  
. . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . 
1 5  
5 1 8  
. .  1 1  
. . 1 8  
. I1. 
. .  1 1  
. I I  
0 
. . .  l I 
1. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
*June 6 and 7-Field Meer at Albion. 
*-M. I .  A. A. games. 
Kazoo College . 3 t Albion College . 4 t  
Adrian College . at  Al  ma  College . .  0 
Mr.  Pleasant Normal . 
Hillsda l e  College . .  ? t  Adrian College . 0 
Olivet College 1 
Alma College . .  ? t  Albion College . 8 
Kalamazoo Norma! . .  7 Kazoo College . 1. 
Mt. Pleasant Normal . i t  
01 i vet College . 
Hillsdale College . . .  
Chicago Y. M. C. A t Kalamazoo Normal . t 
t-Home games. 
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Wilber Worley 
Walter Adrion 
Gus Zielke 
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Wilbur Ballbach 
Theron Tompkins 
Harry Meakin 
SWIMMING 
The Michigan Scace Normal College Girls' Swimming Team has been 
very successful so far this year. They have gone up against teams from 
other colleges, coming out victorious, in two instances, withlarge scores. 
The first meet was against Michigan Agricultural College 
February 1 3 ,  in the beautiful M. A .  C. pool. It was the first of 
its k ind, both the men and girls' teams swimming in the same meet, the 
girls' events alternating with the men's. The score was 44, M. S. N .  C. 
to I I ,  M. A .  C., the girls placing first in every event except the plunge 
which was won by Dorothy McWood, the national champion woman 
plunger. Marion Bland took first in both the 50 yard back and free style 
events; Marjory Nowlin swam a wonderful race in the latter when she tied 
with the M. A. C. swimmer for second place. The divers showed their 
adaptability to different spring boards by carrying away all three places, 
Margaret Sizelan placing first, Helen Magrane second, and Mildred 
Stevens third. 
The second meet was against Detroit Teachers' College at Detroit. Here 
the girls were still supreme, winning by a 34 to 15 score. Marion Bland 
was again the high point winner, taking first place in both the free style 
and back stroke. Helen Short made first in the breast stroke and the relay 
team won their event by half a length. Margaret Sizelan took first in 
diving, second place going to Teacher's Col lege, and third place to Helen 
Magrane of M. S. N. C. 
The personnel of the team is as follows : 
Free Style-Marion Bland and Marjorie Nowlin. 
Breast Stroke-Helen Shore and Mildred Stevens. 
Back Stroke-Marion Bland and Margaret Sizelan. 
Plunge-Olive Bunce and Florence McKinney. 
Diving-Margaret Sizelan, Helen Magrane, and Mi ldred Stevens 
Relay-Josephine Rogers, Mar jorie owlin, Carol McKee, and Marion 
Bland. 
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FRESHMAN-SOPHOMORE MEET 
The annual Freshman-Sophomore Meer for Specializing Physical Educa­
tion Girls was held March 7, 192.4. Unusual class spirit was evidenced 
the week of special training as well as throughout the meet. Originality 
reigned supreme from rhe moment of enrrance co rhe final class yel ls. 
The Freshmen wore their black suits which are a new fearure and very 
different from the old standard middy and bloomers. The Sophomores 
presenred a decided contrast in white bloomers and middies. The nine 
evenrs were very closely contested bur rhe sophomores won the laurels 
with a final score of 2.4-1 8. 
Sophomore Managers - - Freshman Managers 
Helen Magrane . . . . . . . . . . ..  Stun r Challenge. . Marjorie Sizelan 
Arlene Curtiss. . . . .. .  Obstacle Relay Nellie Miller 
Marr ha W icksrrom. . ... . . . . .  General Manager. . Emma Mayer 
Clare Williams. .Dash and " Boy's  Relay " .  Josephine Lechlitner 
Cornelia Everard. . . Standing Broad Jump . . . . ... Marjorie Nowlin 
Olive Bunce. . . Basketbal l . . . . Dorothy Williamson 
Wanda Shurrs.. . Over and Under Relay . . .. . .. .  Helen Wolverton 
Louise Kahn. . . . . .. . . . ... Volley Ball. . . .  Gertrude Mayer 
Aileen Armstrong . .. High Jump . . . . . . . . . . . .  Mildred Stevens 
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Harold Dillon, Carrol McKee, Aileen Armstrong, Eunica Oldaker, Chloe Todd. 
Women's coach, Howard Kern. 
TENNIS 
As we go to press no games have been played, but with Dillon and 
Kern, our two veteran champions who have captured the M. I. A. A. 
championship pennant for the past two years, we are assured of another 
winning team. This season we have back with us Helen McNulty, 
Aileen Armstrong, and Carrol McKee who made up the girls '  team lase 
season. The girls were successful in winning the doubles last  spring, and 
Carrol McKee was awarded second place in the M. I. A. A. singles. 
However, we also have with us chis spring some very prnmising freshmen 
who may displace some of the veterans of the 192.3 team. We extend co 
these teams the be,t wishes of the s tudent body and the facu l ty for a ver�, 
successful season . 
TENNIS SCHEDULE 
Ypsi. 
L 
L 
Opp. 
0 
0 
0 
May 7-Detroit City College (women) here 
May 9-Mc. Pleasant Normal (women) here 
May 10-Mt. Pleasant Normal (men) here 
May 1 1.-Detroit City College (men) here L r 
May 15, 16, 17-Michigan State Tournament at M. A. C. (men and women). 
May u-Albion College (women) here. 
May 2.6-Hillsdale College (men and women) here. 
May 30, 3 1 -Michigan Intercollegiate Championship (men). 
May 31-0livet College (women) here. 
June 6 and 7-M. l .  A. A. Tournament (ll1�n and women) at Albion. 
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LAKE GENEVA TRIP 
The Michigan Scace Normal College was well represented at the 192..3 
Lake Geneva Central Student Conferences. The Y. W. C. A. conference, 
which opened June 15, and lasted for ten days, was attended by four ··y" 
men. Besides Edmond Jones, che president of the organization, Otto 
ickel, Jefferson Hoxie, and Paul Ward enjoyed the week's outing at 
College Camp, Lake Geneva, Wisconsin. 
The session of the conference of college women was held lace in August 
at the same camp chat had been occupied by the college men earlier in the 
season. The camp, situated on one of the most beautiful resort lakes of 
Wisconsin, proved an ideal location for an inspirational meeting of chis 
kind. Many noted speakers, both sociologists and theologians, gave a 
series of lectures at both conferences. Thousands of students attending 
the various meetings held at College Camp during the summer were 
inspired by the speeches and group discussions co go back co their colleges 
with keener interest and greater en chusiasm for Christian work among 
young men and women. 
Tent life, rowing, steamer trips, swimming, hiking, baseball, and 
tennis were enjoyed to a more or less degree by all the delegates. The 
last hike taken by the girls was favored by a trip through the famous 
Yerkes Observatory. Carrie Washburne, Doris Rood, Mernaveve Voegcs, 
Ruch Farmer, Ethel Black, and Mary Humphrey represented the college 
Y. W. C. A. Miss Faith Kiddoo, assistant Professor of Home Economics, 
accompanied the group and proved an inspirational friend and advisor co 
her delegation. 
Boch delegations from che Normal College agree chat Lake Geneva Con­
ferences are worthwhile and hope every delegation finds chem as enjoy­
able and profitable as the groups who camped on Lake Geneva in the 
snmrner of r9�3. 
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SUMMER SCHOOL, r 9 2. 3 
JuNE 2.6 found us, 2.,400 strong, with lots of pep in spite of the heat. 
The Trailblazers entertained at a tea and everyone prepared for the best 
Summer School ever. 
JuLY 4 was an unusual holiday, for it marked the celebration of Ypsi­
lanti's one hundredth birthday. During the day one could visit the old 
log cabin and stage coach, look at the relics displayed in all of the store 
windows, or watch the citizens dressed as in the days of long ago, as 
they passed by. In the evening the beautiful and impressive historical 
pageant, telling the story of Ypsilanti from the arrival of the first settler 
to the present day, was given in the natural amphitheatre back of Science 
Hall. How interested we were in the scene depicting the founding of 
the ormal College as President McKenny representing John D. Pierce; 
Professor Harvey, Chauncey Joslin; Professor Ford, General Isaac Crary; 
Professor Bowen as State Superintendent of Public Instruction; Dr. Pittman 
as Reverend Seth Reed; and Professor Lott as Principal A. S. Welch, 
re-enacted the dedication with dignity and solemni cy. 
JuLY 16 saw an enthusiastic crowd gathered on the bleachers back 
of the Library for the Campus Song Festival. Under the direction of 
Mr. Lindegren we sang old and new songs, and went home only when 
another "Song Fest" was announced for August r. 
JuLY 2.0 brought a return engagement of "Come Out of the Kitchen," 
the clever play put on by the Speech Department. 
JULY 2.1 gave us an all-day excursion to Puc-In-Bay; " 'nuff said." 
AuGusT 2. witnessed Convocation for about three hundred and fifty 
students. 
AuGusT 3 heard · 'Good-bye and Good Luck. This has been the best 
summer school ever. '' 
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COLLEGE CIRCUS 
The Circus, given by the Physical Education Dc:parcment, was a huge success chis year. The audience was held at 
attention from the ring-leader's entrance co the Jase ace of the daring high dive. 
The parade stirred cbe enthusiasm of the crowd for the sixteen aces of juggling, cumbling, dancing, and ocher miscel­
laneous maneuvers chat followed. 
Efficient leadership and well-directed plans resulted in conservation of time in presenting the various acts and there were 
no tedious delays; every group was ready co perform the minute its cum came. Everyone was delighted with the spirit of co­
operation evidenced. The aces as given in their order were: 
,-Squad Drill 5-Russian Dance 
2.-Acrobacic Clowns 6-Acrobacs 
3-March of che Wooden Soldiers 7-0ark Brown Scruccers 
4-Boxing Bouc 8-Madam Scick-cice 
<;-Ladder Scuncs 
10-Tumbling Ace 
, ,-Dance Grocesque 
12.-Clown Tumbling 
13-Clogging-Old Man 
14-Musical Sensacion-Jndian Clubs 
15-Raggedy Ann 
16-The High Dive 
THE ANNUAL COLLEGE PLAY 
Mrs. Martyn. Mr. Wheeler. .. Mrs. Wheeler ... Bobby Wheeler. Cora Wheeler. Della ..... Dinwiddie .. Hubert Seem. 
VIOLET p !NNEY. 
CLARENCE ... 
A1tspices of the Speech Department 
CLARENCE 
Cctst 
......... Ervilla Varran . .. Horace G. Conrad . ......... Kathryn Draper . ..... Bradley Harris . .Elizabeth Harwick . Elizabeth Fuoco . .... Seward Hollev . .......... Lloyd Jones 
. .......... ANN M. TOBIN 
. ....... KENNETH MEAD 
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KoLLEGE KoMEDY 
The annual Kollege Komedy took place in Pease Auditorium the evenings 
of May 8 and 9. Acts were presented by seventeen different organizations, 
· a prize of $5 .oo being given each night for the best act. This was given to 
the Kappa Psi on Thursday and to the Y. W. C. A., Friday. The com­
mittee in charge of the Komedy was Floyd Leib, Business Manager; 
Carrie Washburne, Charlotte MacKellor, Mirnaveve Voegts and Edmund 
Jones. $750 was netted from the Komedy which was divided equally 
between the Y. W. C. A. and the Y. M. C. A. The acts on the two nights 
were as follows: 
THURSDAY 
(1)- Theta Lambda Sigma-Before and After. 
(2.)-Physical Education-Johnny Smoker, dances and pyramid work. 
(3)-Kappa Psi-Doll Shop. 
(4)-Contemporary Drama Club-Her One Deaf Ear. 
(5)-Kappa Mu Delta-Dances of different Nations. 
(6)-Home Economics Club-A Mock Wedding. 
(7)-Delta Sigma Epsilon-A Bachelor's Reverie. 
(8)-Chi Delta-His First Case. 
(9)-Pi Kappa Sigma-Melody Minstrels. 
FRIDAY 
(1)-Kindergarten and Primary Club-Sing a Song of Sixpence. 
(2.)-History Club-Feathertop. 
(3)-Arm of Honor- Tumbling. 
(4)-Fine Arts Club-Popular Music Covers. 
(5)-Y. W. C. A.- The Trial of Captain John Smith. 
( 6)-La tin Club- The Difficulty at Aulis. 
(7)-Ferris Institute Club-Slides of Campus Characters. 
(8)-Minerva Literary Society- The comedy of Mr. and Mrs. MacBeth. 
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INTRAMURAL DEPARTMENT 
INTERCLASS 
Cross Basket- Track 
Cottntly Football Speedball ball Indoor Swimming WoN DY- Sophomores Degrees Freshmen Freshmen Degrees Freshmen 
Volleyball 
WoN DY- Freshmen 
Track Otttdoor Baseball Tennis Sophomores and Sophomores Freshmen tied Not played off (not complete) 
STANDING 
Freshmen...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 290 Sophomores . .. . ..... . . . . . . ........ . . . . . . . . ... . . . ... .  280 Degrees .. .. . . 23 0  
WoN DY-
WoN DY-
INTERFRA TERNITY 
Speedball Foul Shooting Basketball Swimming 
Track 
Indoor 
Arm of Phi Delta Pi Chi Delta Honor Arm of Honor Arm of Honor 
Baseball 
Volleyball Soft Tennis 
Arm of Arm of Not played Honor · Honor lead- yet ing (not com-plete) 
STANDING : 
Track 
Otttdoor 
Arm of Honor 
Qttoits 
Not played 
yet 
Alpha Tau Delta. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. 25 5 Arm of Honor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 685 Chi Delta . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 485 Kappa Phi Alpha . . . . . . . . . . . 475 Phi Delta Pi. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 230 
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PROF.  BARBOUR-' "Can you chink of a word which, when two letters 
are taken away, only one will remain?" 
" " Yes, st-one." 
STuoENT- ' " I  wane the life of Juli us Caesar." 
LrnRARIAN-··you're coo lace. Brutus took it a long rime ago." 
MR. LYMAN-' " You have plenty of chance to rise in chis job." 
ELEVATOR Boy-" Yes, but every time I do I get called down." 
PROF.-' " Where's Miss Clifford today?" 
FuNNY-' " She has a cold. Saw her sitting in ·z ·  row (zero) last night." 
MEAKEN-' "Can you stand on your head?" 
WoRLY-'"No,  it 's  too high up. " 
BEc K-"first cake hydrogen, then chloroform-" 
HOLLY ( just waking up)-''That's a good idea." 
PROF. GoRTON-" How would you increase the speed of a slow boat?" 
W1LL1AMSON-' " Why, make her fast>" 
There's one fellow Prexy has to cake his hat off to, anyway. 
How's that. 
The barber. 
If Ford doesn't  run for President, it won't be the first Ford that never 
ran. 
MR. STEIMLE-. .  How would you speak of a tailor if you had forgotten 
his name?" 
D1cK 1 - "As Mr. So-and-So." 
I KE-"They say chat the person who wears the least clothes will live 
the longest." 
M1 KE-" ln chat case some of these flappers will have to be shot at the 
Judgment day." 
PEEL-" \ Vhere's Gus?" 
BALLBACH-' " Well, if the ice is as thick as he thinks ic is he is skating. 
If it is as chin as I chink ic  i s  he is swimming." 
MR. SAMSON-" How can a second-class scout do first-class hiking with 
a render-foot?" 
MATE-"Sir, we can 't  have breakfast,  the enemy has our RANGE. " 
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106 WEST MICHIGAN Michigan at Washington 
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WASHINGTON at PEARL 
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Compliments of Martha Washington Theater 
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for 
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Free Enrollment 
National Educational 
Bureau 
PULLEN LUNCH 
JACK SPRATT, Manager and Partner 
7 N. WASHINGTON 
For Ladies and Men 
216 W. Michigan 
for ladies and men 
20 N. Washington 
for 1ne,i 
WARREN J. COOK 
Jewelry Art Goods 
Edison & Brunswick Records 
108 MICHIGAN A VE. 
TEACHER-"Can any of you cell me whac clie ruler of Russia was called?'· 
CLAss-''The Czar.'' 
TEACHER-"And what was che Czar's wife known as?" 
JuST A FEw-"The Czarina." 
TEACHER-"Now who will cell me whac chey called che Czar's 
children?'' 
BRIGHT STUDENT-· "Czardines." 
'Tm a chip off the Old Block, ain'c I, Dad?" 
"Yes, Sonny." 
"And you're che head of che family, ain'c you, Dad,'" 
"Yes, Sonny." 
""Then you're a blockhead, ain't you Dad?" 
"Whac does he call his motor?" 
· "Depends on how che engine is running.'' 
She stifled a yawn, then sweecly asked: · 'Is your watch going?"' 
'"Yep." 
"How soon?" 
··Have you any flesh colored stockings?" 
CLERx-"Yes, whac color do you want? Black, yellow, brown, red or 
white?" 
CONDUCTOR-· "Lady, where do you wane to get off?'' 
LADY-"I don't know sir, but it sounds something like Hips and 
ankles, worst in all counties. 
CoNDUCTOR-"Oh! Ypsilanci, Washtenaw County." 
M1sTREss-"\Vhy, Norah! \Vhac were you doing on that policeman's 
knee?'' 
NoRAtt-"Sure mum, he was a-rescin' me!" 
HE-··well, I guess I'JJ kiss you good-by until tomorrow." 
SttE-"No, George, I couldn't hold my breath tliac long, and besides I 
must go inside in ten minutes." 
AD.JUSTER-"\Vhat's the matter with the lamp, madam?'" 
LAoy-"\Vell, it has all of my husband's faulcs and none of his virtues." 
ADJUSTER-· "Please explain yourself.'· 
LADY-· 'Well, it has ,1 good deal of brass about it. It is not remarkably 
briJliant; requires a good deal of attention; flares up occasionaJly, is 
always out at bed time, and is bound to smoke." 
YE ENGRAVER OF OLD 
with his small tools and his piece of box wood 
spent days, yea sometimes weeks, in the pro .. 
duction of a single illustration requiring much 
skill and patience. 
MODERN PHOTO-ENGRAVINGS 
are made photo mechanically with the use of 
modern photographic apparatus and the aid of 
chemistry. But it depends just as much upon 
the skill of the artisans as in the days of old. 
Your illustrations-be it a school book or a 
catalog, if intrusted to us, will be given careful 
attention so that the finished printed page may 
truly convey the illustration you wish to produce. 
SERVICE ENGRAVING Co. 
BOYER BLDG. CONGRESS & BRUSH. 
DETROIT, MICH. 
STERNAL CVIGILANCE 
G7\.JO matter how complete a printing plant may be, it is 
.J. '- nothing more than a tool. It must be constantly 
watched and guided. Eternal vigilance is the price of 
efficient work. When you place your order for printing 
it is well to have this thought in mind. Put your faith 
where you know eternal vigilance exists. 
<;jood 'Printing is the result of head work more than 
hand work, and certainty of satisfaction requires appli­
cation of mind behind every type case, press and roller. 
Printers of 
L c-1urora, 1924 
SATURDAY NIGHT PRESS 
1:-.cORPORATCO 
THE PRINTING CORPORATION of' DETROIT 
526 WEST FORT STREET 
PROF. BowE ,_··What do you expect co be when you get out of school?" 
FREDDIE S1cKLEs- ·  "Grey headed.'· 
ToM-"'Every time I have an argument I enter it in my diary." 
P1No-··oh, I see. You keep a scrap book." 
PROFESSOR-· "Give me a reason for your answer.'' 
STuDENT-"Just 'cause." 
PROF.-'"Just 'cause. Like a crow, just caws." 
DRAPER-··say, what does a man first plant in his garden?" 
C11ucK-"His foot, of course." 
Lrnu-r.-··captain, the enemy are as thick as peas." 
CAP-r.-··shell 'em fool, shell 'em." 
PEE-r-""Heat expands and cold contracts. Give me an example." 
A01�1.
0N-··1n summer the clays are Jong, while in winter the days are 
shore. 
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J. G. LAMB & SON 
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101 Michigan Avenue 
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The BETSY ROSS Shop 
Caterers 
�ality & Service 
515 WEST CROSS 
WILLOUGHBY BROS. 
W alk-OYer Boot Shop 
WES T M I CHIG AN 
Weep at this tale of Archie T8 
Who met a girl whose name ruas K8, 
Courted her at a fec11ful r8 
And begged her soon to be his 1118 .• 
"I woutd if I coitld," said Lovel)' K8, 
"I pit)' )'Oltr lorn, unhapp)' st8; 
But alack and alas, )'01t come too 18 -
I'm married already. Oh, bitter f8." 
Wuerth Theatre 
Photopla ys 
and 
Vaude�ille 
of 
Quality 
